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Some may say, 2019 was the year the world woke up to climate change. Harsh wildfires burned around
the globe and the arctic melting accelerated, but truly unprecedented was the number of world-wide
climate protests and the formation of an international multigenerational climate consciousness. Ra-
tionally speaking, setting aside nuclear power, the eventual transformation from the fossil-fuel to a
renewable-energy-based economy is unavoidable and, on the long run, only sustainable and environ-
mentally friendly supply chains can provide humanity with goods it needs.
If we want to retain our standards of living, such transformation to an overall sustainable economy
will require not only a change of consumer behavior but also a massive technological advancement.
For example, nowadays much hope focuses on the lithium-ion battery (see Nobel Prize in chemistry
2019), which enabled the tremendous success of portable electronics and is still the first choice in
modern electric vehicles. Still battery technology has significantly fallen behind modern demands and
the battery is a prime example of a pressing technological challenge, which is mainly limited by the
performance and properties of the currently available materials [1].
Hence, a major strategy for the improvement of modern technology is the development and opti-
mization of new high-performance materials. In the case of the battery, much research focus lies on
the electrolyte. The task of the electrolyte to transport ions between the electrodes might seem trivial
at first, but still much potential is seen in the development of new and better electrolytes [2]. However,
necessary for such a development is a sound understanding of the underlying physical processes as
gained from fundamental research. Especially relevant for an electrolyte, both solid and liquid, are
the ion transport mechanism and its dependence on the surrounding matrix. That is exactly what the
present work aims at.
This work is a dielectric and mechanical investigation of the interaction and interdependencies of
ionic and dipolar dynamics in highly ionically conducting amorphous materials with mobile dipolar
molecules. The two chosen material classes possess these properties, but importantly are also up to-
date-candidates for wide-spread technical applications with potential for enhanced performance and
improved environmental friendliness.
On the one hand, the deep eutectic solvents (DESs) are a soaring material class for green chem-
istry [3]. Essentially, DESs are mixtures of two or more components, which display a significant
melting-point depression in eutectic composition, so that the mixture is liquid at room temperature
(RT). Importantly, the DESs reveal physical properties comparable to the popular ionic liquids (ILs)
and are regarded as a potential green alternative to them [4].
ILs are salts with melting points below 100 °C and, thus, are solvent free electrolytes with generally
low volatility, high electrochemical stability and low vapor pressure [5]. The physical properties of
the ILs can further be fine tuned by the various possible cation-anion combinations. For DESs, the
melting-point depression enables the use of otherwise solid compounds, which tremendously expands
the number of usable materials. So the DES further increase the number of available liquid electrolytes




Most DESs and the ones investigated in this work are mixtures of a salt with a molecular compound
in composition of around 1:1 or 1:2. In the mixture, the salt dissolves and the ions move freely through
the viscous medium. The liquid DESs, thus, possess both ions and molecules in large numbers and the
ion transfer is presumably strongly influenced by the presence and the dynamics of the molecules.
On the other hand, molecular plastic crystal (PC) electrolytes are solids. In molecular PCs the
centers of mass of the molecules form a crystalline lattice, but they are dynamically disordered with
respect to their orientational degrees of freedom [10]. Small amounts of ions dissolved in the PC seem
to benefit greatly from the reorientational motions of the molecules and display significant mobility
within the PC lattice [11]. Thus, molecular PC electrolytes are amorphous solids with unusually high
ionic conductivity, a highly sought after innovation for so-called all-solid batteries. In such all-solid
batteries no potentially dangerous, flammable liquid electrolytes are used and without the need to
package the liquid electrolyte the weight of the battery can be significantly reduced [12].
Similar to the DESs, the molecular PC electrolytes possess dynamically reorienting molecules and
translationally moving ions. Here, however, the centers of mass of the molecules remain in fixed
positions and the ions move through a dynamically varying but non-viscous surrounding. Therefore,
molecular PC electrolytes also serve as a model system for ionic diffusion in a amorphous medium with
translational symmetry, much like normal PCs are considered model systems for dipolar relaxation
processes [10].
So far no complete experimental characterization of these materials and no comprehensive under-
standing of the physical mechanisms dominating the ionic charge transport in these systems are avail-
able. Most studies on DESs only provide viscosity and direct-current (dc) conductivity values in a small
temperature range around RT (see, e.g., [13–15]). The only other dielectric investigation of DESs in a
broad temperature and frequency range completely neglected the molecular reorientational dynamics
in the evaluation of the data [16]. For the PC electrolytes comprehensive literature exists for the ionic
PCs [17–19], but for molecular PC electrolytes only the succinonitrile based systems [20–22] are so
far investigated with special focus on the reorientational dynamics of the molecules.
Also from a fundamental research point of view, for dielectric spectroscopy both material classes
present the peculiar case of the simultaneous emergence of a dipolar relaxation and a high conductivity
contribution. The individual analysis of the two contributions in the same dielectric spectrum is a
controversial topic, as can be seen by the prominent example of the ILs [23]. Here, the analysis
of the coexistence of the two contributions in the two material classes may shed new light on the
interpretation of dielectric spectra of materials with both translationally moving ions and reorienting
dipolar molecules.
Hence, the present work aims to provide a systematic investigation of the ionic conductivity of
amorphous materials with dynamically reorienting dipolar molecules and to help better understanding
the coexistence of dipolar relaxations and ionic conductivity contributions in dielectric spectroscopy.
Based on an improved understanding of the interdependencies of ionic and molecular dynamics, strate-
gies for the enhancement of the ionic conductivity in these materials will be proposed.
2
2 New Classes of Ionic Conductors
As motivated in the introduction, the two chosen material classes for this work, molecular PC elec-
trolytes and DESs, are examples of solid and liquid ionic conductors, respectively. Both are up-to-date
candidates for wide-spread technical application, but still lack complete experimental characterization.
Additionally, they both possess mobile ions and dynamic molecules. This makes them interesting
model systems for the investigation of the simultaneous emergence of both high ionic conductivity and
dipolar relaxations in the dielectric spectrum.
2.1 Deep Eutectic Solvents
The history of the DESs begins with the rising research interest in ILs. ILs are salts that are liquid at
RT. Starting in the early 1990s [24], ILs attracted widespread interest [25] due to their extraordinary
physical properties and various possible applications such as, e.g., chemical solvents [26, 27] or elec-
trolytes in energy-storage systems [28, 29]. However, high prices and toxicity [30–32] of the ILs led
to the development of an alternative class of chemical solvents in the early 2000s [13, 14, 33], namely
the DESs.
Shortly after their discovery, a considerable hype built up around the DESs. Since then, the num-
ber of publications on this subject increased exponentially [34]. Some highly cited review articles
emphasize their various possible applications [4, 6, 7] and some even predict them to become the "sol-
vents of the 21st century" [3, 35]. The large number of possible applications includes, e.g., synthesis
and material preparation of metal-organic-frameworks [36–38], polymers [39, 40] and porous carbons
[41], electrodeposition of metals [42–45] and also the replacement of commonly used electrolytes in
lithium-ion batteries [8, 9].
Generally defined as an eutectic mixture of a Lewis or Brønsted acid and a base [4], some more
narrow definitions include that their components should be cheap, renewable and biodegradable [6].
Additionally, the subcategory "natural DESs" (NADESs) was defined as DESs consisting of materials
from natural sources [3, 46], which highlights their potential in green chemistry.
Prime examples of DESs are mixtures of hydroxyethyltrimethylammonium (choline) chloride (ChCl)
with various hydrogen bond donors (HBDs) such as urea, carboxylic acids and polyols. These mixtures
are classified as type III DESs [4] and in the present work only such DESs were investigated.
The core principle of DESs is the melting point reduction of a binary mixture in eutectic composition.
In the following chapters, firstly this melting point depression will be introduced based on the typical
binary phase-diagram and, afterwards, the existing literature on ionic conductivity of and dielectric
spectroscopy on DESs will be reviewed.
2.1.1 Eutectic Mixtures
A phase diagram, in general, summarizes the distinct thermodynamic phases of a system in depen-
dence of conditions like, e.g., the temperature, the pressure or the composition. The phase diagram is
typically constructed for thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., at any point in the diagram, the system is
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given infinitely time to find its thermodynamic equilibrium. For binary mixtures the phase-transition
temperatures typically strongly depends on the composition of the mixture and often a standard pattern
















solid A + liquid
eutectic point
Figure 2.1: Schematic phase diagram of a two-component system with an eutectic point [4]. The red
solid line shows the concentration-dependent melting temperature of the system and the
black dashed line visualizes the linear interpolation of the melting temperatures of the
pure components (denoted with Tm). ∆Tm represents the freezing-point depression at the
eutectic composition.
The pure compounds (A and B) reveal a direct transition from the liquid to the solid phase at their
respective melting temperatures Tm. Any mixture of the two components, however, has a melting point
that is lower compared to the linear interpolation of the melting temperatures of the pure components
and, at a certain composition, an overall minimum can be found. At this composition the system
is refereed to as eutectic mixture and, in the binary phase-diagram, the composition and its melting
temperature define the eutectic point (figure 2.1, black circle). Uniquely at the eutectic point the liquid
directly transitions into a solid solution of solid A and solid B, while for any other mixing ratio, at the
melting temperature, only one component crystallizes and a suspension is formed.
One of the most studied DESs is the liquid called "reline" [7], the 2:1 molare mixture of urea and
ChCl [13]. Figure 2.2 shows reline and its two pure components urea and ChCl. Urea (Tm≈ 407K) and
ChCl (Tm ≈ 576K) both have melting points well above room temperature, however, in their eutectic
mixture composition they form a liquid. Typcially for a DES, both components are cheap, non-toxic
and biodegradable [6].
Physically, within the mixture, the halide anion (Cl−) complexes with the hydrogen bond donor
urea [13]. These interactions are energetically preferable compared to the lattice energy of the pure
components [47]. Thus the freezing temperature of the liquid is drastically reduced. This mechanism
takes place in all DESs consisting of chloride anions and HBD molecules, and only such DESs were
investigated in the present work.
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Figure 2.2: Picture of reline and its pure constituents at RT. Urea (left) and ChChl (right) are both
white crystalline solids, in the mixture 2:1 they form a colorless liquid named reline.
2.1.2 Ionic Conductivity of Deep Eutectic Solvents
An important measure for the applicability of chemical solvents and electrolytes is the ionic conduc-
tivity. For example, the low conductivity of ILs compared to conventional electrolytes is considered
as a major drawback for their application in energy-storage systems [48, 49]. Consequently, many
studies on DESs include measurements of ionic conductivity (e.g., [13–15] and references within [6]).
It was found that, due to their relative high viscosity, conductivities of DESs at RT are typically in
the range of 0.1 to 1mScm−1. Still those studies only focused on small temperature ranges around
RT and the direct-current (dc) conductivity alone. Further information on the ionic conductivity can be
obtained from measuring its temperature dependence in a broad temperature range and from measuring
the alternating-current (ac) conductivity with dielectric spectroscopy.
For the ILs, a large number of dielectric investigations in broad temperature and frequency range
is already available (e.g., [23, 50–52]). Actually, excluding publications directly resulting from the
present work [53, 54], to the best of the author’s knowledge, so far only one study by Tripathy et al.
[16] has reported dielectric measurements in a broad temperature and frequency range on DESs. Other
dielectric spectroscopy based publications focused on rather limited frequency and temperature ranges
[55, 56], a non-ionic DES [57], simulations [58] or a deep eutectic mixture with relatively high ionicity
[59].
Despite sharing many similarities in their physical properties, the important difference between ILs
and DESs (type III) is that ILs are entirely composed of ionic species while DESs represent a fluid
mixture of molecules and ions (see figure 2.3). This is especially important for dielectric spectroscopy,
as this measurement technique simultaneously detects translational motion of ions and reorientational
motion of dipolar molecules. Those molecular dynamics in the liquid state of the DESs were arguably
neglected in the study by Tripathy et al. [16], who chose a solely conductivity related interpretation of
the dielectric spectra.
Similar to dielectric spectroscopy, many publications report viscosity data of DESs (e.g., [14, 46, 60,
61]), however, only in a rather limited temperature range and only for the steady-state flow viscosity
η0. Generally, it is agreed upon that the viscosity of DESs, representing the overall flow dynamics of
its constituents, controls the ionic diffusivity [4, 14, 15]. However, detailed studies, including data in a
wide temperature range down to the glass transition, are not available.
Altogether, experimental data from dielectric spectroscopy on DESs are rare. Especially, a com-
prehensive study combining dielectric and mechanical spectroscopy data in a broad temperature and
frequency range is absent so far. The present work aims to fill this gap and to provide information on
the relations of ionic translation motion, molecular dynamics and overall viscosity in DESs.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of the constituents of a typical ChCl based DES [54]. Blue dumbbells
represent the neutral molecules. The ChCl is dissolved into Ch+ (red dumbbells) and Cl−
(green spheres). Black arrows indicate the possible dynamics.
2.2 Plastic Crystalline Electrolytes
In the 1930s of the past century, Timmermans [62] found a mesophase, a state between solid and liq-
uid matter, for "some peculiar compounds, of usually relatively simple constitution" [63]. This phase
was, at first glance, characterized by a relatively high entropy change of its solid-solid transition and a
relatively low entropy change upon melting into the liquid (∆S ≤ 20Jmol−1 K−1). Additionally, those
crystals were highly plastic, even demonstrating flow at an observable rate, which earned these materi-
als the name plastic crystals (PCs) [64]. Another important property of PCs is that they reveal dynamic
orientational disorder of their molecules sitting on fixed crystal lattice positions, the reason why they
are also referred to as orientationally disordered crystals (ODICs) [10, 64, 65]. A physical explanation
for the observed phenomenology relies on the rather globular shape of the molecules forming most
known PCs, which provides little steric hindrance for reorientational motion.
While in the following centuries the research on PCs only focused on the fundamental physical
aspects of this mesophase, in the 1980s some PCs were found to exhibit considerable ionic conductivity
[66–69], which later led to their recognition as potential solid electrolytes [17, 70].
The material class of PC electrolytes can be divided into two subgroups: Ionic PC (e.g., [17–19, 70–
73]) and molecular PC electrolytes (e.g., [11, 20–22, 74–76]). The former are entirely composed of
ionic species, effectively representing an IL in the PC phase. The latter consist of neutral molecules
with relatively small amounts of ions admixed to enable significant ionic conductivity. In the present
work only molecular PC electrolytes were investigated.
Obviously, the plastic crystalline state is a rather exotic state of matter and will, therefore, be in
detail introduced in the following chapter. Afterwards, the existing literature on ionic conductivity of
PC electrolytes will be reviewed.
2.2.1 The Plastic Crystalline Phase
The plastic crystalline state of matter may be best introduced by giving a schematic overview on the
typical solidifications a liquid can undergo upon cooling (see figure 2.4).
Any liquid (figure 2.4, orange phase) is able to flow, because of the long range translational diffusion
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Figure 2.4: Schematic structure comparison of the liquid (orange), supercooled liquid (red), glassy
(dark red), ordered crystalline (blue), plastic crystalline (green), glassy crystalline (dark
green) state of matter [10]. Asymmetric bodies represent dipolar molecules and small
black arrows imply their possible dynamics. Transitions are labeled with their respective
transition temperatures.
of its molecules. Additionally, in the liquid phase, the molecules are able to rotate. Upon decreasing
the temperature, the liquid may either transfer into an ordered crystal (OC) (figure 2.4, blue phase)
at its melting temperature Tm or enter the metastable supercooled liquid phase (figure 2.4, red phase).
Structurally, the supercooled liquid is identical with the normal liquid, but is characterized by the
gradual slowing down of its molecular dynamics. A more detailed discussion of the supercooled liquid
and of the glass transition will follow in chapter 3.1.
At any temperature below Tm, the liquid is able to crystallize into the OC. However, this is a statistical
process and, under specific circumstances (e.g., fast cooling), can be totally avoided. In this case, the
liquid forms a structural glass (figure 2.4, dark red phase) via a glass transition at Tg (= glass transition
temperature). The structural glass is an amorphous material, where molecular diffusion processes are
slowed down to an extent that they exceed the typical observation time frame (usually defined as 100 s).
In contrast to the OC, the glassy state is translationally as well as orientationally disordered.
The plastic crystalline state (figure 2.4, green phase) represents an intermediate state between liquid
and OC. Here, the molecules are arranged on a regular crystal lattice, however, they retain reorienta-
tional degrees of freedom, as indicated by black arrows in figure 2.4. The transition temperature is
named T tm for translational melting temperature, because at this transition only a melting of the trans-
lational degrees of freedom of the molecules is taking place.
Upon further cooling, a PC can undergo two transitions. Either a second crystallization occurs,
where the reorientational degrees of freedom order via a first order phase transition, resulting in a
OC, or crystallization is suppressed sufficiently and the orientational disorder of the PC freezes via a
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glass-transition like process into a glassy crystal (figure 2.4, dark green phase). Here, the transition
temperatures refer to the melting (T om) or glassy freezing (T
o
g ) of the orientational degrees of freedom.
Not every PC phase reveals full angle rotation around all three axis, but for many materials subsequent
low-temperature phases with restricted reorientation were found [10].
The reorientational motion of the molecules within the PC lattice, however, cannot account for the
high plasticity found for many of these compounds. Indeed the rotational disorder is enabled by the
weak interaction of the molecules. Additionally, these weak interactions benefit the migration of lattice
defects and vacancies as well as set up crystalline plane slips [17, 77], which altogether leads to the
observed high plasticity.
From a basic research point of view, PCs are interesting model systems to study liquid-like molecular
dynamics in an environment of translational symmetry. However, nowadays they gained considerable
recognition for potential technical application as solid ionic conductors [17, 70] or in solid-state refrig-
eration technology [78].
2.2.2 Ionic Conductivity of Plastic Crystalline Electrolytes
Despite having attracted considerable research interest in the past decades, as for now, there is no
widely accepted theory to explain the ionic conductivity of PCs. Many possible explanation attempts
were made, but generally only focusing on certain compounds or on one of the two subgroups (ionic
and molecular). Especially for the ionic conductivity in molecular PC systems (the focus of the present
work), excluding publications that directly resulted from the present work, experimental data covering
many different materials are not available. Thus, to review the current state of research, findings from
both subgroups have to be taken into consideration.
Early works on the ionic PC Li2SO4 and related compounds assumed a direct coupling of the trans-
lational ionic motion to the rotator motion of the anion and coined the terms "paddle wheel" and
"revolving door" for this mechanism [66–69]. The authors agreed that the ionic translation hopping
process benefits from the spherical delocation of the anions.
Later, for the organic ionic PCs, a further subgroup of the ionic PCs, a number of different mecha-
nisms were discussed (e.g., [18, 19, 71, 79, 80]), all focusing more or less on the peculiar properties of
the PC lattice. To name a few, Pas et al. [79] identifed a direct correlation of the mean defect volume
to the ionic conductivity and Abu-Lebdeh et al. [71] proposed interconnected channels produced from
long dislocated defects as efficient pathways for the ions.
For molecular PC electrolytes, the pioneering work by Long et al. [74] initiated the interest in the PC
succinonitrile [SN; C2H4(CN)2]. Here, admixed with the salt LiTFSI (LiC2F6NO4S2) a conductivity
of 0.34mScm−1 at RT was found for a 5 mol% mixture. They proposed an explanation in which the
introduction of additional impurities by the salt enhances the diffusivity of the PC [74]. Following these
studies, SN gained recognition as a "universal matrix for solid-state ionic conductors" [11] and many
groups studied the effects of the admixture of various salts [11, 81], relative molecular compounds
[20–22] and polymers [82, 83].
Interesting insights into the mechanism of ionic conductivity in molecular PCs was later gained by
Geirhos et al. [20], who observed a drastic, up to three decades of magnitude conductivity enhance-
ment of SN with 1 mol% LiPF6 when mixed with glutaronitrile [GN; C3H6(CN)2]. Additionally, they
demonstrated that the reorientational molecular dynamics and the ionic translational motion gets grad-
ually better coupled with increasing GN amount in the mixture. The simultaneous emergence of con-
ductivity enhancement and increased coupling of ionic and molecular dynamics was then interpreted
as an example of the revolving door mechanism in a molecular PC.
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Figure 2.5: Simplified visualization of the revolving door mechanism in a molecular PC electrolyte
with neutral molecules on the lattice sites and ions on interstitial sites. Red arrows symbol-
ize ionic translation motion, black arrow the molecular reorientation. The lower part rep-
resents the experienced energy landscape of the ions during translational diffusion through
the PC lattice, which is determined by the orientation of the molecules.
In this interpretation (cf. figure 2.5), the neutral molecules occupy the lattice sites and ions are
located on interstitial sites or in vacancies. The reorientational motion of the molecules determines the
energy landscape the ions are experiencing during their translational diffusion. This effect naturally
gets improved the more asymmetric or elongated the molecules are, because in this way reorientation
of the molecules opens up more vacant volume for the ions.
Compared to SN, GN possesses one additional CH3 group making it significantly bulkier and more
stretched. Thus, the integration of the bigger GN molecules might enhance a possible revolving door
mechanism in the SN-GN PC.
Altogether consensus exists that the dynamic disorder in PC electrolytes generates a high entropy
medium which benefits ionic translational motion [17, 19, 69, 84]. The exact mechanisms, however,
seem to vary strongly between different compounds. Especially for the molecular PCs, experimental
data on a wider range of different PCs is needed. As motivated in the introduction, the present work
aims to systematically probe molecular PCs with very different molecular shape for their ability to
enable ionic translational motion and, thereby, to provide valuable information on mechanism of ionic




DESs and molecular PC electrolytes both reveal dynamic molecular disorder and ionic conductivity.
Dielectric spectroscopy is an ideal tool to study these materials as it enables the detection of both
the molecular as well as the ionic dynamics, simultaneously. In the case of liquid ionic conductors,
rheology measurements nicely complement dielectric data as they are sensitive to the overall viscous
response of the sample, which includes all types of dynamics in the system.
As long as a first-order transition into a fully ordered crystal is avoided, during cooling the inves-
tigated materials exhibit glassy freezing of their dynamics, i.e., they form a glassy state via a glass
transition.
The following chapters will establish the theoretical background necessary for the evaluation, anal-
ysis and interpretation of the experimental results of the present work. In particular, the general phe-
nomenology of glassy freezing and the theoretical basics of dielectric and mechanical spectroscopy
will be introduced.
3.1 Glassy Freezing
"Glassy freezing" may be defined as the progressive slowing down and eventual freezing of any dy-
namic disorder via a glass transition, most prominently present in glass-forming liquids [85]. This
chapter follows standard textbook knowledge comparable to ref. [86, 87] and will only focus on molec-
ular and ionic systems as only such will be investigated in the present work.
Any pair of neutral molecules experiences repulsive and attracting forces from each other depending
on the distance r between them. Repulsive forces are generated by the interaction of the electron
orbitals and rapidly decrease with increasing distance between the molecules. Attracting forces are
mainly Van-der-Waals, H-bonds and dipole-dipole interactions. Together those forces define a potential
well with a minimum at a certain distance rm. The effective binding energy resulting from the potential
defines in which state of matter a material exists at a certain temperature and pressure. A simple
example of such a potential is known as the Lennard-Jones potential [88].
Besides plasma, the three states of matter are gas, liquid and solid. If the kinetic energy of the parti-
cles greatly exceeds the binding energy, a gas is formed and the particles move freely only interacting
via collisions. In a solid material the kinetic energy is much lower than the binding energy, so the
particles get trapped in fixed positions without the ability to move translationally but can only vibrate.
Finally, if kinetic energy and binding energy are of the same order of magnitude, particles are under
strong influence of their nearest neighbors but translational jumps become possible. The result is a
viscous medium: the liquid state.
Many systems can reversibly undergo transitions between the different states of matter. The liquid-
gas transition is a first-order phase transition, characterized by an energy absorption during evaporation
(liquid to gas) respectively energy release during condensation (gas to liquid). For the liquid-solid
transition, however, there are two different routes.
One is the evaporation/condensation counterpart. When cooled below its melting temperature Tm,
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nucleation occurs in a liquid. Molecular clusters are built, because the kinetic energy of the molecules
is sufficiently decreased, and if such clusters exceed a critical size, they act as crystallization nuclei and
crystal growth is enabled. The liquid crystallizes into a fully ordered crystal accompanied by a sharp
change of physical properties like, e.g., the enthalpy and the volume (see figure 3.1, red line). Due to
this two-step process and the statistical nature of the nucleation, liquids can be supercooled below Tm.
During heating, however, the molecules can only escape the crystal lattice when the thermal energy is















Figure 3.1: Schematic temperature dependence of the volume of a material at the transition into an
ordered crystal or a glass. The solid red line depicts the idealised behavior of linear tem-
perature dependence in the liquid state, followed by a sharp decrease at the transition into
an ordered crystal. The supercooled liquid region is a straight expansion of the liquid
state towards lower temperatures (dashed violet line). At the transition into the glass (blue
dashed line) the temperature dependence shows a kink revealing a reduced steepness in the
glassy state. Cooling-rate dependence of the glass transition is visualized by the upper and
lower curve in the glass state, obtained with a faster respectively slower cooing rate. On
basis of [86, 89].
The temperature ranges of ideal nucleation and ideal crystal growth are usually separated, favoring
nucleation at lower and crystal growth at higher temperatures. If no sufficient nucleation occurs be-
low the melting temperature, a liquid remains in a metastable equilibrium. Upon further cooling the
molecular dynamics slow down, the volume shrinks and the viscosity increases, until eventually the
molecules become trapped in fixed positions with random translational and orientational arrangement.
This is called the glass transition and it is characterized by a change of the temperature dependence of
physical properties as the enthalpy and the volume at the glass transition temperature Tg (see figure 3.1,
transition from violet to blue line) [86]. Hence, a glass is a solid material without lattice symmetry.
The general ’rule of thumb’ predicts Tg ≈ 23 Tm [89] and is found to be valid for many different sys-
tems. This rule, however, neglects a basic principle of the glass transition: its cooling rate dependence.
Vividly speaking [86], a cooling rate q = dT/dt can be regarded as a sequence of cooling steps ∆T
with isothermal holds of length ∆t in between the steps. Thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained as
long as the molecular relaxation time τ , the time the molecules need to rearrange into a new equilib-
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rium position after a temperature step, is shorter than ∆t. τ is a temperature dependent property of a
liquid, strongly increasing with decreasing temperature due the slower fluctuations of the molecules at
lower temperatures. As soon as τ exceeds ∆t, the relaxation is incomplete and the systems falls out
of thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., the glass transition occurs. The faster the cooling rate, the shorter
becomes ∆t and the earlier (at higher temperatures) the glass transition takes place. This is visualized
in figure 3.1 by two different glass-transition temperatures obtained with different cooling rates.
Hence, the glass transition is not a first order transition nor is it any kind of classical phase transition.
It is a kinetically driven event at which the time of molecular rearrangement exceeds the experimental
timescale. Thus, a glass is a frozen liquid on the timescale of a human observer [90]. Therefore, Tg
has to be defined with respect to the experimental setup. Since typically applied cooling rates in exper-
iments are 0.1−100K/min and the cooling-rate dependence of the glass transition is relatively weak,
only varying by a few Kelvin per order of magnitude cooling rate, the glass-transition temperature of
a material narrows down on a short temperature interval. While it varies from system to system, at Tg,
usually relaxation times τ(Tg) = 10− 104 s and viscosities η(Tg) ≈ 1012 Pas are measured [90]. For
the present work, the common values [89] of τ(Tg) = 100s and η(Tg) = 1012 Pas, when cooled with a
cooling rate of the order of 10K/min, are used.
Another important aspect of glassy freezing are the molecular dynamics when approaching the glass
transition. The so-called structural relaxation time τ of a system is a measure that includes all different
kinds of molecular dynamics, such as rotation and translation of its constituents, and represents the
timescale of these dynamics. It is the primary relaxation feature of the system and is, therefore, often
called the α-relaxation [85, 91]. Closely related is the viscosity, the resistance of a liquid to flow.
In a prefect system all different molecular dynamics are coupled, which means they have the same
temperature dependence of the activation energy. All together they define the viscosity of a liquid. In
the following, important equations to describe the temperature dependence of the structural relaxation
time of a liquid when approaching the glass transition will be introduced. All of these equations can
be written for the viscosity in straight analogy.
The natural assumption is that in a liquid the structural relaxation is a thermally activated process.
At any point in time, the system sits in a potential well, defined by the arrangement of its consituents.
After any kind of rearrangement, the system as a whole has to overcome an energy barrier E to relax
to thermodynamic equilibrium. The probability to do so, is determined by the thermal energy of the
molecules. Mathematically this can be described by the Arrhenius equation [92]:
τ = τ0 e
E
kBT . (3.1)
The structural relaxation time τ is a function of its high-temperature limiting relaxation time τ0 and
exponentially depends on the energy barrier E divided by the thermal energy kBT . ν0 = 1/(2πτ0) is
called the attempt frequency and is thought of as the rate at which the systems tries to overcome the
energy barrier, usually a microscopic excitation in the THz range. Due to e
E
kBT the structural relaxation
time is strongly temperature dependent.
Over a broad temperature range, however, it was found that most liquids do not obey the simple
Arrhenius equation. In fact, the energy barrier E seems to be temperature dependent and increases when
approaching Tg. To account for this deviation, various authors proposed a simple phenomenological
modification of the Arrhenius equation, which is nowadays known as the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
(VFT) equation [93–95]:





The introduction of a temperature TVF, a temperature below Tg at which the relaxation time diverges,

























Figure 3.2: (a) Simulation of the Arrhenius equation for the structural relaxation time. At the glass
transition, E changes resulting in a weaker temperature dependence below the transition
(dashed lines). Indicated is the cooling rate dependence of the glass transition with the
upper and lower dashed line. log(τ) = 2 marks the typical relaxation time at Tg with
conventional cooling rates (chosen definition here 10Kmin−1). (b) Simulation of the VFT
equation. Notations are the same as for (a).
Originally a purely phenomenological parameter, the physical meaning of TVF is debatable. For
example, theories like the Adam–Gibbs entropy model [96] predict a phase transition at T = TVF, how-
ever, some experiments do not hint at a divergence of the relaxation time at T = TVF [97]. Furthermore,
frequently deviations from the VFT equation are found [98–101]. So there were many alternative equa-
tions proposed (see ref. [102] and references therein), some without a divergence of τ (e.g., [103]), but
so far none has achieved widespread acceptance.
Besides the criticism, an important feature of the VFT equation is that it enables a quantitative
measure of the deviation from Arrhenius behavior, known as the strong-fragile classification of liquids
[104, 105]. Liquids more or less obeying the Arrhenius law are called strong, while liquids clearly
diverging from the law are called fragile. For this purpose the VFT equation was rewritten including
the so-called strenght parameter D with B = DTVF [104]:
τ = τ0 e
DTVF
T−TVF (3.3)
In this form, the strength parameter D is indirectly proportional to the deviation from Arrhenius behav-
ior. Visually the strong-fragile classification can be presented in the Angell plot [105]. Here, scaling
the inverse temperature with the individual Tg of each system enables a comparison of different systems
in one plot; the more a system deviates from the straight line, the more fragile it is.
Another way to quantify the deviation from Arrhenius behavior is the so called steepness index [106]
or simply called the "fragility" [107]. It refers to the actual steepness of the temperature dependent
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This quantity is directly proportional to the deviation from Arrhenius behavior. Assuming that univer-
sally for all different liquids, there is a minimum relaxation time of 10−14 s and maximum relaxation
time of 100s, one obtains a simple relation between m and D [108]:
m = 16+590/D. (3.5)
In summary, the molecular dynamics and the viscosity of a liquid typically reveal a non-Arrhenius
temperature dependence, thus, the energy barrier for structural relaxation and viscous flow can be as-
sumed to increase with decreasing temperature. The VFT equation represents a phenomenological fit
to the experimental data and offers a quantitative measure for the deviation from Arrhenius behav-
ior, the so-called fragility of a liquid. Approaching the glass-transition temperature, the liquid falls
out of thermodynamic equilibrium as soon as the structural relaxation time exceeds the experimental
timescale set by the applied cooling rate. At the glass transition the molecules get trapped in fixed
positions and the temperature dependence of its physical properties changes. The liquid and the glass
state are inherently connected as a glass can be regarded as a frozen liquid on the timescale of an human
observer.
3.2 Dielectric Response of Matter
Dielectric spectroscopy is one of the most commonly applied measurement techniques for the investi-
gation of glass-forming materials. By applying an alternating electric field to a sample and measuring
its response in form of a complex dielectric quantity like, e.g., the permittivity, this technique is able
to detected, besides other effects, the rotational dynamics of dipolar molecules in a liquid. Given the
broad frequency range from about 10−6 to 109 Hz, rotational molecular dynamics can be studied over
many decades, from the glass transition deep into the liquid state. Since the technique is only sensitive
to rotational motions of dipolar molecules, hence giving a rotational relaxation time, it only measures
some aspect of the overall structural relaxation introduced in chapter 3.1. In a ideal system and found
for many real liquids, rotational and structural relaxation time are coupled [91]. Besides that, dielectric
spectroscopy is sensible to ionic translational motions inside the sample and, thus, perfectly suitable to
study ionic conductors. In the following, the theoretical basics of the dielectric response of matter will
be introduced.
3.2.1 Basic Definitions
The interaction of matter with an external electric field is a wide and complex field of physics. For
the sake of simplicity, the following introduction will be reduced to the case of an isotropic dielectric
medium, i.e., an external electric field induces a polarization of the medium pointing in the opposite
direction, and the linear regime, where the proportionality of external field and induced polarization is
constant. All studied materials in the present work are isotropic and all measurements were done in the
linear regime. Comparable introductions can be found in many textbooks (e.g., [109–111]).
In general, the polarization P of a medium is a function of the external field E and its electric
susceptibility χ:
P = ε0χE, (3.6)
where ε0 = 8.854×10−12 AsVm is the permittivity of free space. Hence, χ is a measure for the ability of
an external field to polarize a medium. Closely related is the relative permittivity εr:
χ = εr−1. (3.7)
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The displacement field D is the sum of the external field and the opposing field resulting from the
polarization P of the medium:
D = ε0E +P = ε0(1−χ)E = ε0εrE. (3.8)
Hence, the charge displacement in a medium can be described by the relative dielectric permittivity εr.
In the case of a static field and isotropic materials εr is a skalar and is often called dielectric constant.
To study dynamic processes in a medium, however, the application of an harmonic time-varying
external field in the form of:
E(t) = E0eiωt (3.9)
is helpful, where E0 is the amplitude of the field and ω = 2πν is the angular frequency. Due to the non-
instantaneous nature of the dynamic processes in a medium, a shift between the time dependence of the
dielectric displacement D(t) and the applied field E(t) emerges. The quasi-static relation introduced
in equation 3.8 is no longer viable and the permittivity can be described as a complex quantity usually
given in dependence of the applied frequency ν with ω = 2πν :
ε
∗(ω) = ε ′(ω)− iε ′′(ω). (3.10)
At a given frequency, ε ′(ω) and ε ′′(ω) are proportional to the energy stored and energy dissipated in a
medium, respectively. They are commonly called dielectric constant (ε ′) and dielectric loss (ε ′′). Over
the whole frequency range of dielectric spectroscopy, the dielectric response of a system is typically a
composition of the different contributions from various macro- and microscopic processes (see chapter
3.2.2). Together ε ′(ω) and ε ′′(ω) contain the full information of the dielectric response of a system.
Besides the complex permittivity, there are three other commonly used dielectric quantities: the com-
plex conductivity σ∗(ω), the complex resistivity ρ∗(ω) and the complex dielectric modulus M∗(ω).
Notably, each of those quantities contains the full information of the dielectric response of a medium
and, starting from any of them, all the others can be calculated (see figure 3.3). Nonetheless, in litera-
ture all four forms of representation can be found, because they highlight different contributions to the
dielectric response. Historically, different dielectric ’schools’ have developed, each typcially favoring
one of the possible representations (see ref. [112] for an historical overview).
All together, the dielectric response of a dynamic system is measured with an alternating external
electric field. The output of the measurement is a complex quantity and its representation is chosen in
a way to highlight the individual contributions.
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Modulus:
M* = M' + iM"
Permittivity:
* = ' – i"
Conductivity:
* = ' + i"
Resistivity:







Figure 3.3: Correlation of the different dielectric quantities [113]. The relations between the different
quantities are noted, e.g., M∗ = 1/ε∗ and ε∗× iωε0 = σ∗.
3.2.2 Polarization Mechanisms
The dielectric response of a medium is a combination of different macro- and microscopic processes.
Typically each of these processes emerges on a different timescale and, hence, can be separately iden-
tified in the dielectric spectrum. In time dependence, each polarization mechanism adds a charaterisic
polarization P0 to the overall polarization as long as a static electric field is applied. After the removal
of the external field, each polarization decays with its characteristic relaxation time τ . In frequency
dependence, these processes arise as either relaxation or resonance features. In this chapter the main
polarization mechanisms are introduced (comparable to [110]).
Much like the investigated materials in this work, the following will focus on polarization mechanism
occurring in materials with dipolar molecules and mobile ions set up in a parallel plate capacitor for
dielectric measurements.
Interfacial polarization, which leads to a so-called Maxwell-Wagner relaxation, is an induced po-
larization of the sample due to spatial heterogeneities of the sample’s conductivity. It serves as col-
lective name for a wide range of different mechanisms. In particular, the Maxwell-Wagner(-Sillars)
[114–116] model was originally derived for dielectric particles in an ionic solution. The ionic motion,
induced by an external field, is interrupted by the presence of these particles and accumulations of ions
at the interfaces of the particles and the solution arise. The resulting spatial separation of charges leads
to a macroscopic polarization. More often encountered in experiments are electrode polarization (EP)
effects. Here, the high ionic conductivity of a sample leads to accumulation of ions at the capacitor
plates (figure 3.4 ’interfacial’) at long timescales or low frequencies, effectively building insulating
layers at the capacitor-sample interface [117]. In the frequency domain, interfacial polarizations show
up as sigmoidally decreasing contribution to ε ′ (see figure 3.5). While there are many types of inter-
facial polarizations, only the electrode polarization plays a significant role in the present work. Such
polarization is of extrinsic nature and is defined by the capacitor set up, thus providing only limited
information on the microscopic processes of a system. The modeling of such contributions will be
introduced in chapter 3.2.6.
Orientational polarization emerges in any medium with mobile permanent dipoles, e.g., dipolar
molecules in a liquid. The application of an external field results in a partial alignment of the dipolar
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Figure 3.4: Visualization of the different polarization mechanisms in matter without external (upper
row) and with external field (lower row). They are ordered from left to right by the typical
timescale (long to short) of the polarization decay after the removal of the external field.
On basis of [110].
moments with the field direction (figure 3.4 ’dipolar’). In reality, the dipoles do not get aligned but
rather their thermal fluctuation obtains a preferred direction. This mechanism is often referred to as
dielectric relaxation and exhibits an sigmoidal decrease in ε ′ and a peak in ε ′′ in the dielectric spectrum.
Here, the low frequency value of maximum induced polarization is called static permittivity εs and the
high frequency limiting value, containing all faster polarization processes, is called ε∞ (see figure 3.5).
The orientational polarization is key to analyze and quantify the dipolar dynamics in a system, a major
focus of the present work (see chapter 3.2.3).
Ionic and electronic polarization make up for the polarization at frequencies well above the typical
timescale of orientational polarization and are often summarized in the value of ε∞. The ionic polar-
ization, not to be confused with the ionic conductivity, results from ions sitting on a crystalline lattice.
Under the influence of an external field, the ions are displaced in direction of the field. The electronic
polarization is due to deformation of the electronic shells of the atoms. Both are visualized in figure 3.4
under ’ionic’ and ’electronic’ caption. These effects are collectively named displacement polarizations
and exhibit resonance features in ε ′ (see figure 3.5). Since they only contribute well above 109 Hz and,
thus, are not part of the classical dielectric range but rather the THz, the infrared and the optical range,
they are out of scope of the present work.
Another important contribution to the dielectric spectrum arises from dc and ac conductivity. Dc
conductivity in ionically conducting systems is caused by long-ranged translationally diffusion of ions.
It does not directly add to the sample’s polarization but only indirectly through interfacial polarization
effects. Nonetheless, it emerges prominently in the dielectric loss. The ac conductivity, however, is of
more complex nature and typically applied models include a polarization effect in ε ′ (see chapter 3.2.4
’ac conductivity’). In ionically conducting systems, as investigated in the present work, high dc con-
ductivity is a hallmark for potential commercial application and the ac conductivity provides important
information on the physical nature of ionic translational motion [112]. A profound introduction will be
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Figure 3.5: Idealized frequency dependence of ε ′ due to different polarization mechanisms [118]. The
interfacial and dipolar relaxation processes reveal sigmoidal decrease. The ionic and elec-
tronic polarization are resonances and show derivated lorentzian shape. Included are no-
tations of the upper εs and lower ε∞ plateau of the dipolar relaxation (details in chapter
3.2.3).
given in chapter 3.2.4.
To summarize, the dielectric response of a medium, as measured by dielectric spectroscopy, is a
composition of different microscopic processes. Each of them emerging on a different timescale, their
contributions typically overlap and/or directly influence each other in the dielectric spectrum. Only
with a thorough analysis of the spectrum utilizing the mathematical framework, the relevant informa-
tion can be extracted (see chapter 3.2.6).
3.2.3 Dipolar Relaxation
A major field for application of dielectric spectroscopy is the detection of the orientational polariza-
tion, which shows up as a relaxation in the frequency dependence. The typical dipolar (often simply
called dielectric) relaxation arises from full-angle reorientational dynamics of dipolar molecules. In
glass-forming liquids, it is usually named the α-relaxation due to its presumable equivalence with the
structural α-relaxation. Most intuitively introduced in the time domain, dielectric spectroscopy utilizes
frequency dependent measurements to observe the relaxation. The following chapter will introduce the
transition from time to frequency domain, the typical signature of a dielectric relaxation in the dielectric
spectrum and its most common modeling functions. Similar summaries can be found in [109–111].
The transition from time to frequency domain for the dielectric relaxation function is done via a
one-sided Laplace transformation [119]. Starting in the time domain, an external electric field induces
a polarization Por(0) due to orientational polarization in the sample. After switching off the field at





The exponential decay is called the step-response function of the orientational polarization. For the
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The classical Debye relaxation function [120] for the complex permittivity ε∗(ω) can now be derived
via
ε




where εs symbolizes the maximum induced orientational polarization at low frequencies, ε∞ sum-
marizes the contributions from displacement polarizations and ∆ε = εs− ε∞ is called the relaxation
strength. ω = 2πν is the angular frequency of the external electric field. For the real ε ′(ω) and the
imaginary ε ′′(ω) part follows:
ε










With ε ′(ω) being a sigmoidally decreasing function of the frequency and ε ′′(ω) a peak function,
together they define the typical signature of a dielectric relaxation process. Since the relaxation time τ
is temperature dependent, especially in the case of dipolar liquids, in the dielectric spectrum the step-
like decrease in ε ′(ω) and the peak in ε ′′(ω) shift continuously from lower to higher frequencies with
increasing temperature (see figure 3.6).
The Debye relaxation relaxation function makes the assumption that all dipoles in the system relax
with the same relaxation time. In reality, however, very often the measured loss peaks are symmetri-
cally or asymmetrically broadened and the relaxation step is smeared out. This phenomena can be as-
cribed to a non-exponential decrease of the polarization in time domain. Two microscopic models were
purposed to describe the physical reason for the non-exponential decay: The homogeneous scenario
assumes that the relaxation process of all dipoles is of non-exponential nature; and the heterogeneous
scenario considers a distribution of relaxation times, which results in an overall non-exponential decay
(visualization in [121]). The heterogeneous scenario explains the distribution of relaxation times in
disordered systems with the varying local environment of each relaxing dipole. Nowadays, the hetero-
geneous scenario seems to be widely accepted, with many experimental results such as from dielectric
hole-burning [122], non-linear dielectric spectroscopy [123] and nuclear magnetic resonance [124]
supporting the idea.
Mathematically the non-exponetial decay can be accounted for by the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts
(KWW) formula [125], which introduces a stretched-exponential behavior in the time domain:
Por(t) = Por(0)exp [−(t/τ)βKWW ], (3.16)
where 0 < βKWW ≤ 1 is called the stretching exponent. Alternatively in the frequency domain, the
Havrilia-Negami (HN) function [126] is an empirical extension of the Debye formula to produce the
broadened step and peak in the permittivity:
ε




with 0≤ α < 1 and 0 < β ≤ 1 called the width parameters.
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Figure 3.6: Simulated real and imaginary part of the Debye relaxation function for three different
temperatures. The lowest temperature reveals the highest relaxation time and shows up at
the lowest frequencies. Black circles mark νrelax = 1/(2πτ).
There are two special cases of the HN function, the Cole-Cole (CC) (β = 1) [127]
ε




and the Cole-Davidson (CD) function (α = 0) [128]
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The CC function yields a symmetrically broadened peak in ε ′′ and the CD function an asymmetrically
broadened peak (see figure 3.7).
In a system with distributed relaxation times, the definition of an average relaxation time 〈τ〉 =
1/(2πνpeak) via the frequency position of the peak maximum νpeak makes sense. In the symmetrical
cases of the Deybe and the CC function, 〈τ〉 is equal to the relaxation time τ and τCC, respectively. For
the CD function, 〈τ〉 can be estimated by βτCD [129, 130]. The asymmetrical case of the HN function
























Figure 3.7: Dielectric loss simulated for the Debye, the CC (α = 0.3) and the CD (β = 0.7 ) case.
Parameters ∆ε and τ were held constant.
As already mentioned, the orientational polarization arises from reorientational molecular dynam-
ics, which are one aspect of the overall structural dynamics of a viscous liquid. Like the structural
relaxation time, the reorientational relaxation time is called the α-relaxation, since it is the primary
relaxation feature emerging in the dielectric spectrum of dipolar liquids [85, 91].
Almost any glass-forming liquid, however, reveals the appearance of secondary, faster relaxation
processes, typically named in the order of their appearance β , γ , etc., or of an excess contribution
on the high-frequency flank of the alpha relaxation, named excess wing. Such contributions eventually
dominate the dielectric spectrum below Tg, when the α-relaxation has shifted to frequencies well below
the lower frequency limit of the measurement devices.
In literature, nomenclature and interpretation of such secondary processes, however, is rather in-
consistent and under ongoing debate. Generally, faster relaxation processes due to intramolecular
dynamics are expected for polymers and complexly structured molecules. However, in their pioneer-
ing work Johari and Goldstein [133] demonstrated the emergence of a β -relaxation in glass-forming
liquids consisting of rigid molecules. Thus, the so-called Johari-Goldstein βJG-relaxation is widely
believed to be an inherent feature of glass-forming liquids [134]. Discussed physical explanations
of the βJG-relaxation are "islands of mobility" [133, 134] or "local small-angle reorientation of all
molecules" [135, 136]. Nonetheless, distinguishing a genuine βJG from other β -relaxations requires
significant experimental effort [137]. Additionally, it was shown that the excess wing can be attributed
to a broadened β -relaxation superimposed by the α-relaxation [138–140], though other interpretations
exist as well [141, 142]. For the interpretation of the experimental results of the present work, sec-
ondary relaxations only play a minor role but are included in the modeling of the dielectric data to
obtain comprehensive and reliable fit results.
Notably, often one of the special cases of the HN function is enough to describe the experimentally
measured relaxation features sufficiently and it was found, that in many cases the α-relaxation can be
described with a CD function [91] and secondary β -relaxations reveal symmetric broadening according
to the CC function [138–140].
Altogether, reorientational dynamics of dipolar molecules in disordered systems lead to the so-called
α-relaxation in the dielectric spectrum, in particular, emerging as a sigmoidal decrease in ε ′ and a peak
in ε ′′. Typically, experimental data are models with empirical modifications of the Debye-relaxation
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function, from which the average relaxation time 〈τ〉 is obtained. Most commonly, the α-relaxation in
dipolar liquids is described with a CD function and β -relaxations with a CC function.
3.2.4 Ionic Conductivity
Unlike electrical conduction in metals, semiconductors or superconductors, ion transfer in liquids and
disordered solids is so far poorly understood and no broadly accepted model is available [143]. The
fundamental difference between the two is that ions are much heavier than electrons and, therefore,
quantum mechanics usually play a negligible role, especially at ambient temperatures. Ion motion in
liquids or disordered solids is essentially mass transport of particles through the bulk of the phase.
During this motion, work is done against the frictional forces of the medium and as ions carry charge,
dissipation is detected in the dielectric response. Although being random in its nature, the ion diffusion
process obtains a directional component when an external electric field E is applied to the medium.
Following standard theoretical basics [109, 143–145], the driving force F acting on a charge carrier
with charge q is F = qE. Such force results in an average drift velocity vd and the mobility µq of the
charge carrier is defined as µq = vd/E. As the general current density is j = qnvd with n being the
charge-carrier number density and the conductivity σ = j/E, one obtains:
σ = qnµq. (3.21)
This definition applies to long-ranged translational motion of ions in a medium and this conductivity
is called dc conductivity σdc in the following. The macroscopic σdc of a medium is consequently a
function of unit charges per ion, the ion density (number of ions per unit volume) and the complexly
composed ion mobility, which depends on many different parameters such as matrix material, ion
species and temperature. However, when investigating the physical nature of the ion motion, valuable
insights can be found when studying the conductivity as a function of frequency of an external electric
field. Most ionic conductors display a frequency independent σdc-plateau at low frequencies and a
marked increase of the conductivity at higher frequencies, called the ac conductivity.
DC Conductivity Long-ranged translational motion of ions is usually regarded as a diffusion pro-
cess. In liquids, the diffusion of all constituent ions and molecules causes the viscous flow of the
medium and usually rotational and translational diffusion of all constituents is coupled. In solids mate-
rials, however, the ion diffusion arises in a rigid matrix. Still, their signature in the dielectric spectrum
and their general temperature dependence is similar.
In liquids, diffusion can be described by the frictional forces acting on a particle moving through a






including the particles radius r. µ of non-charged particles is in units of mNs . On this basis, Einstein





which introduces the diffusion coefficient for translational motion Dtrans in dependence of the thermal
energy kBT and the viscosity. Since rotational and translational motion in a liquid are usually coupled,
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the Debye-Stokes-Einstein equation [149–151] takes the volume of the particle into account and gives





The so called Nernst-Einstein equation describes in a similar manner the ion diffusion coefficient Dion.





uses the equivalent conductivity Λm = σdc/c, with c being the molar ion concentration, zi being the















Effectively, all diffusion coefficients are indirect proportional to the viscosity. In literature, however,
also exceptions from the presented laws can be found, e.g., the breakdown of the direct proportionality
of Dtrans and Drot in fragile glass-forming liquids when approaching Tg [154–157].
From equations 3.26 and 3.27, it follows that σdc is, ideally, also indirectly proportional to η . In
fact, this relation is also known as Walden rule [158]. More precisely the Walden rule applies to highly
diluted electrolyte solutions and states that the product of limiting molar conductivity Λ0m = σdc/n and
the pure solvents viscosity is constant [152, 159, 160]:
Λ
0
mη = constant. (3.28)
Still, empirically it was found that many different systems obey the Walden rule. This is usually done
by checking for the conductivity-viscosity relationship with the help of the Walden plot, log(Λm) vs
log(η−1), where systems obeying the Walden rule fall on a straight line with steepness 1.
On this basis, Angell and coworkers [152, 159, 162] developed a scheme to classify different ion-
ically conducting liquids and polymers. At first the "ideal Walden line" is constructed by choosing 1
molar aqueous KCl solution at room temperature as reference, because this system is assumed to be
fully dissociated and to have ions of equal mobility [152]. The "ideal Walden line" with steepness 1
runs through the reference point and origin of the Walden plot, when viscosity is presented in units
Poise P ( = 0.1Pas). The classification into the three categories follows the position of a system in the
Walden plot with respect to the "ideal" Walden line [161–163] (see figure 3.8): ideal (ion-interaction
free) close to the line; subionic (associated or ion-pair building) below the line; superionic (decoupled
ion mobility) above the line. Thus, for an ideal liquid system, ion mobility is controlled purely by the
viscosity and the system falls on the ideal Walden line. However, effects like solvation and ion-pair
building [159] drag a system below the ideal line and mechanisms like the polymer effect [159] or
Grotthuss conduction [161] may push a system above the ideal line.
Excluding interfacial polarizations, long-ranged translational diffusion of ions does not induce a
polarization in the sample and acts like a simple ohmic resistor in dielectric measurements. Hence, the
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Figure 3.8: Walden plot for selected systems from literature. Straight solid line represents the "ideal"
Walden line, well above and well below the line the superionic region and the subionic
region are located, respectively. RT 1 molar KCl solution serves as reference point (black
cross) [152]. Data from literature were selected from a variety of different systems: protic
ionic conductors in the superionic region [161] (triangles), ionic liquids near the ideal
line and below [152] (squares), aqueous LiCl solution very close to the ideal line [162]
(circles). Abbreviations in the legend are explained in the references.
dc conductivity produces a frequency independent conductivity value in σ ′, a 1/ν behavior in ε ′′ due
to σ ′(ν) = 2πνε0ε ′′(ν) and no direct contributions in ε ′.
As motivated above, the ionic conductivity in liquids is generally controlled by the viscosity and,
accordingly, for its temperature dependence equations 3.1 and 3.3 found for the structural relaxation
and the viscosity of liquids can be rewritten for the dc conductivity:




σdc = σ0 e
−DTVF
T−TVF . (3.30)
Much like for the viscosity, the dc conductivity of many real liquids does not follow a simple Arrhenius
law but reveals a VFT behavior in a broad temperature range (e.g., [52, 162]).
In solid ionic conductors, ionic translational motion is also a diffusion process, however, not con-
trolled by the viscosity, which is absent in solids, but here the ion mobility µion is a material specific
parameter strongly depending on the composition of the solid. For disordered solids (the focus of the
present work), generally a hopping mechanism is assumed where mobile ions perform jumps between
energetic minima in the disordered energy landscape [143]. The presence of very high energy bar-
riers serves as "bottleneck" for the ion motion and defines the dc conductivity of the material [164].
Hence, the σdc of disordered solid ionic conductors, similarly to ionically conducting liquids, produces
a frequency independent conductivity values in σ ′.
Further, the "bottleneck" energy barrier can be transferred to the Arrhenius equation to describe the
temperature dependence of σdc (see equation 3.29). Still many disordered solid ionic conductors reveal
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non-Arrhenius behavior in a broad temperature range [165]. Thus, the temperature dependence and the
spectral shape of σdc are very similar to liquid ionic conductors.
AC Conductivity Characteristic for disordered solids and liquids is a frequency dependence of the
conductivity. Usually the non-dispersive dc conductivity dominates the low-frequency side of the spec-
trum (excluding extrinsic effects) and after a characteristic frequency νp a distinct conductivity increase
sets in, named ac conductivity. This pattern found particular research interest in disordered solid ionic
conductors, where it is believed to reflect an inherent property of the translational motion of the ions
[112, 143, 166, 167]. For liquid ionic conductors, the situation is rather complex as most of them
contain dipolar molecules, which may cause an ac conductivity due to relaxation processes. However,
the prominent example of ILs, liquids containing only ionic constituents, demonstrates the ongoing




















Figure 3.9: Commonly observed frequency dependence of the conductivity (log-log representation) in
disorderd solids and liquids (upper picture) and corresponding illustration of the simplified
picture of ion jumps in a complex energy landscape [143] (lower picture). Upper picture:
Color gradient of the conductivity is adjusted to highlight the onset of ac-conductivity
contribution. Lower picture: Red cicles represent ions sitting in potential wells. Red
dashed line shows long-ranged translational motion over a multitude of energy barriers
including very high, "bottleneck" barriers, as detected by low frequencies. Blue dashed
lines represent short-ranged jumps over small barriers, as detected by high frequencies.
The commonly applied models for ionic conductivity in disordered solids rely on ion hopping mech-
anisms (e.g., [112, 166, 168, 169]). Here, the ion transport mechanism is described as a thermally
activated hopping of the localized ion across energy barriers in a potential landscape. In disordered
solids the ions move through a complex, irregular energy landscape with a distribution of well depths
and barrier heights (see Figure 3.9) [143].
In a simplified picture [112, 143, 164]: The application of a low frequency alternating external field
probes ion motion on long timescales, i.e., long travel distances. Here, high energy barriers become
unavoidable and serve as bottlenecks for the ion motion. The result is the frequency independent σdc.
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Applying high frequencies, however, detects ion motions on short timescales and short travel distances.
Here, the ions preferably jump over small energy barriers with increased jumping probability and, thus,
an increased conductivity is measured. Hence, in ionically conducting disordered solids a dispersion
of σ ′ can be explained solely by the irregularity of the energy landscape the ions are traveling through.
Although, hopping models were originally derived for disordered solids, already Dyre in 1988 [112]
acknowledged that highly viscous liquids display a similar frequency dependence of the conductivity
and hopping models found application especially in ILs [51, 170] but also in one case in DESs [16].
Altogether, so far no widely accepted model for the ionic conductivity exists. Due to findings of
dispersive contributions in the dielectric spectrum of ionic conductors lacking any permanent dipoles
(e.g., [171]), one cannot exclude a general ionic ac-conductivity contribution appearing in any ionically
conducting system. The materials investigated in the present work represent the case of simultaneous
presence of ionic and dipolar dynamics and, thus, ionic ac conductivity has to always be considered in
the interpretation of the dielectric spectra. Hence, two models to describe the frequency dependence of
ionic ac conductivity will be presented in the following.
Universal Dielectric Response Measured by the citation number, the "universal" dielectric response
(UDR) by Jonscher [166] is probably the most frequently applied function to model ac conductivity in
solid ionic conductors. Rather than a comprehensive theory, Jonscher in 1977 offered a phenomeno-
logical description of the universal pattern found for the dielectric response of many different ionic
conductors and proposed justifications for his approach by considering many-body interactions. The
UDR [166] essentially predicts σ ′ ∝ ωs to be a universality and combined with σdc one obtains
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where σ0 is a temperature independent parameter and 0 < s < 1.
Further, the characteristic crossover from frequency-independent dc conductivity to strongly increas-
ing ac conductivity is often associated with the hopping rate of the ions [172, 173] and an alternative











where ωp = (σdcσ0 )
1
s is often called the hopping rate of the ions.
Figure 3.10 presents a simulation of the UDR for three different temperatures. For each temperature
step a shift of σdc and ωp of one order of magnitude was assumed and ε∞ was introduced into equation
3.32. The parameters s and σ0 where held constant. ε ′ and σ ′ were chosen as representatives as
they together combine the full information on the conductivity dispersion and the induced polarization
caused by ionic translational motion.
In ε ′, a constant decrease ∝ ω1−s is found, which eventually merges with the value of ε∞ at high
frequencies. For σ ′, the UDR produces the characteristic crossover from σdc at low frequencies to an
increase ∝ ωs at high frequencies.
Although a power law behavior of the ac conductivity is indeed found in most systems, a closer
look at the rarely presented ε ′ of purely ionically conducting systems reveals fundamental deviations




















Figure 3.10: Schematic frequency dependence of ε ′ and σ ′ for three different temperatures following
the UDR [143] (see text for details). Highlighted are σdc (dotted lines) and ωp (circles) for
each temperature. ε∞ marks the contribution from displacement polarization for ω → ∞.
2, given in the temperature dependence) report a step wise decrease of ε ′ with increasing frequency,
similar to a relaxation process. The qualitative prediction of such polarization effects emerging in ε ′
may be regarded as one advantage of the following model.






was derived for the frequency dependent conductivity of disordered solids and contains only two pa-
rameters σdc and the hopping rate τ . In the words of the author, it is the "simplest possible realistic
model for ac conduction in disordered solids" [112].
Interestingly, the RBM also found considerable application to model the dielectric response of liquid
ionic conductors [51, 170, 176, 177], hence, exceeding its original purpose. Those liquid ionic con-
ductors, in most cases ILs, reveal the typical dc to ac pattern in σ ′ and a shallow relaxation-like step in
ε ′. Still, in many cases the RBM alone was not enough to describe the dielectric response sufficiently
and the authors opted to introduce an additional relaxation term in their fitting routine [170, 177, 178].
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which like the old solution only depends on two parameter, σdc and ion hopping rate τRBM. The authors
considered equation 3.35 as the correct solution of the model and in the following the abbreviation















Figure 3.11: Numerical solutions of the RBM model from 2008 [164] for ε ′ and σ ′ and three different
temperatures. Each temperature step accounts for a shift of σdc and τRBM of two orders
of magnitude. Indications have the same meaning as in figure 3.10. The dash-dotted line
shows the results of the old RBM solution for the same parameters as the intermediate
temperature (blue line), thus highlighting the differences of the two models. Into both
equations the contribution from displacement polarization ε∞ was introduced.
Figure 3.11 presents a simulation of the new RBM solution. The model predicts the crossover from
dc to ac conductivity in σ ′, qualitatively similar to the UDR. However, in ε ′ it produces a pronounced
step-like decrease similar to a relaxation step. Additionally, figure 3.11 compares the old and the new
solution. Obvious differences are a steeper ac-conductivity increase and the quantitative difference of
the step in ε ′, which, for the new solution, is much higher and merges faster towards ε∞.
To summarize, the contributions to the dielectric response from ionic conductivity are manifold. The
straightforward dc conductivity arises from long-ranged translational diffusion of ions in the sample
and yields a frequency independent plateau in σ ′. The phenomena of dispersion at higher frequencies
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due to ac conductivity is until today a controversial discussed topic. Many ion hopping models predict
this dispersion phenomena and are more or less capable to describe experimental data. For the present
work, the new solution of the RBM is chosen as an up-to-date model to be integrated in the fitting
routine, whenever a spectral feature can be suspected to be of purely ionic nature.
3.2.5 The Dielectric Modulus
An alternative approach to analyze dispersion phenomena in ionic conductors is the dielectric modulus
M∗(ω) = 1/ε∗(ω) = M′(ω)+M′′(ω) (3.36)
representation. Proposed by Macedo et. al. [179] for ionic conductors without permanent dipoles, the
modulus representation offers the advantage of an assumed direct access to the ionic dynamics. For an
idealized sample with purely frequency independent dc conductivity σdc and a frequency independent
relative permittivity εs, ε∗ is given by:
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Thus, for an idealized conductor M′ exhibits a step-like increase from 0 to Ms and M′′ a symmetrical
peak with peak position frequency νpeak = 1/(2πτσ ). The formalism calls τσ the conductivity relax-
ation time. In real systems, however, a broadened peak in M′′ is found and is, analogously to the
dielectric relaxation, interpreted as a distribution of conductivity relaxation times. Such broadening







However, in ionic conductors without permanent dipoles, a frequency independent relative permit-
tivity εs arises due to quasi-instantaneous displacement polarizations, hence εs = ε∞. Consequently,
the position and shape of the peak in M′′ dependents on contributions from displacement polariza-
tions, which physically are not directly related to the motion of mobile charge carriers. Therefore, the
analysis and interpretation of the dielectric modulus as conductivity relaxation has received criticism
[181–183].
It should be noted, that criticism of the modulus representation does only apply to its interpretations
about the ionic dynamics. The modulus representation itself has the same validity as any other complex
dielectric quantity (ε∗, σ∗ and ρ∗) and by no means does the standart dielectric measurement routine
relate to one of those representations more than to another [184].
In the present work, where in all cases mobile permanent dipoles are present, the interpretation of
the M′′ spectra is anyway questionable, as the M′′ peak will be a superposition of ionic and dipolar
contributions. However, the modulus representation is commonly applied in mechanical spectroscopy
and an adequate comparison of dielectric and mechanical data includes the modulus representation.
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3.2.6 Equivalent Circuit Approach
So far the contributions and the mathematical framework for dipolar relaxation, the ionic conductivity
and the displacement polarization were introduced. Together with the extrinsic inferfacial polarizations
they compose the dielectric response of an ionically conducting material with permanent dipoles. The
overlap and interdependence of these processes in the dielectric spectrum make its evaluation non-
trivial. Commonly, an equivalent-circuit approach is used to model the dielectric data and to extract
the important parameters like dipolar relaxation time, relaxation strength, dc conductivity and so on.
From all kind of different inferfacial polarizations only the EP plays an important role for the evalu-
ation of the dielectric data in the present work. In the following, a phenomenological model for the EP
will be introduced [117]. Afterwards, the equivalent-circuit with the interconnection of the individual
components and the fitting routine will be explained.
Distributed RC circuit In ionically conducting systems, solid and liquid, EP is an often observed
phenomenon in the dielectric spectrum (see, e.g., ref. [117] and references within). It arises from the
translational motion of the ions. At low frequencies, i.e., with long time periods of the external field
pointing in one direction, ions diffusing through the sample will eventually reach the electrodes before
the reversal of the field. This accumulation of ions at the metallic electrodes leads to the formation
of a space-charge region, effectively acting as thin isolating layers between the electrodes and the
sample. Macroscopically, this results in a significant increase of the measured capacity and an decrease
of the conductivity of the sample inside the capacitor. Hence, in the dielectric spectrum ε ′ reaches
extraordinary high values, not accountable for by intrinsic polarizations, and in σ ′ lower conductivities
than σdc are obtained.
In highly conducting systems, EP effects often hamper the analysis of the intrinsic contributions
in the dielectric spectrum. To overcome this problem, either the application of special measurement
techniques to avoid EP (e.g., four point measurements or varying electrode distances [185–187]) or the
modeling of the EP, e.g., by an equivalent circuit are possible. Special measurement techniques, how-
ever, require significant additional effort and sometimes entail disadvantages by itself, e.g., a larger
electrode distance results in a smaller measurement resolution at very low losses. Numerous phe-
nomenological and microscopic models were proposed to describe the EP (see ref. [188] for a review),
still in many cases the EP effects are not in the focus of the investigation but have to be taken into
account when analyzing the dielectric spectrum. In such cases, the modeling of the EP effects with an
equivalent circuit offers an easy approach to the problem.
Most commonly, a constant phase element [189–195] or a parallel RC circuit [143, 196–198] are
applied and deliver reasonable results as long as only the onset of EP effects arises at the low frequency
boundary of the spectrum. In ref. [117], it was shown that a distributed RC equivalent circuit (DRC)
is able to describe the EP in the dielectric spectrum of many different materials over the complete
investigated frequency range. Hence, the DRC is the method of choice in the present work to model
the EP effects.
The DRC is a straightforward extension of the standard RC equivalent circuit in manner of the
empirical extension of the Debye relaxation formula, i.e., the HN function (equation 3.17) [117]. The
DRC is connected in series to the bulk response of the sample and the overall impedance Ztotal is a
function of the impedance of the bulk Zbulk and the capacitance CEP and resistance REP of the thin
blocking layers:







0 ≤ α < 1 and 0 < β ≤ 1 are the width parameters and τEP = CEPREP. For all the spectra measured
in this work, the ’Cole-Cole’ case (β = 1) was sufficient to achieve a reasonable description of the EP
effects.
Equivalent Circuit Collectively, the EP, the orientational relaxation, secondary relaxations, displace-
ment polarization and the ionic conductivity compose the dielectric response of the materials investi-
gated in the present work. The equivalent circuit approach connects each of the individual components
and from it the overall complex permittivity (or any dielectric measure) can be calculated.
Figure 3.12 shows the interconnection of the different components. The DRC circuit, accounting
for extrinsic EP effects, is connected in series to intrinsic part. At high temperatures, some highly
conducting systems reveal a second dispersion step in the EP region [20, 54, 117, 199]. Here, a second
DRC connected in series can be employed to accurately describe the data [117]. Within the intrinsic
part, all the contributions are connected in parallel. Those are in particular the dc conductivity, the
displacement polarization ε∞, the dipolar relaxation (α-relaxation) and further relaxations. The flex-
ibility of the equivalent circuit approach offers an easy way to include other relaxations slower than
the α-relaxation, e.g., the normal mode in polymers, or faster relaxations, such as the βJG-relaxation.
















Figure 3.12: Equivalent circuit to model the dielectric response of ionically conducting systems. Ex-
trinsic electrode polarization effects are accounted for by one (or optional two) DRC
circuits connected in series to the intrinsic contribution. The intrinsic part consists of the
dc conductivity, relaxation functions and the displacement polarization ε∞. Color code
corresponds to figure 2.13.
Figure 3.13 demonstrates the output of an equivalent circuit including one DRC, the dc conductivity
and the α-relaxation for ε ′, ε ′′ and σ ′. In ε ′, with increasing frequency a double-step-like decrease
can be seen. The slower (at lower frequencies) process with the much higher step height is due to EP
effects (in the picture abbreviated with BE for blocking electrode). The faster process comes from the
α-relaxation. In ε ′′, two peak-like features occur, with the same origins as the steps in ε ′. Additionally
between EP and α-relaxation, the dc conductivity shows up as decreasing contribution (∝ ν−1). σ ′ =
ε ′′ε02πν includes the same contributions, but this representation highlights the frequency dependent
plateau arising from dc conductivity.
In ionically conducting systems, the spectral position of the dc contribution with respect to the α-
relaxation is not constant, but depends on the material properties and the temperature. In some cases,
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Figure 3.13: Dielectric spectra of ε ′, ε ′′ and σ ′ simulated with the equivalent-circuit approach utilizing
one distributed RC circuit (α = 0.1), the dc conductivity, one CD relaxation function (β =
0.7) and ε∞. Left (lower conductivity) and right (higher conductivity) column represent
results for two different conductivity values while all other parameters were held constant.
The different contributions are highlighted by the colored areas: electrode polarization
(green), dc conductivity (red) and relaxation (blue). The overall response is represented
by the black solid line. For the lower dc conductivity (left column) the three processes are
well separated while for the higher dc conductivity (right column) the onset of electrode
polarization significantly shifts to higher frequencies, the dc conductivity plateau rises
and the relaxation gets superimposed by the dc conductivity.
very high values of the dc conductivity lead to a merging of the two processes in the dielectric spectrum
(figure 2.13 right column). The dc contribution shifts to higher frequencies in ε ′′ and the plateau in σ ′
rises, effectively overlapping with the peak position of the α-relaxation. Additionally, in ε ′ the onset of
the EP shifts towards the relaxation step. The resulting dielectric response resembles that of the dc-ac
conductivity sequence introduced in chapter 3.2.4. Hence, from the spectral shape alone it is rather
difficult to distinguish between the two scenarios: combination of dc conductivity and α-relaxation or
ac conductivity. Often, both models achieve a reasonable fit to the data [23, 200].
Altogether, the equivalent circuit approach enables a description of the dielectric response of ioni-
cally conducting systems over the whole dielectric frequency range. From the fitting routine the im-
portant parameters, such as dipolar relaxation time and dc conductivity, can be obtained with high
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accuracy. Still, often the spectral shape does not unequivocally define the composition of the equiva-
lent circuit but rather the individual components must be chosen with some consideration. For example,
in highly conducting systems the high frequency part can sometimes be modeled with either a combi-
nation of dc conductivity and a relaxation function or an ac conductivity model. Here, consideration
about the material composition or supporting measurements can help with the determination of the
model.
3.3 Rheology of Liquids
In the present work, shear viscosity measurements were conducted to complement the results from
dielectric spectroscopy. Unlike dielectric spectroscopy, which is only sensitive to certain aspects of the
molecular and ionic dynamics in a liquid, mechanical spectroscopy measures the liquid’s resistance to
flow, which is a macroscopic measure built up from all different kinds of dynamics and interactions
of the liquid’s constituents. Thus mechanical spectroscopy measures the ’real’ structural relaxation,
where dielectric spectroscopy only detects dipolar reorientations and ionic translations. Therefore, the
comparison of both offers valuable insights on the interdependencies of these processes.
The following chapters will introduce the basic mathematical framework for the interpretation of the
viscoelastic response of liquids [201, 202]. The interpretation and analysis of the mechanical spectrum
will be presented in straight analogy to the dielectric spectrum.
3.3.1 Basic Definitions
Rheology is the study of the flow and deformation properties of condensed matter. The following
introduction will be reduced to the mechanical response of small-molecule liquids and the linear region,







Figure 3.14: Parallel plates shear experiment [202].
The terminology of rheological measurements may well be introduced with the example of a parallel-
plates shear experiment (figure 3.14) [201]. A force F is applied to the upper of two identical plates
with plate area A and plate distance d. A viscous sample fills the space between the plates. The
movement of the upper plated induces a flow velocity v in the sample depending on the distance from
the lower static plate. The force F generates a mechanical shear stress σm in the sample:
σm = F/A. (3.43)
The shear deformation γ of the sample is defined by the horizontal displacement ∆s of the upper plate
γ = ∆s/d (3.44)
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and the shear deformation rate γ̇ by the velocity v of the upper plate
γ̇ = v/d. (3.45)
For an ideal viscous fluid, Newton’s law gives the steady-state flow viscosity η0 (or simply called
the viscosity) as the ratio of shear stress σm and shear rate γ̇:
η0 = σm/γ̇. (3.46)
It describes the continuous deformation of a ideal liquid under applied mechanical stress. This defor-
mation is irreversible and permanent even after the relief of the mechanical stress. In an equivalent
circuit it is represented by a purely viscous damper.
On the other hand, for ideal elastic (reversible) deformation the elastic shear modulus G∞ is intro-
duced, known as Hooke’s law:
σm = G∞γ. (3.47)
This law only holds as long as all energy supplied to the system is stored as deformation energy and
is used to completely reverse the induced deformation after the relief of the mechanical stress. In an
equivalent circuit it is represented by a purely elastic spring.
The Maxwell model combines these two idealistic models (figure 3.15). The so-called viscoelastic
behavior of a material is modeled by a combination of Newton’s and Hook’s law. The overall shear
rate γ̇ is given by:









Figure 3.15: Equivalent circuit approach according to the Maxwell model. Viscoelasticity is described
by a serial connection of a purely viscous η damper and a purely elastic spring G.
Much like in dielectric spectroscopy, dynamic mechanical measurements allow access to dynamic
properties of the medium. The application of an harmonic oscillating shear deformation γ (in complex
form)
γ
∗ = γ0eiωt , (3.49)
produces an oscillating shear stress σ∗m with certain phase retardation due to the inability of the material
to instantaneously react to the deformation. In this case, the ratio of σm and γ becomes a complex
quantity:
G∗ = G′+ iG′′ = σ∗m/γ
∗. (3.50)
Hence the basic principal of measurement and analysis of dielectric and mechanical spectroscopy are
very similar, which becomes especially obvious when looking at the interconnections of the different
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complex mechanical quantities (see figure 3.16). As introduced, the complex mechanical modulus G∗
can be obtained with the application of a harmonic oscillating deformation. The complex compliance
J∗ is the inverse of G∗ and can be experimentally determined by applying a harmonic oscillating shear
stress and measuring the deformation. The complex viscosity (resistance to flow) and the complex
fluidity (ability to flow) are the analogous quantities to complex resistivity and complex conductivity,
respectively. Each complex quantity includes the full information of the dynamic mechanical response
of a system and from it each other quantity can be calculated.
Modulus
G* = G' + iG"
Viscosity
* = ' - i"
Compliance
J* = J' - iJ"
Fluidity







Figure 3.16: Correlation of the different mechanical quantities [203]. The relations between the dif-
ferent quantities are inscribed, e.g., G∗ = 1/J∗ and η∗× iω = G∗.
3.3.2 The Dynamic Mechanical Response
In analogy to the introduction of the dielectric relaxation in chapter 2.2.3, the frequency dependence
of the mechanical response of a liquid will be explained based on the time dependent shear relaxation,
followed by the transition into the frequency domain. Further similarities arise when comparing results
and interpretation of the different complex mechanical quantities. Much like for the dielectric response,
the complex mechanical modulus G∗ and the complex compliance J∗ are two fully valid representations
of the mechanical response. From both a structural relaxation time can be obtained.
Modulus Representation The Maxwell model for viscoelastic materials may serve as starting point
for the mechanical response of small-molecule liquids. After an sudden exposure to a constant defor-
mation γ0, a material will exhibit a decreasing shear stress σm(t) with time. In context of the Maxwell







σm(t) = σ0e−t/τG . (3.52)
τG is called the shear stress relaxation time (in context of the Maxwell model) and is often assumed to
be the system’s structural relaxation time. From equation 3.51 and 3.52 the Maxwell relation gives a
simple expression for τG:
τG = η0/G∞. (3.53)
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In the frequency domain the application of a harmonic oscillating shear deformation γ∗ with angular
frequency ω = 2πν produces a shear stress with phase retardation. Inserting γ∗ = γ0 exp(iωt), into































Figure 3.17: Simulation of the Maxwell model for the real and the imaginary part of the complex
mechanical modulus G∗ and for three different temperatures. For each temperature step,
τG is assumed to change by one order of magnitude. Black circles mark ωmax = 1/τG.
G∞ is the elastic modulus in the high frequency limit.
Comparable to the dielectric Debye relaxation function, the Maxwell model for G∗ displays a char-
acteristic frequency dependence (see figure 3.17). G′ monotonously increases from zero at low fre-
quencies to G∞ at high frequencies. Simultaneously, G′′ exhibits a broad peak with peak position
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νmax = 1/(2πτG) marking the structural relaxation time τG. Besides G∞ and τG, the steady-state flow
viscosity η0 is often of interest when conducting rheological measurements. With
η










Figure 3.18: Frequency dispersion of η ′ calculated with equation 3.58 for the intermediate curve in
figure 3.17. Indicated is the value of the steady-state flow viscosity η0.
At low frequencies η ′ exhibits a plateau with
limω→0η ′ = τGG∞ = η0 (3.59)
and going to higher frequencies the curve reveals a kink as dispersion sets in.
In real systems, often a significant broadening of the relaxation peak in G′′ is found [204–207].
In analogy to the broadened dielectric relaxation peak, this can be ascribed to a non-exponential de-
crease of the shear stress after an initial permanent deformation and, hence, a distribution of relaxation
times. Phenomenologically, the broadened peak can be accounted for by a Cole-Davidson modification







The structural relaxation time τG is often compared to the dielectric relaxation time τε determined
from the permittivity representation. Despite the common assumption of a coupling between both,
Jakobsen et al. [208] studying seven different liquids found no general rule for the ratio τG/τε besides
τG < τε . Similar results (τG < τε ) were found for the ’model’ glass-former glycerol by Schröder
and Donth [207]. Furthermore, Schröder and Donth [207] estimated a shear relaxation τJ from the
mechanical compliance representation, which came more closely to the dielectric relaxation time and,
thus, prompting the comparison of τε with both τG and τJ.
Compliance Representation The mechanical counterparts of the dielectric permittivity and the con-
ductivity are the mechanical compliance J∗ and the fluidity F∗. Their utilization (e.g., [203, 207, 209,
210]) in literature has so far been small compared to the modulus representation. However, as shown
by Bierwirth et al. [211], the mechanical response of viscous liquids presented in J∗ and F∗ shares
many similarities with the dielectric response of ionic conductors presented in their corresponding
counterparts.
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In the standard Maxwell model derived for G∗, the real part of the compliance J′ and the real part
of the fluidity F ′ have no frequency dependence. However, in real systems, J′ reveals a step-like
decrease [200, 207, 209] and F ′ a frequency independent plateau crossing over in a strong increase















Figure 3.19: Mechanical response for the real J′ and imaginary part J′′ of the compliance as well as the
real part of the fluidity F ′ according to equation 3.61 with β = 0.5. Indicated are J∞, J0
and F0 with horizontal dashed lines. Dotted line in J′′ represents the purely relaxational
contribution.
One may describe the observed mechanical response on a purely phenomenological level with the
adoption of the CD function (equation 3.19) for the compliance with the addition of the steady-state
flow viscosity η0:







Nomenclature follows the dielectric counterparts: J∞ is the instantaneous shear compliance, J0 the
recoverable compliance, ∆J = J0− J∞ the compliance relaxation strength, β is the with parameter and
F0 = 1/η0 is called the steady-state fluidity [200, 211].
Figure 3.19 present the schematic frequency dependence of the compliance and the fluidity following
equation 3.61. Here, J′ exhibits a smeared out sigmoidal decrease with low frequency limit J0 and high
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frequency limit J∞. For F ′ a frequency independent plateau with value F0 is found at lower frequencies,
while at higher frequencies F ′ increases strongly. J′′ = F ′/ω are the same data but the representation
highlights the relaxational contribution in J′′.
The obtained spectra look very similar to dielectric spectr of a ionic conductor with dipolar relaxation
or an ionic conductor with strong ac conductivity contribution. It was pointed out in chapter 3.2.6 that
the dielectric spectra of both are hardly distinguishable, which leaves room for interpretation. On this
basis, Bierwirth et al. [211] successfully adopted the RBM (equation 3.35), originally derived for














Both, equation 3.61 and 3.62 are able to well describe the typical mechanical response of a liquid in
the J∗ and F∗ representation and naturally the obtained relaxation times from both models are very
similar. While the CD approach is a purely phenomenological model, the application of the RBM
on mechanical data requires the general assumption that translational molecular dynamics in liquids
(which define the mechanical response) are physically similar to charge transport in ionically conduct-
ing systems [211]. Still the RBM uses two fitting parameters less than the CD approach and represents
an interesting alternative.
Altogether, the mechanical response of liquids is commonly analyzed in the modulus representa-
tion. The Maxwell model gives a theoretical framework and the phenomenological expansions of the
Maxwell model can well be used to describe real mechanical data. From the peak in G′′ the structural
relaxation τG can be obtained. Alternatively, the compliance representation can be used and a structural
relaxation τJ may be estimated via a CD approach or the application of the RBM. Independently, the
important steady-state flow viscosity η0 = limω→0η ′ may be obtained directly from the η ′ vs ω graph.
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4 Experimental Techniques
The main experimental technique of the present work is the dielectric spectroscopy. It is used to investi-
gate the molecular and ionic dynamics of the different ionic conductors. In case of the DES, mechanical
spectroscopy was applied to complement the results from dielectric spectroscopy. Supporting informa-
tion about the different transition temperatures were obtained with differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). This chapter introduces the basic principles of the experimental techniques and the used de-
vices.
4.1 Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy
The measurement of the frequency dependent dielectric response essentially comes down to the deter-






(ω) of a sample for each frequency ω = 2πν of
external electric field. For this purpose, the sample is typically filled into a parallel-plate capacitor with
known empty capacity C0 = ε0A/d, where A and d denote the plate surface and the distance between
the plates, respectively. From the experimental observables current I and voltage U , the electric field
E and the dielectric displacement D can be directly determined via E = U/d and D =
∫
I(t)dt/A. In
case of the application of an harmonic oscillating voltage input signal U
∗
(ω) =U0 exp(iωt) the current
through the capacitor I
∗
(ω) = I0 exp(iωt +ϕ) is characterized by a phase retardation ϕ and from that






















Thus, in the classical dielectric frequency range from 0 to 109 Hz, measurements come down to the
detection of the input voltage signal and the output current signal including the phase retardation. In
the laboratory, however, technical circumstances require the application of different measurement set-
ups to cover the whole frequency range. Nowadays, with only two measurement devices the frequency
range from 10−3 to 109 Hz can be continuously covered, namely with the "Alpha - A High Perfor-
mance Frequency Analyzer" by Novocontrol Technologies and the "E4991B Impedance Analyzer" by
Keysight Technologies.
Frequency Response Analyzer The "Alpha - A High Performance Frequency Analyzer" by Novo-
control Technologies ("Alpha Analyzer") covers a frequency range from 3×10−3 to 107 Hz. A detailed
documentation of the measurement device is given in the user’s manual provided by the company [212].
Together with the "4-Wire Impedance Interface ZG4" test interfaces, the "Alpha Analyzer" works
on the principle of a frequency response analyzer. In figure 4.1 the basic electric circuit is shown.
In principle, a frequency generator applies an ac voltage to the sample. This voltage is measured
in amplitude and phase as U
∗
1 in the analyzer channel I. The current I
∗
s through the sample obtains
an amplitude I0 and phase retardation ϕ due to the samples complex impedance Z
∗





















Figure 4.1: Basic electric circuit of the "Alpha Analyzer" [212].
response analyzer, however, works with voltages. Therefore, the current I
∗
s is converted to the voltage
U
∗











The current through the variable resistance Rx effectively creates a virtual ground at the I
∗
s input of the
operational amplifier, which ensures that the voltage U
∗
1 corresponds to the voltage over the sample.













If enabled, the "Alpha Analyzer" will perform a reference measurement after each sample measure-
ment. The current to voltage converter is switched to the variable reference capacitor and the so-called
"online calibration" is performed. This significantly improves the measurement accuracy.
From the complex sample impedance Z
∗
s the dielectric quantities can be calculated with the sample’s
geometry (equation 4.1). For an accurate calculation, the sample’s geometry must be well defined. For
liquid samples, a so-called pot-in-pot capacitor design (see figure 4.2) has proven its worth.
The bottom side of the smaller pot serves as upper capacitor plate and is separated from the lower
capacitor plate with glass fiber spacers. Typically, glass fibers with diameter of 100µm were used for
the present work. In this way, the sample’s geometry is well defined by the glass fibers diameter and
the area of the bottom side of the smaller pot. When contacted to the "Alpha Analyzer", the whole
space between the two capacitor pots contributes to the dielectric response, including the plastic spacer
ring. However, as long as the sample’s thickness is much smaller than the ring thickness, the dielectric
response will almost entirely come from the sample.
The sample’s temperature is measured with a temperatures sensor attached inside a hole of the lower
capacitor pot. To account for thermally induced volume changes of the liquid sample, the inside of the
upper capacitor pot serves as a reservoir.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the pot-in-pot capacitor design.
Radio Frequency I-V method For frequencies between 1MHz and 3GHz an "E4991A/B Impedance
Analyzer" from Agilent Technologies (now distributed by Keysight Technologies) was used. This
device works with the radio frequency (RF) I-V method. A detailed documentation of the working
principles can be found in the handbook provided by Keysight Technologies [213].
The basic I-V method is a straightforward estimation of an unknown impedance Z
∗
s from a voltage
and current measurement. A frequency generator applies an ac voltage to a low value resistor in series
to the unknown impedance. The current can be calculated from the voltage across the known low value
resistor and the overall voltage is measured across both elements. For the unknown impedance one
obtains an equivalent to equation 4.3, thus the basic I-V method is essentially a simplified version of

















Figure 4.3: Basic electric circuit of the E4991B impedance analyzer [213].
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The RF I-V method is based on the same principal with a few additions. The measurement circuit
is fixed to 50Ω and the sample is placed inside a precision coaxial test port designed for operations at
higher frequencies. The basic electric circuit is shown in figure 4.3.
The ac signal provided by the frequency generator is adjusted to desired levels by the output atten-
uator and is then used via a transformer as input signal in the measurement circuit. The current in
the measurement circuit is measured via the voltage U
∗
2 across the transformer’s winding. Together
with voltage U
∗
1 across the sample inside the test port the impedance of the sample Z
∗
s can be calcu-





2 , so that the two vector voltages can be measured by an identical vector
ratio detector. The mixer circuit down converts the signal to a frequency matching the A-D converter’s
operation speed and the converter digitally separates the into 0◦ and 90◦ components, from which the
dielectric quantities are obtained.
The capacitor in the case of an RF I-V method is built as an extension of the inner conductor of a
7mm coaxial cable (see figure 4.4). The pin of the lower capacitor plate can be placed inside the inner
conductor of an APC-7 connector. The upper capacitor plate is identical but with a hollow pin, which
serves as reservoir. The two plates are spaced with a plastic ring, which defines the distance between
the plates. The electrical contact to the inner conductor of the APC-7 connector is directly provided by
the pins.
For temperature control the sample must be placed inside a cryostat. For this purpose, a special sam-
ple holder is used as extension of the test port of the "E4991A/B Impedance Analyzer". In the present
work, measurements with the "E4991A/B Impedance Analyzer" were conducted inside a Novocontrol
Quatro cryostat (see below for details) and the "RF Sample Cell Extension Line" sample holder was
used as expansion between the test port an the cryostat.
Since with increasing frequencies parasitic inductance and impedance contributions from the sample








Figure 4.4: Schematic drawing of the high frequency capacitor design.
Temperature Control Dielectric measurements were conducted inside the sample chamber of a
Novocontrol Technoglogies Quatro Cryosystem. The Quatro Cryosystem enables temperature con-
trol control between 113K≤ T ≤ 673K and temperature ramps of 0.01 to 20K/min [214]. A detailed
description of the cryostat can be found in the manual provided by the company [215].
Figure 4.5 shows the basic working principle of the cryostat. A heating element evaporates liquid
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nitrogen to create a controlled gas pressure inside a vacuum isolated dewar. The resulting nitrogen gas
is directed through a gas-heater element to the sample chamber and the gas-heater power is controlled
via a nearby temperature sensor to achieve a gas temperature appropriate to the desired sample temper-
ature. The sample with temperature sensor is placed inside the sample chamber with a sample holder,
which is specifically designed for the two utilized measurement devices.
The Quatro Cryosytem’s design is especially suited for measurements of the investigated samples,
because the N2 atmosphere in the sample chamber is dry and ensures that there is no additional wa-
ter uptake of the previously dried samples during the measurement. Additionally, the gas atmosphere
works as heat exchanger between the sample and the temperature sensor, guaranteeing a precise deter-





















Figure 4.5: Simplified drawing of the Novocontrol Quatro cryosystem [214].
4.2 Mechanical Spectroscopy
The basic principle of parallel plate shear experiments, the experiment observables and the calculation
of the complex mechanical quantities were introduced in chapter 3.3.1. Mechanical measurements for
the present work were conducted with an MCR502 rheometer by Anton Paar. For the viscous liquids,
the parallel plate set up was used. In this MCR502 set up, the σm and the sample’s deformation γ are
not measured by horizontally moving the upper plate but by rotating it (see figure 4.6). The rheometer
has two principal operation modes: rotation and oscillation (see below). Temperature regulation is
achieved with a N2 gas-flow cryostat extension of the MCR502.
The measurement principle of the parallel plate shear measurements utilizing a horizontally moving
or a rotating plate are very similar. In the case of a rotating upper plate, the device applies a defined
torque M to the upper plate while the lower plates remains static. According to it’s viscosity, the sample
reacts with a opposing force to the applied torque and the resulting angle of rotation ϕ of the upper
plate is measured. Via a geometry factor, from the applied torque M the shear stress σm and from the
angle of rotation ϕ the sample’s deformation γ can be calculated. Including the time, the speed of








Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing of the rotating/oscillating parallel plate set up used for the rheological
measurements. The liquid sample (red) fills the space between the upper and lower plate.
Rotation The rotational mode works with a full angular rotation of the upper plate. The MCR502
applies a constant torque to the upper plate and, after a short settling time, the upper plate rotates with
a constant rotation speed. Hence, σm and γ̇ are constant and for the steady-state flow viscosity η0
follows:
η0 = σm/γ̇ (4.4)
In the present work, this method was used to determine η0 in the low viscous region of the liquid
samples.
Oscillation In the oscillating mode, the MCR502 applies a sinusoidal oscillating torque on the upper
plate, effectively forcing it to perform small angle vibrations. The resulting angle of rotation and its
phase retardation with respect to the torque are measured. Via the geometry factor, σ∗m and γ
∗ can be
calculated and for the complex mechanical modulus G∗ follows:
G∗ = σ∗m/γ
∗ (4.5)
The MCR502 is capable of applying oscillations with angular frequency ω = 2πν between 10−7 Hz≤
ω ≤ 628Hz. Frequencies smaller 0.01Hz, however, are usually not practical due to very long mea-
surement duration.
4.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
A fast and convenient measurement technique to estimate phase-transition temperatures and the glass
temperature is the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The technique is based on the principle of
measuring the difference in the heat flow to a sample and a reference during a controlled measurement
program. A detailed overview on this measurement method is given in ref. [216].
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Figure 4.7: Schematic drawing of the sample and reference chamber in a power compensating DSC
[216].
In the present work a DSC 8500 by Perkin Elmer was used. The device uses the power-compensating
principle with a double-furnace design, i.e., two chambers (a sample and a reference chamber) are
equipped with temperature sensors and individual heaters (see figure 4.7). For applications below
room temperature, a N2 gas-flow cryostat cools the dewar surrounding the furnaces to temperature
T ≈ 90K and helium gas enables heat transfer between the furnaces and the dewar. Equipped with
the N2 gas-flow croystat and helium as purge gas, the system covers an approximate temperature range
from 100K≤ T ≤ 1000K with controlled cooling and heating rates of up to 10K/min.
During a standard measurement in scanning mode, the system is programmed to follow a temper-
ature ramp defined by the starting temperature Tstart, the cooling/heating rate q and the time t. The
individual heaters constantly work against the low temperature environment provided by the dewar and
at any time during the measurement, the device aims to achieve equal sample temperature Tsample and
reference temperature Treference:
Tstart +q× t = Tsample = Treference (4.6)
If a sample is placed in one chamber and a reference in the other, during such a temperature program
and due to the difference in specific heat, the chambers require different heating powers to remain at
equal temperatures and the difference in heating power ∆P is the experiment observable. For ideal
conditions and assuming a constant specific heat of the reference, ∆P is proportional to the heat flow
rate Φ into the sample and further the heat flow Φ is proportional to the specific heat cp (at constant




where m is the sample’s mass and q is the cooling/heating rate.
The heat capacity Cp of a material is defined by the amount of heat needed to change its temperature
by one kelvin at constant pressure. The specific heat cp then is Cp divided by the mass of the material.
The measurement of the temperature dependence of the specific heat of a sample is an ideal tool to
observe phase transitions and the glass transition. During a first-order phase transition like, e.g., the
melting of a crystal into a liquid, heat is absorbed by the sample which does not result in a further
temperature increase but is used for the melting process itself, where molecules take up energy to
detach from the crystal lattice. At this point, cp of the sample theoretically diverges and in real DSC
measurements, where the amount of the sample is limited and after a certain heat transfer the melting is
completed, the heat flow Φ reveals a peak. On the other hand, the glass transition is no phase transition
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but the liquid and the glass state possess different specific heats, due to the frozen molecular dynamics









































Figure 4.8: 10Kmin−1 cooling (blue) and subsequent heating (red) DSC measurements of glycerol
(a), succinonitrile (b) and a mixture of succinonitrile (SN) and glutaronitrile (GN) (c) [20].
Endothermic processes point in positive y-direction. The different phases are labeled: liq-
uid (L), plastic crystal (PC), glass, ordered crystal (OC) and glassy crystal (GC). Transition
temperatures are evaluated from the heating data with the onset method and abbreviations
are noted.
Following the different possible transitions introduced with figure 2.4, here figure 4.8 presents three
characteristic DSC measurements corresponding to these transitions. Frame (a) shows a DSC mea-
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surement of glycerol. Glycerol is a prime example of a glass-forming liquid and, consequently, in the
DSC measurement during cooling only a step-like anomaly at temperatures between 180 and 190K
can be found, without indications of a crystallization at higher temperatures. During reheating from
the glass state, the glass melts in a corresponding step-like increase with a characteristic over-shooting
of the DSC curve at the upper edge of the step. The glass temperature can be obtained from the heating
data with the onset method visualized in figure 4.8 with Tg = 189K. For this method, the intersec-
tion of the interpolation of the temperature dependence of the heat flow below the glass transition and
the interpolation of the temperature dependence at the point of inflection of the step-wise increase is
determined.
In contrast to glycerol, succinonitrile (SN) (b) reveals two first-order transitions. During cooling,
first the liquid crystallizes and a plastic crystal is formed, which later crystallizes into a fully ordered
crystal (OC). The corresponding melting processes also show up in the heating measurement, where
the OC melts at T om = 233K and the PC melts at Tm = 322K. Both the formation of the PC and the
OC during cooling are crystallization processes and, thus, reveal supercooling effects, i.e., the eventual
formation of the OC and the PC appears at temperatures below the thermodynamic phase transition
temperature determined by the melting during heating. In this example, especially for the formation of
the OC, this hysteresis is well pronounced.
Lastly, figure 4.8 (c) presents the peculiar example of a glassy crystal. During cooling, the SN-
GN mixture [20] forms a PC much like pure SN, though noticeably this transition is shifted to lower
temperatures. Upon further cooling, however, no second first-order transition is detected but the system
exhibits a step-like anomaly similar to glycerol. This marks the orientational glass transition which
arises from the glassy freezing of the reorientational degrees of freedoms of the molecules in the PC
phase. The corresponding orientational glass transition with T om = 146K and melting with Tm = 295K
of the PC phase consequently occur upon heating.
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5 Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the experimental results of both investigated material classes. For the DESs, re-
sults from dielectric and mechanical spectroscopy will be given for each liquid (glyceline, ethaline and
reline) separately and afterwards all data will be compared in the conclusion. In the case of the PC elec-
trolytes, the materials split into three types of mixture systems: dinitrile, cyclic alcohol and adamantane
based. Here, the conclusion summarizes the key findings obtained from each binary mixture system.
5.1 Deep Eutectic Solvents
The three studied DESs are mixtures of the commonly used ChCl with the HBDs glycerol, ethylene
glycol (EG) and urea in the mole composition 1 ChCl : 2 HBD. In literature, these liquids already
obtained the trivial names glyceline, ethaline and reline, respectively [7]. The investigated liquids have
a 33 mol% content of ChCl in common.
ChCl [(CH3)3NCH2CH2OHCl] (see figure 5.1) is a quaternary ammonium salt and an alcohol. Im-
portantly, it is non-toxic, even classified as provitamin, and cheap, because it is mass-produced as an
animal feed supplement [4]. In solution with the HBDs, the choline ion and the chloride anion are
dissociated and can move independently [13]. Pure ChCl cannot be measured in its liquid phase at
ambient conditions, because it decomposes before it forms a liquid during heating.
Figure 5.1: Chemical structure of ChCl.
The following results from dielectric spectroscopy on these systems were already published in the
course of the present work (glyceline [53], ethaline and reline [54]).
5.1.1 Glyceline
Glycerol [C3H5(OH)3] is a colorless and non-toxic liquid with countless technical applications in, e.g.,
food and pharmaceutical industry. It is a hydrogen-bonded liquid with Tm = 291K and Tg≈ 189K. Pure
glycerol does not tend to crystallize easily and is widely regarded as a prime example of a glass-forming
liquid, especially in the research field of dielectric spectroscopy [217]. Thus, comprehensive literature
on the liquid dynamics of glycerol exist. Relevant for the present work are broadband dielectric data
[218], temperature dependence of the the dipolar relaxation time [101] and viscosity data [207].
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Figure 5.2: Chemical structure of glycerol.
In 2007 Abbott et al. [219] established the binary phase diagram of the glycerol with ChCl mixture.
At the eutectic 1 ChCl : 2 glycerol mixture a melting point depression occurs from 291K of pure
glycerol to approximately 230K. Simultaneously the viscosity decreases with increasing ChCl content
(reported up until 33 mol%) [220]. Those changes are also reflected in a decreased glass temperature
of Tg = 175K, as clearly demonstrated in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Calorimetric glass transition of glycerol (blue) and glyceline (red) as measured by DSC
during heating with 10Kmin−1 [54]. The onset evaluation method is visualized by the
black solid lines and the obtained glass temperatures are noted.
Figure 5.4 presents the results from dielectric spectroscopy on glyceline [53]. Chosen representa-
tions are the dielectric constant ε ′, the dielectric loss ε ′′ and the conductivity σ ′. The measurements
were done in the frequency range from 1 to 109 Hz, thus combining the frequency response and the RF
I-V method.
For temperatures T ≥ 209K, in ε ′ the spectrum is dominated by a huge step-like decrease, e.g., for
T = 245K from approximately 106 to 30 in the range from 1 to 104 Hz. Such extremely large values
in ε ′ clearly indicate a non-intrinsic origin and can undoubtedly be attributed to EP effects [117]. With
increasing frequency, the EP steps are followed by another step-wise decrease from approximately 30
to 2, e.g., for T = 209K between 102 and 107 Hz (see inset). These steps continuously shift from
higher to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature, thus mirroring the gradual slowing down
of the structural relaxation of a liquid during the transition from the low-viscous to the glassy state.
Hence, these steps can be identified as the α-relaxation of glyceline and arise from the collective
reorientational dynamics of the dipolar glycerol molecules and the dipolar choline ions.
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Figure 5.4: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of glyceline for various temperatures [53]. For
selected temperatures, the inset in (a) magnifies the relaxation steps in ε ′. The solid lines in
(a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent circuit approach utilizing two distributed RC circuits,
two CC relaxation functions and a dc-conductivity contribution (see text for details). For
T = 209K, the dashed line in (b) indicates the contribution of the α-relaxation. The lines
in (c) are calculated via σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω .
The α-relaxation, clearly visible in ε ′, should also lead to peaks in ε ′′, however, the high conductivity
contribution largely superimposes these peaks. For temperatures T ≥ 209K, the ε ′′ spectrum shows a
marked decrease with slope -1 in the double-logarithmic plot due to the dc conductivity, e.g., for T =
221K between 1 and 104 Hz. Much like the α-relaxation in ε ′, the dc-conductivity contribution shifts
continuously from higher to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature. Subsequently following
the dc conductivity, at higher frequencies the data show a kink resulting in a flatter slope (e.g., for
T = 221K at 104 Hz). This change in slope is due to the right flank of the relaxation peak, which
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emerges below the rapidly decreasing dc conductivity. In figure 5.4 (b) for T = 209K, the contribution
from the α-relaxation alone, as determined by the fitting routine, is visualized with a black dashed
line. Near the high frequency limit, the black dashed line clearly drops below the data. This marks
the presence of an additional faster relaxation or an excess-wing-like contribution, as known for pure
glycerol [218], which becomes especially pronounced at the lowest temperatures T = 197 and 185K.
For the three highest temperatures at the low frequency side of the spectrum, the data deviate from
the -1 slope of the dc conductivity. This deviation marks the onset of the EP region in ε ′′. σ ′ essentially
presents the same data as ε ′′ due to σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω , however, highlights more clearly the dc conductivity
and the EP. In figure 5.4 (c) the data exhibit a large frequency-independent region (e.g., for T = 245K
between 102 and 105 Hz), called the dc-conductivity plateau. Right to the plateau the conductivity
increases due to contributions from the relaxations and left to the plateau the conductivity decreases
due to EP effects. The EP effects in this liquid lead to a double-step-like decrease (best visible for
T = 305K).
On this basis, ε ′ and ε ′′ were simultaneously fitted with the equivalent circuit approach. The EP
region was described by two DRC circuits in series to the intrinsic contributions. For T ≤ 233K, the
number of DRC circuits was reduced to one, because here the EP contributions have largely shifted
out of the frequency window leaving only the onset of the effects visible. To account for the ionic con-
ductivity of the sample, only a sole dc-conductivity contribution was implemented without complex
ac-conductivity models. The α-relaxation was described by a CC function in contrast to the estab-
lished usage of the CD function for pure glycerol [218]. This choice provided significantly better fits,
which becomes especially visible in the inset of figure 5.4 (a), where the upper edge of the relax-
ations steps are significantly smeared out, a feature the CC function can better account for than the
CD function. α-relaxation times as obtained from the fits of the permittivity data will be name τε in
the following to differentiate them from relaxation times determined in the modulus representation.
Additional faster relaxations or a possible excess-wing contribution were modeled by an additional CC
function. Altogether, the fitting routine provided a good description of the experimental data and from
it precise values for the dc-conductivity and the α-relaxation time were obtained.
In this interpretation of the dielectric spectra the step in ε ′ and the intrinsic frequency dependence
of σ ′ is generated by the reorientational dynamics of the glycerol molecules and the dipolar choline
ions. As introduced in chapter 3.2.6, the spectral shape of highly ionically conducting liquids may be
interpreted as either a dc conductivity plus relaxation combination or a dc to ac conductivity sequence.
In the case of glyceline, where 66 mol% of the sample are dipolar molecules, a total absence of a
dipolar relaxation contribution seems highly unlikely. Still figure 5.5 compares the fits obtained from
the two different scenarios for glyceline at T = 221K. As already shown in figure 5.4, the equivalent
circuit approach with a CC function to describe the α-relaxation, a dc conductivity contribution and a
DRC circuit to account for the EP effects is able to describe the data very well. For the ac conductivity
scenario, now the dc conductivity and the CC function are replaced by the RBM model [164] in which
an additional ε∞ contribution is included. For both fits, the same parameters of the DRC circuit are
used.
As rather expected, the RBM model, which exclusively considers translational ion motions, is not
able to describe the step in ε ′ and the increasing conductivity in σ ′. Thus, it further indicates that this
spectral feature marks the reorientational α-relaxation of glyceline. A combination of ion hopping
model and relaxation function, as applied by some authors for ionic liquids (e.g., [170]), also seems
not justified due to the excellent fitting result of the sole CC function.
Since the modulus is the standard representation of mechanical relaxation data, here the dielectric
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Figure 5.5: Frequency dependence of ε ′ (a) and σ ′ (b) of glyceline for T = 221K. The solid red line
is the same fit as shown in figure 5.4 for T = 221K. For the blue dashed line, in the
equivalent circuit, the CC function and the dc conductivity were replaced by the RBM
from 2008 [164] with an additional ε∞ contribution.
modulus of glyceline shall be investigated as well (see figure 5.6). In M′ the data exhibit a continuous
increase with increasing frequency. Here, a distinct region of constant slope (e.g., for T = 233K
between 103 and 105 Hz) separates the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions. For each temperature, the
lower end of the region of constant slope approximately coincides with the onset of the huge EP step
in ε ′, thus marking all data left of it as heavily influenced by EP effects. Above the region of constant
slope, M′ reveals a double-step-like behavior. These double-steps are accompanied by a broad peak in
M′′, which reveals asymmetric broadening and a shoulder on its left flank. Similar to the α-relaxation
in the permittivity, this peak shifts continuously to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature.
Additionally the peak maximum occurs at a roughly one decade higher frequency than the peak in ε ′′
(see T = 209K). It was shown that a relaxation, marked by a step in ε ′ and a peak in ε ′′, also leads to a
peak in M′′, which is significantly shifted to higher frequencies [180, 221]. Thus, the maximum of the
peak in M′′ can be attributed to the reorientational α-relaxation of glyceline.
According to the picture of the conductivity relaxation proposed by Macedo et. al. [179] a peak
arising from the translationally moving ions inside the liquid should emerge additionally in the spec-
trum. And indeed, the observed peaks in M′′ clearly reveal a shoulder on their left flank, which may be
interpreted as a second peak somewhat submerged below the main peak. Hence, the modulus spectrum
is a composition of a conductivity relaxation with conductivity relaxation time τσ and the signature of
a dipolar relaxation in the modulus representation with relaxation time τM, as indicated in figure 5.6
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(b). This interpretation is well supported by findings by Köhler et. al. [180], who studied a series of
lithium chloride (LiCl) with glycerol mixtures, ranging from 0.1 to 20 mol% amount of LiCl. For small
amounts of ions the M′′ spectrum revealed two well separated peaks due to conductivity and dipolar
relaxation and with increasing amount of ions the peak positions continuously merged. According to
this interpretation, the present modulus spectra were fitted with a combination of two CD functions



























Figure 5.6: Frequency dependence of the real M′ (a) and the imaginary M′′ (b) dielectric modulus of
glyceline for selected temperatures as calculated from the data shown in figure 5.4. Solid
lines are fits using two CD relaxation functions adapted for the modulus representation
(equation 3.41). For T = 197K, the separate ionic and dipolar contributions are denoted
as τσ and τM, respectively.
For mechanical spectroscopy, the modulus representation is the standard way of presenting the data.
Figure 5.7 shows the G′ and G′′ spectrum of glyceline for selected temperatures between 174 and 190K.
The data reveal the commonly expected mechanical response of a liquid according to the Maxwell
model as introduced in chapter 3.3.2. In log-log representation, with increasing frequency G′ continu-
ously increases until smoothly approaching the G∞-plateau at the highest frequencies. Accordingly, G′′
exhibits a broadened peak with the peak position coinciding with the transition from constant increase
to G∞-plateau in G′. This peak corresponds to the structural α-relaxation of glyceline and from the
peak positions the relaxation time τG can be obtained. These findings highlight the fundamental differ-
ence of the dielectric and the mechanical spectroscopy. While dielectric spectroscopy is simultaneously
sensitive to both ionic translational and dipolar reorientational motion, thus revealing two peaks in M′′,
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mechanical spectroscopy measures the collective translational diffusion of all constituents of the liquid,






























Figure 5.7: Spectra of the real G′ and the imaginary G′′ mechanical modulus of glyceline for selected
temperatures as measured with plate size r = 4mm.
According to Schröter and Donth [207], in pure glycerol relaxation times τJ obtained from the com-
pliance representation better match the dielectric relaxation times τε . To check for a similar systematic
in glyceline, figure 5.8 presents the mechanical compliance of glyceline. The data reveal the general
schematic introduced in chapter 3.3.2: a step like decrease in J′ arising from the structural relaxation
and a continuous decrease in J′′ as superposition of steady-state flow viscosity η0 and relaxation peak.
Unlike in dielectric spectroscopy, the rather limited frequency range of rheological measurements
does not enable a continuous observation of the complete relaxation steps in J′ over a broad temperature
range. The lower temperatures T ≤ 183K only reveal the right hand side of the relaxation step eventu-
ally approaching J∞, while at higher temperatures T ≥ 190K the left hand side and the upper plateau of
the step become visible. Only at the intermediate temperature T = 185K the whole evolution of the re-
laxation step in J′ was measured. For all temperatures, J′′ exhibits a continuous decrease with a hardly
visible kink in the slope coinciding with the point of inflection of the steps in J′. Much like the peaks in
G′′, the relaxation steps in J′ shift continuously to lower frequencies with decreasing temperature, thus,
mirroring the slowing down of the liquid’s structural relaxation during cooling. Consequently, these
steps can be identified as the appearance of the structural α-relaxation in the compliance representation
and the corresponding relaxation time may be denoted τJ.
Due to the rather limited frequency range and,hence, the incomplete measurement of the relaxation
step in J′ at most temperatures, for simultaneous fits of J′ and J′′ according to equation 3.61, constant
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Figure 5.8: Real J′ (a) and imaginary J′′ (b) mechanical compliance of glyceline for all temperatures
measured with plate size r = 4mm. Solid lines are fits using equation 3.61 (see text for
details).
values of J∞ and ∆J for all temperatures had to be assumed. Thus, the fits (solid lines in figure 5.8)
converge at the upper plateau of the relaxation step in J′. For the other three parameters the fitting
routine revealed: a monotonously decreasing β from 0.4 to 0.29 from the highest to the lowest tem-
perature, continuously increasing relaxation time τJ and steady-state flow viscosity η0 with decreasing
temperature mirroring glassy freezing.
Alternatively, the construction of a so-called master curve on basis of the time-temperature superpo-
sition principle is a common procedure in the evaluation of mechanical spectroscopy data [200, 211,
222]. For the α-process of many glass-forming liquids the time-temperature superposition holds, which
implies that the shape of the response function of the α-process does not change during cooling but
only its characteristic time and amplitude [222]. As long as this principle holds, frequency-dependent
measurement data from different temperatures can be horizontally shifted to largely overlap with the
data of a specified reference temperature Tref and to compose a master curve, which mimics the course
of the α-process of Tref over a significantly expanded frequency range.
Such master curve was constructed for glyceline in the compliance representation for Tref = 190K
(see figure 5.9). The master curve, composed from all data presented in figure 5.8, reveals a continuous
evolution of the α-process over the expanded frequency range. In principle the master curve for Tref =
190K should be equal to a measurement over the same expanded frequency range at T = 190K as
long as the time-temperature superposition holds. Hence, also the fit for T = 190K from figure 5.8
should describe the master curve in good approximation, which figure 5.9 clearly demonstrates. The
fit according to equation 3.61 does well account for the upper edge of the relaxation step in J′ and the
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Figure 5.9: Constructed master curve of the mechanical data of glyceline as measured with plate size
r = 4mm shown for the real J′ (a) and imaginary J′′ (b) mechanical compliance. T = 190K
was used as reference temperature. Solid red line is the same fit as shown in figure 5.8 for
T = 190K, dashed green line is a fit using the adapted RBM model (equation 3.62).
steady-state shear viscosity region in J′′. Only approaching J∞ in J′ and at the highest frequencies in
J′′, the fit drops below the data. This reflects the decreased broadening parameter β used for the fits
in figure 5.8 at the lowest temperatures and, hence, is an indication of a non-perfect time-temperature
superposition in glyceline or the presence of an additional faster relaxation process.
Alternatively, the master curve can be fitted with the modified RBM model (see equation 3.62) and
the fit describes the data in good approximation, confirming the schematic identified by Bierwirth et al.
[211]. The relaxation times obtained from either the CD function for T = 190K or the RBM fit of the
master curve are approximately equal (τRBM = 0.05s and τCDβCD = 0.04s). With this relaxation time
and the applied shifting factor of each temperature in the master curve, the temperature dependence of
the relaxation time can be calculated. In the end, the calculated relaxation times are effectively equal
to the relaxation times obtained from the individual fits in figure 5.8.
Both methods demonstrated here aim to overcome the problem of the restricted frequency range and
to derive relaxation times in a larger frequency range. On the one hand, fitting of the normal compliance
spectra (figure 5.8) requires to fix J∞ and ∆J in the fitting routine. On the other hand, the master curve
assumes time-temperature superposition and calculates relaxation times via a shifting factor.
With the many different relaxation times evaluated in the analysis of the dielectric and mechanical
data of glyceline, figure 5.10 gives a comprehensive comparison. The dielectric permittivity relaxation
time τε [53] arises from the reorientational dynamics of the dipolar glycerol molecules and choline
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Figure 5.10: Arrhenius representation of the different average relaxation times of glyceline: dielectric
permittivity τε (blue crosses) [53], dielectric modulus conductivity τσ (orange diamonds),
dielectric modulus dipolar τM (green squares), mechanical compliance τJ (cyan pluses)
and mechanical modulus τG (red triangles). Solid blue line is a fit of τε with the VFT
formula (see [54] for fit parameters). Black star is derived from the Tg of the DSC mea-
surement via τ(Tg) = 100s.
ions and exhibits non-Arrhenius behavior. A VFT fit of the data delivers a strength parameter D =
21.3 [54], making glyceline more fragile than pure glycerol (D = 15.8 [101]). At τ = 100s the fit,
as interpolation of τε , coincides with the relaxation time τc determined from the calorimetric DSC
measurement (estimated via τ(Tg) = 100s).
The corresponding modulus dipolar relaxation time τM is shifted to smaller relaxation times by
roughly two orders of magnitude, in accordance to ref. [180, 221]. Interestingly, the conductivity re-
laxation time τσ closely matches τε . However, Köhler et. al. [180] demonstrated in a series of LiCl
with glycerol mixtures, that τσ and τε progressively merge with increasing LiCl content, mainly be-
cause of the increasing ion density and the resulting increase of dc conductivity. Thus, the conductivity
relaxation time depends on the density of charge carriers while the dipolar relaxation time τε does not
depend on the dipole density, which marks another problematic in the straightforwards analysis of the
peaks in the modulus representation. Hence, the close match of τσ and τε in glyceline probably only
reflects the high ion density in the liquid.
Finally, from the peak positions in figure 5.7 τG could be estimated and, compared to the other
relaxation times, τG clearly drops below τε and τc, but rather continues the trend of τM towards lower
temperatures. At the same time, τJ obtained from the fits of the compliance spectra (figure 5.8) well
agrees with τε . Even near Tg, τJ closely matches the VFT fit of τε . This separation of τG and τJ mimics
the separation of the two dielectric dipolar relaxation times, which can be explained with very similar
spectral shape of ε∗ and J∗. In both cases the real part reveals a step and the imaginary part a peak that
is strongly superimposed by a contribution proportional to ν−1.
Altogether, τε , τJ and τc reveal a consistent temperature dependence, which might indicate that they
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provide the best estimate of the true structural relaxation time of glyceline. Compared to τε and τJ,
τM and τG are shifted to shorter times by approximately a constant factor over the whole temperature
range.




















Figure 5.11: Real part of the viscosity of glyceline measured for T ≤ 193K with a plate diameter of 4
mm (open symbols) and for T ≥ 200K with a plate diameter of 12 mm (closed symbols).
So far the important steady-state flow viscosity η0 has only shown up in the mechanical spectra as
a contribution in J′′. However, in contrast to the measurements of the dynamic response, η0 can be
measured over a larger temperature range by applying either a larger plate diameter or the rotation
technique. Figure 5.11 presents the real part of the viscosity, where η0 characteristically emerges
as a plateau at lower frequencies. For the plate distance 4 mm, however, this plateau can only be
undoubtedly identified for T = 190 and 193K. The estimation of η0 for the lower temperatures again
relies on the time-temperature superposition and can be calculated via the shifting factors used to
produce the master curve in figure 5.9. For the higher temperatures T = 200 and 210K, on the other
hand, with a plate diameter of 12 mm pronounced plateaus in η ′ could be measured. And further, for
temperatures between 220 and 290K, η0 was determined with the rotation technique. The temperature
dependence of η0 will be presented a discussed in comparison with the results from the other liquids
in chapter 5.1.4.
5.1.2 Ethaline
Figure 5.12: Chemical structure of ethylene glycol.
In comparison to glycerol, ethylene glycol (EG) [(CH2OH)2] (or often named 1,2-ethanediol) is one
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CH2OH-group shorter. Unlike glycerol, EG can not easily be supercooled below it melting temperature
of Tm ≈ 260K. Still dielectric relaxation times for pure EG are available around Tm [223, 224] and near
Tg [54, 225]. The latter were obtained by rapidly quenching the sample to temperatures well below its
Tg, reheating the sample and measuring relaxation times until cold crystallization sets in. From the
relaxation times of the quenched sample, the glass temperature of pure EG can be estimated to be
Tg ≈ 154K [54].
















Figure 5.13: Dielectric loss spectrum of EG for various temperatures. Solid lines are fits with a single
CD function for temperature T ≥ 233K and a combination of CD and CC function for
T ≤ 169K.
As both publications [54, 225] with relaxation times of pure EG near Tg do not have a dielectric
spectrum included, figure 5.13 presents the dielectric loss spectrum of EG. ε ′′ of pure EG is dominated
by a large loss peak at all temperatures above Tg ≈ 154K. These loss peak shift from higher to lower
frequencies with decreasing temperature and thus can be ascribed to the α-relaxation of EG. Charac-
teristically the left flanks of these peaks are not broadened and all peaks could be described with a CD
function. Due to the crystallization tendency of EG no dielectric data of liquid EG could be obtained
in the temperature range between T = 169 and 233K. For temperatures below this gap, on the right
flank of the α-relaxation peaks an additional contribution arises, similar to the excess wing in glycerol
[218]. However, below Tg this excess-wing-like contribution transforms into a rather distinct peak-like
contribution and, for all temperatures below the gap, this faster relaxation process was modeled with
an additional CC function.
The interpretation of the faster relaxation in EG, especially below Tg, is problematic because it was
shown that rapidly quenched samples can display pronounced β -relaxations below Tg, which disappear
irreversibly when heating above Tg [226], EG can only be prepared in its liquid state near Tg when
rapidly quenched below Tg and subsequently reheated.
Ethaline is the eutectic mixure of EG and ChCl in composition 2 : 1 [227], in straight analogy to
glyceline. The DSC measurement (figure 5.14) reveals a glass temperature of Tg = 155K for ethaline,
which agrees well with the Tg of pure EG as estimated from the dielectric relaxation times. This
equivalence of the glass temperatures of pure EG and ethaline stands in contrast to the findings for
glycerol and glyceline and this difference will be further discussed in the comparison of all investigated
DESs in chapter 5.1.4.
Figure 5.15 presents the results from dielectric spectroscopy on ethaline. The spectra reveal, in most
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Figure 5.14: Calorimetric glass transition of ethaline as measured by DSC during heating with
10Kmin−1 [54]. The onset evaluation method is visualized by the black solid lines and
the obtained glass temperature is noted.
respects, qualitatively the same features as the glyceline dielectric spectra. EP effects arise as large
step-wise decrease in ε ′ and as reduced conductivity in σ ′ compared to the σdc-plateau. In contrast to
glyceline, however, the EP region of ethaline for T ≤ 284K can be well described by only one DRC
circuit in the fitting routine and only for T = 350K, which is only shown in ε ′′ and σ ′, a second DRC
circuit was necessary. The α-relaxation of ethaline likewise shows up as a second, smaller step in ε ′ at
higher frequencies than the EP effects (see figure 5.15 (a) inset). For the description of the α-relaxation
a CD function was used in accordance with ref. [54]. Much like for glyceline, the corresponding
relaxation peak in ε ′′ is strongly superimposed by the dc-conductivity contribution and the isolated
α-relaxation contribution ε ′′ for T = 187K is visualized in figure 5.15 (b) by a black dashed line.
Interestingly, ethaline does not reveal indications of faster relaxation processes, as the whole spectrum
in ε ′′ up to the highest frequencies and for the lowest temperatures can be described by the strongly
broadened α-relaxation peak.
Thus, ethaline, similar to glyceline, exhibits a high conductivity contribution and an α-relaxation
arising from reorientational dynamics of the dipolar EG molecules and the dipolar choline ions. The
fitting routine was once again able to produce robust and reliable fit results, from which precise values
of τε and σdc were obtained.
In ethaline, like in any highly ionically conducting liquid, the dc conductivity strongly superimposes
the relaxation peak in ε ′′ and, thus, the spectral shape also resembles the dc-to-ac conductivity pattern,
discussed above. Figure 5.16 compares the CD fit from figure 5.15 with a RBM fit for ethaline at
T = 199K. Once again, the RBM fit is not able to describe the relaxation step in ε ′ and conductivity
increase in σ ′, thus, further providing evidence for the correct interpretation of the step-wise decrease
in ε ′ as reorientational α-relaxation.
The thorough analysis and comparison of the permittivity and modulus representation, as well as
the obtained relaxation times for glyceline, have demonstrated that τε provides a good estimate of the
structural relaxation time in accordance with τJ and the glass temperature determined with DSC. Due to
simple mathematical relation M∗ = 1/ε∗, the qualitatively very similar permittivity spectra of ethaline
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Figure 5.15: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of ethaline for various temperatures [54].
The inset in (a) magnifies the relaxation steps in ε ′ for some selected temperatures. The
solid lines in (a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent circuit approach utilizing two dis-
tributed RC circuits, one CD relaxation function and a dc-conductivity contribution (see
text for details). For T = 187K, the dashed line in (b) indicates the contribution of the
α-relaxation. The lines in (c) are calculated via σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω .
(compared to glyceline) produce modulus spectra similar to the ones found for glyceline. Thus, the
conclusions for glyceline may well be also applied to ethaline and τε of ethaline will be used in the
following comparison in chapter 5.1.4.
Ethaline itself unfortunately tends to crystallize much easier than glyceline and dielectric measure-
ments had to be done with increased cooling rates to avoid crystallization during cooling. Such ten-
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Figure 5.16: Frequency dependence of ε ′ (a) and σ ′ (b) of ethaline for T = 199K [54]. The solid red
line is the same fit as shown in figure 5.15 for T = 199K. For the blue dashed line, in
the equivalent circuit the CD function and the dc conductivity were replaced by the RBM
from 2008 [164] with an additional ε∞ contribution.
dency to crystallize, however, produces greater experimental problems in dynamic rheology measure-
ments, because the longer sweeping times and the constant mechanical deformation makes a crystal-
lization of the liquid during the measurement more likely. Hence, for ethaline it was not possible to
produce mechanical spectra in the temperature range approaching Tg, from which τJ and τG could have
been estimated. Only at some temperature with the rotation and the oscillation technique η0 data were
obtained, which will be discussed in the comparison in chapter 5.1.4.
5.1.3 Reline
Urea [CO(NH2)2] is well known to be the main nitrogen-containing compound in the urine of mam-
mals. In its pure form, it is a white crystalline solid at RT with a melting point of Tm = 405K. Nowadays
urea is mass-produced and commercially used especially in fertilizers for agriculture, as raw material
for chemical industry and in pharmaceutics. Thus, it truly classifies as environmentally friendly and
cheap material.
In one of the earliest works on eutectic mixtures with ChCl as ionic liquid analogue, Abbott et al.
[13] reported the binary phase diagram of ChCl and urea. The eutectic point of this mixture lies at
around 66 mol% urea (2 urea : 1 ChCl) with a melting temperature of Tm = 285K and this liquid was
later named reline.
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Figure 5.17: Chemical structure of urea.




















Figure 5.18: Calorimetric glass transition of reline as measured by DSC during heating with
10Kmin−1. The onset evaluation method is visualized by the black solid lines and the
obtained glass temperature is noted.
Unlike ethaline, reline does not tend to crystallize easily upon cooling below its Tm and a DSC
measurement reveals a glass temperature of Tg = 205K. This is the highest Tg of the three DESs
investigated in this work. In fact, the glass temperatures of the three DESs increase with increasing Tm
of the pure HBDs:
• pure EG: Tm = 260K→ ethaline: Tg = 155K,
• pure glycerol: Tm = 291K→ glyceline: Tg = 175K,
• pure urea: Tm = 405K→ reline: Tg = 205K.
The dielectric spectra of reline (figure 5.19) strongly resemble the previously presented spectra of
glyceline and ethaline. ε ′ is largely dominated by the EP effects and, similar to ethaline, for tempera-
tures between 236 and 302K one DRC circuit was enough to describe the EP contributions in the fitting
routine, while for the two highest temperatures an additional DRC circuit was used. Consequently, the
EP effects lead to a pronounced decrease of the conductivity in σ ′ compared to the σdc-plateaus.
Once again, the step-wise decrease of ε ′(ν) due to EP effects is followed by a small step at higher
frequencies. Inset in Figure 5.19 (a) presents a zoomed in view on these steps. These steps can
be attributed to the α-relaxation of reline arising from reorientational dynamics of the dipolar urea
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Figure 5.19: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of reline for various temperatures [54]. The
inset in (a) magnifies the relaxation steps in ε ′ for some selected temperatures. The solid
lines in (a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent circuit approach utilizing two distributed RC
circuits, one CD relaxation function, one CC relaxation function and a dc-conductivity
contribution (see text for details). For T = 236K, the dashed line in (b) indicates the
contribution of the α-relaxation. The lines in (c) are calculated via σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω .
molecule and the dipolar choline ion, in accord with the interpretation of similar steps in glyceline
and ethaline. In contrast to the previous examples, however, in reline the onset of EP effects and the
α-relaxation steps ε ′ seem to be more closely merged. This merging becomes especially visible for
T = 236K, where, with decreasing frequency, hardly any distinct upper plateau of the α-relaxation
step shows up before the steep increase due to EP sets in. Since the EP effects are dependent on the
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geometry of the capacitor, in which the liquids were measured, it has to be noted, that ethaline and
reline were measured with the same capacitor with same plate distance.
This peculiarity of reline is also reflected in the relaxation-peak position in ε ′′. While for glyceline
and ethaline the peak maximum in ε ′′ roughly coincides with the change of slope of the data, which
occurs at the transition from the dc conductivity to the relaxation dominated region, in the case of reline
[see figure 5.19 (b) dashed line] the peak maximum is comparatively shifted to lower frequencies and
lies well inside the dc conductivity dominated region. From the ε ′′ data alone, the height and position
of the peak cannot be objectively estimated, though the relaxation step in ε ′ precisely determines the
height and position of the peak.
Both, the almost submerged steps in ε ′ and the relative shift of the relaxation peak below the dc-
conductivity contribution occur due to the same reason: For a given α-relaxation time, the dc conduc-
tivity is noticeably enhanced in reline compared glyceline and ethaline. This difference between the
three liquids will be further investigated in chapter 5.1.4.
The dashed line in figure 5.19 (b) visualizes the contribution of the α-relaxation in ε ′′. At the very
right flank of the peak, the dashed line clearly drops below the data, which indicates the presence of an
additional faster relaxation process. This faster relaxation is especially visible for T = 212K between
103 and 106 Hz and is modeled by an additional CC function in the fitting routine. Mukherjee et al. [56]
reported a dielectric measurement of pure urea in its liquid state at T = 406K and used a multi-Debye
approach to fit the data. Such a multi-Debye fit may either account for the standard non-exponentiality
of the dielectric relaxation of molecular liquids or may indicate the presence of a faster relaxation in
pure urea, which then consequently is also, to some extent, present in reline.
As stated already, the occurrence of faster, so-called β -relaxations in the dielectric spectra of glass-
forming liquids is a controversial and ongoing research topic. Tripathy et al. [16] observed two sec-
ondary relaxation processes in their study on acetamide based DESs. They interpreted those faster
relaxations as a dipolar and an ionic Johari-Goldstein β -relaxation. The findings of the present work
concerning β -relaxations in DESs are rather puzzling. Glyceline displays a β -relaxation, which is
even stronger pronounced than the excess wing in pure glycerol. Ethaline reveals no faster relaxation
although the α-relaxation of pure EG near Tg clearly possess an excess wing, which transforms into
a pronounced β -relaxation below Tg (see figure 5.13). Reline, from all three systems, exhibits the
most pronounced β -relaxation. However, here a comparison with pure liquid urea is hardly mean-
ingful, because liquid urea can only be measured above 400K, where the α-relaxation time is in the
region of pico seconds, and glass-forming liquids usually only reveal distinguishable β -relaxations in
the dielectric spectra when approaching Tg.
Additionally, in all three liquids, the α-relaxation does not solely arise due to reorientational motions
of the HBD molecules but also the reorientational motions of the dipolar choline ions. It was shown that
liquids consisting of two dipolar components often display an α-relaxation, which can be interpreted
as a single (but broadened) relaxation process [228, 229]. Hence similar behavior may be concluded
for the present DESs. Further, it seems reasonable that also possible faster relaxation processes are
influenced by the presence of the dipolar choline ion and the purely ionic Cl−. A more in-depth
analysis of the faster relaxation processes in DESs is out of the scope of the present work, because
they are presumably not inherently related to the ionic conductivity of the liquids. Thus, here only a
phenomenological description of the observed phenomena shall be given.
As mentioned above, for a given α-relaxation time the corresponding dc conductivity is distinctly
higher in reline than in glyceline and ethaline. This fact also becomes visible in the dielectric modulus
representation (see figure 5.20). In general, the modulus spectra of reline resemble the modulus spectra
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Figure 5.20: Frequency dependence of the real M′ (a) and the imaginary M′′ (b) dielectric modulus of
reline for selected temperatures as calculated from the data shown in figure 5.19.
of glyceline (figure 5.6). In M′ again a distinct region of constant slope arises (e.g., for T = 260K be-
tween 103 and 106 Hz). Below this region the data are heavily influenced by EP effects and above this
region M′ smoothly approaches a plateau for all temperatures. Interestingly and in contrast to glyceline,
no pronounced double-step like behavior when approaching the plateau in M′ is visible. Correspond-
ingly the M′′ spectrum is dominated by a large broadened peak, however, without indications of a
second peak submerged below the main peak.
In glyceline, the two peaks found in M′′ were identified as the conductivity relaxation, arising due to
translationally moving ions, and the emergence of the dipolar reorientational relaxation in the modulus
representation. Obviously, both spectral features are to be expected to also occur in the modulus
spectrum of reline, because reline also possesses translationally moving ions and dipolar molecules.
However, figure 5.20 (b) only reveals one broadened peak. Thus, for reline it has to be assumed that the
conductivity-relaxation peak has fully merged below the main dipolar relaxation peak and the resulting
superposition of both peaks can not be distinguished from a single broadened peak. In the discussion
of figure 5.24, a comparison of all different relaxation times estimated for reline, further evidence will
be provided, that the peak position of the single peak found in M′′ of reline is mainly determined by the
dipolar relaxation and the conductivity relaxation is presumably indistinguishably submerged below it.
Figure 5.21 presents the comparison of the CD-function plus dc conductivity approach with the
RBM as already provided for the other DESs. Interestingly and in contrast to the previous examples,
in reline the RBM is able to describe the data equally well as the CD plus dc conductivity approach. In
the RBM, the step height in ε ′ is determined by both the dc conductivity and the ionic relaxation time
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Figure 5.21: Frequency dependence of ε ′ (a) and σ ′ (b) of reline for T = 248K [54]. The solid red
line is the same fit as shown in figure 5.19 for T = 248K. For the blue dashed line, in the
equivalent circuit, the CD function and the dc conductivity were replaced by the RBM
from 2008 [164] with an additional ε∞ contribution. The RBM fit was simultaneously
performed for ε ′ and σ ′.
τRBM. Obviously, this does not prove that the relaxation feature detected in reline purely stems from
translational ionic dynamics, which is highly unlikely with 66 mol% dipolar urea molecules within
the sample. It rather shows that the unusually high dc conductivity with respect to the relaxation time
determined by the step in ε ′ creates a spectral form which can also be described by the RBM. From the
dielectric data alone, one cannot differentiate whether the relaxation feature in reline is of fundamen-
tally different physical origin than those in glyceline and ethaline and, here, supporting experimental
results from, e.g., light scattering or nuclear magnetic resonance would be necessary.
The mechanical spectroscopy data of reline reveal similar results as those for glyceline. The thor-
ough analysis of mechanical modulus and mechanical compliance for glyceline showed that the re-
laxation times τJ obtained from the compliance representation better relate to the dielectric relaxation
times τε . Thus, here only the compliance spectra of reline and the compliance master curve will be
discussed. Structural relaxation times τG from the mechanical modulus representation of reline were
determined from the peak positions in the G′′-spectrum and the temperature dependence of τG is shown
in figure 5.24.
Figure 5.22 presents the real and imaginary part of the compliance of reline. Qualitatively, the
mechanical response of reline is very similar to glyceline and fitting with equation 3.61 delivers a
reasonable description of the data. Much like in glyceline, the restricted frequency range of mechanical
spectroscopy requires to fix J∞ and ∆J during the fitting routine.
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Figure 5.22: Real J′ (a) and imaginary J′′ (b) mechanical compliance of reline for all temperatures
measured with plate size r = 4mm. Solid lines are fits using equation 3.61 (see text for
details).
The master curve for Tref = 225K of reline (figure 5.23) displays a nearly prefect match of the data
in J′′ but rather noticeable deviations of the data at the upper edge of the relaxation step in J′. Still,
the imported fit from figure 5.22 for T = 225K is able to describe the master curve reasonably well.
Only at the highest frequencies in J′′ and at the lower edge of the relaxation step in J′, the fit clearly
deviates from the data, which might indicate the presence of an additional faster relaxation process for
T = 225K at around 105 Hz. This finding nicely agrees with the dielectric data, which display an faster
relaxation process in the same frequency range at this temperature.
The RBM fit (equation 3.62) of the master curve reveals very similar results as the CD plus η0 func-
tion with nearly equal relaxation times (τRBM = 0.03s and τCDβCD = 0.04s). Thus, for the following
comparison in chapter 5.1.4, from the fits in figure 5.22 relaxation times τJ and a calculated temperature
dependence of η0 via the shifting factors applied in figure 5.23 will be used.
With relaxation times determined from the dielectric and mechanical spectra of reline, figure 5.24
presents the same comparison of all different relaxation times as previously given for glyceline (see
figure 5.10). The reorientational relaxation time τε reveals a pronounced non-Arrhenhius behavior and
can be described reasonably well by a VFT fit (see ref. [54] for fit parameters). Like in glyceline,
the structural relaxation times τJ as obtained from the compliance representation closely coincide with
τε . A surprisingly large deviation of more than one order of magnitude is found for the calorimetric
relaxation time τc estimated via the relation τ(Tg) = 100s from the glass-transition step measured in
the DSC. For glyceline, this relation worked quite well and the calorimetric relaxation time coincided
with the VFT fit of τε .
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Figure 5.23: Constructed master curve of the mechanical data of reline as measured with plate size
r = 4mm shown for the real J′ (a) and imaginary J′′ (b) mechanical compliance. T =
225K was used as reference temperature. The solid red line is the same fit as shown in
figure 5.22 for T = 225K and the dashed green line is a fit using the adapted RBM model
(equation 3.62).
Again, the structural relaxation time τG from the modulus representation is distinctly shifted to
faster relaxation times when compared with τJ. Importantly, the relaxation times as obtained from
the single peak in the dielectric modulus representation (here denoted τM) are also shifted to faster
relaxation times compared to τε by a similar factor as τG when compared with τJ. Therefore, τG
roughly continuous the trend of τM down to lower temperatures.
Very similar behavior was found for glyceline, where the faster relaxation peak in the dielectric
modulus representation could unequivocally be attributed to the dipolar reorientation. This strongly
suggests that for reline the single relaxation peak in the modulus representation is mainly dominated
by the dipolar relaxation contribution and the conductivity relaxation peak is submerged under this peak
without significant influence on the peak position. Thus, both the case of glyceline and reline support
the notion that relaxation times from mechanical and dielectric spectroscopy are best comparable when
both analyzed in the modulus representation or in the permittivity/compliance representation.
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Figure 5.24: Arrhenius representation of the different average relaxation times of reline. The symbols
and the line have the same meaning as in figure 5.10.
5.1.4 Conclusion
After a thorough investigation of the dielectric and mechanical spectra of the three DESs, in this chapter
the absolute values of conductivity, relaxation times and viscosity of the different systems will be
compared and the coupling of ionic and translational dynamics will be analyzed.
Figure 5.25 (a) presents the dc conductivity of glyceline, ethaline and reline in Arrhenius represen-
tation. The temperature dependence of the conductivity of all three liquids reveals strong deviations
from Arrhenius behavior and can be described by a VFT fit. Previous studies [13, 220, 227] on the
conductivity of these three liquids did not conclude a deviations from Arrhenius behavior due to rather
restricted investigated temperature ranges, however, VFT behavior of σdc of other DESs has already
been reported [8, 9, 16]. From the three systems, ethaline is the best conductor with a RT conductivity
of ≈ 6mScm−1.
Similar to the dc conductivity, average reorientational α-relaxations times τε of all three DESs [5.25
(b)] reveal strong deviations from Arrhenius behavior and the data can be well described by the VFT
law. From the VFT fits of the relaxation times the strength parameter D characterizing the fragility
of the liquids can be obtained and further from the strength parameter D the fragility index m via
equation 3.5 can be calculated. The investigated DESs reveal: m = 44 for glyceline, m = 61 for
ethaline and m = 57 for reline. This characterizes the three liquids as intermediate within the strong-
fragile classification of liquids.
Further interesting insights can be obtained when comparing the relaxation times of the DESs with
those of the pure HBDs. Relaxation times of molten ChCl are not available, since it has no stable
liquid phase. Unfortunately in the case of urea, to the best of the authors knowledge, there is no
successful investigation of the relaxation time of urea well below its melting temperature and, here,
only a single relaxation time at T = 406K [56] can be given. Still, this relaxation time agrees well with
the interpolation of the VFT fit of the relaxation times of reline.
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Figure 5.25: Dc conductivity σdc (a), reorientational relaxation times τε (b) and steady-state flow vis-
cosity η0 (c) of the three investigated DESs in Arrhenius representation as obtained from
the fits of the dielectric spectra and the J∗ master curve [54]. The solid lines are fits with
the VFT formula (equation 3.2) and its modification for the conductivity (equation 3.30)
(fit parameters for (a) and (b) are given in ref. [54]). Open symbols in (b) are relaxation
times of the corresponding pure HBDs: glycerol [101], ethylene glycol [54] and urea
[56]. The horizontal dashed line indicates τ(Tg) = 100s in (b) and η0(Tg) = 1012 Pas in
(c). Stars are derived from Tg of the DSC measurements.
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In the case of ethylene glycol and glycerol, on the other hand, an interesting phenomenon occurs.
Glycerol exhibits as significantly increased relaxation time compared to glyceline and the difference
gets further enhanced when approaching low temperatures, reaching a difference of several orders of
magnitude at Tg of pure glycerol. In contrast, the addition of LiCl to glycerol was shown to slow down
the reorientational dynamics of the mixture, thus, leading to the opposite behavior [180]. However,
this present finding is supported by viscosity measurements of glyceline, which detected a decreasing
viscosity with increasing ChCl amount in glycerol [220, 230], and the presented DSC measurements
for pure glycerol and glyceline (chapter 5.1.1).
It is well known fact that the addition of a solute to a solvent can, depending on the type of solute,
increase or decrease the viscosity of the solution compared to the viscosity of the original solvent. This
phenomenon was summarized in the Jones-Dole equation, [231] in which the B-coefficient, represent-
ing solute-solvent interaction, can be positive or negative, i.e. the solute acts as a structure maker or
structure breaker, respectively. For example, the B-coefficient of glycerol-salt mixtures is found neg-
ative or positive for different types of salts [232] and assuming a strong correlation of viscosity and
relaxation time, this can rationalize the findings for glyceline.
However, a look at the ethaline to EG ratio further complicates the situation. In figure 5.25 the re-
laxation times of pure EG well agree with those of ethaline at high temperatures and fall slightly below
those near Tg, an effect even more pronounced for relaxation times of pure EG estimated by Kremer
et al. [225]. Still, Abbott et al. [230] measured a slight viscosity increase with increasing amount of
ChCl in EG at RT. Hence, in the case of EG plus ChCl mixtures, the reorientation relaxation time may
not change perfect proportionally with the viscosity. However, more important, the addition of ChCl
to the two chemically very similar compounds EG and glycerol has opposite effects on the viscosity
of the mixture. The different effect of the admixture of ChCl on the viscosity may be explained by the
network structure of the two HBDs [54, 230]. EG with the two OH-groups forms rather linear aggre-
gates of hydrogen-bonded molecules, while glycerol with three OH-groups builds a three dimensional
hydrogen-bounded network, which is more susceptible to be broken up by the addition of ions.
Additionally, figure 5.25 (c) presents the steady-state flow viscosity η0 of all three DESs. The data
are collected from both the rotation, which directly delivers η0 values, and the oscillation technique,
where η0 was determined for a reference temperature from the η ′ vs ν plot and the temperature depen-
dence of η0 was further calculated with the shifting factors used in the master curves. With this, for
both reline and glyceline, η0 vales were from the low viscous, high temperature region until near the
glass transition. For ethaline, due to the crystallization tendency of the liquid, only some values were
obtained. Still and as expected, η0 mimics the temperature dependence of the reorientational relaxation
times for all three DESs and can be fitted with a VFT law. The extrapolations of these fits reasonably
agree with the glass temperatures estimated by DSC, here added to figure 5.25 (c) via the correlation
η(Tg) = 1012 Pas.
Thus, all the measured dynamic processes, ionic translation (as represented by σdc), dipolar reori-
entation (τε ) and translational motion of all constituents (η0), reveal non-Arrhenius behavior, which
raises the question to what extent they are correlated or coupled. The natural way to check whether
two processes are coupled or somewhat connected is to check whether they reveal the same activation
energy. In the case of pronounced non-Arrhenius behavior, however, the activation energy seems to
change with temperature. Hence, the temperature evolution of the activation energy has to be compared
by plotting both quantities in the same Arrhenius plot.
Figure 5.26 presents such a comparison of the different dynamic process. τε , τJ, τc, ρdc and η0 are
plotted in Arrhenius representation in a common frame. ρdc = 1/σdc is chosen over σdc, because it has
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynam-
ics in glyceline [54]. The average reorientational α-relaxation times τε from dielectric
spectroscopy (blue crosses; left scale), the average structrual relaxation τJ from the me-
chanical compliance (cyan pluses; left scale), the calorimetric relaxation from DSC (black
star, left scale), the dc resistivity ρdc (red circles; first right scale) and steady-state flow
viscosity η0 (olive triangles; second right scale) are combined in one Arrhenius represen-
tation. The different ordinates cover the same number of decades (in log scale) and the
starting values were chosen to achieve the best match of the data. Red solid line is a VFT
fit of ρdc (see ref. [54] for fit parameters).
a negative temperature gradient just like the relaxation time and, therefore, enables a direct comparison
with the relaxation time. For this plot, at first the y-axes for all quantities were adjusted to cover the
same number of decades (in log scale) and then the starting values of the y-axes were chosen to achieve
the best match. In the case of glyceline, all quantities reveal a non-Arrhenius behavior and a nearly
perfect match of all different quantities was achieved. This indicates that the activation energy of all
these processes changes in a similar manner when approaching Tg from the low viscous liquid and,
thus, they are directly or indirectly coupled.
In ref. [54], which only included the dielectric data of glyceline and viscosity data from literature
[46] in a small temperature range, the question was proposed whether the coupling of dipolar reorienta-
tional and ionic translational motion is of direct nature, via a revolving-door mechanism considered for
plastic crystals [17, 20, 66, 69] and ILs [23], or indirectly mediated by the viscosity. The updated data
set with the included τJ and η0 from mechanical spectroscopy favors the explanation that all dynamics
in the liquid are determined by viscosity.
Similar to glyceline, all measured dynamic processes in ethaline exhibit the same temperature de-
pendence and, thus, can be perfectly scaled onto each other in the Arrhenius representation (figure
5.27). For ethaline, however, the very restricted low-temperature viscosity data set does not allow for
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynamics
in ethaline [54]. Plot constructed in straight analogy to figure 5.26.
a similar accurate tracking of all three quantities down to the glass temperature, as demonstrated for
glyceline. Furthermore, no structural relaxation time τJ could be estimated from the oscillation data.
Still, absolute η0 values from both rotation (higher temperatures) and oscillation (lower temperatures)
technique precisely follow the trend of the VFT fit calculated for ρdc, which strongly indicates the
plausibility of the data and the conclusion of a coupling of all quantities.
Interesting deviations from the perfect coupling observed in ethaline and glyceline demonstrates
reline (figure 5.28). Here, the structural relaxation time τJ nicely complements the dielectric reori-
entational relaxation times τε and continuous the trend down to lower temperatures. Additionally, as
already visible in figure 5.25 (b), the relaxation time τc estimated from the glass temperature of the
DSC scan via the relation τ(Tg) = 100s does not align very well with τε , but rather displays a decou-
pling of two orders of magnitude. On the other hand, the the data point estimated via η0(Tg) = 1012 Pas
from the DSC measurement agrees much better with the η0 data from mechanical spectroscopy, as can
be seen in figure 5.25 (c).
Also the temperature dependence of the different dynamic processes does not scale perfectly. In
figure 5.28, τε , ρdc and η0 are scaled to match at the highest temperatures, when following the trend
to lower temperatures, however, ρdc clearly lags behind the other two quantities and displays as much
as two orders of magnitude decoupling near Tg. It seems like, during cooling, the ionic translational
motion more slowly decelerates than the structural and the dipolar reorientational dynamics.
In other words, while the dipolar reorientation is dictated by the overall viscous flow of the liquid,
some amounts of ions can travel distinctively faster than the viscous flow of all particles. One may
speculate about physical explanations for this phenomenon. Stillinger and Hodgdon [154] explained
the decoupling of translational and rotational diffusion coefficients in normal fragile glass-forming
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynamics
in reline [54]. Plot constructed in straight analogy to figure 5.26.
liquids with a "fluidized domain" model. In this model, a liquid, when approaching Tg, displays a mul-
titude of different regions with varying viscosity, similarly to the explanation of broadened dielectric
relaxations, where a distribution of relaxation times is due to varying surroundings of the dipoles. The
idea then is that the reorientational coefficient measures an average of all different regions while the
translational coefficient measures disproportionately fast particles moving preferably only through low
viscous regions. Thus, in the current example, ions would travel through low viscous regions and ρdc
would only artificially decouple from the viscosity, because η0 measures an average viscosity over the
whole sample and ρdc is distorted towards lower values to the disproportional contribution from low
viscous regions. However, even though reline is the most fragile of the studied DESs and the decou-
pling might be most pronounced in fragile liquids, this model does not explain why no such decoupling
is found in glyceline and ethaline.
One might also consider a revolving door like scenario [17, 20, 23, 66, 69]. Here the reorientation
motion of the dipolar molecules opens additional vacant volume for the smaller ions to travel through,
thus, disproportionally increasing the mobility of the smaller ionic species. The reorientation motion
of the molecules is still coupled to the overall viscosity and, thus, this scenario would predict the
schematic found in figure 5.28. Once again, this explanation cannot account for the absence of similar
effects in glyceline and ethaline.
The obvious difference between reline and glyceline as well as ethaline is the different H-bond net-
work of the HBD molecules. In the case of glycerol and EG, this is a strong H-O-bond network. For
urea, however, the N-H-bonds presumably build a much weaker network. Additionally, the chemical
structure of urea might result in weaker correlation to the ionic species due to the smaller electronega-
tivity of the nitrogen compared to the oxygen. Thus, the chemical structure of reline might somehow
explain the observed phenomenon.
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To further explore the relation of ionic translational motion, dipolar reorientational motion and over-
all viscous flow, figure 5.29 presents the interdependence of the three representative measurement
quantities σdc, τε and η0. In comparison to figures 5.26 to 5.28, directly plotting the quantities vs one
another allows to visualize both the difference in temperature dependence and the vertical shifting fac-
tor used in figures 5.26 to 5.28. As long as two quantities display a matching temperature dependence
in a common Arrhenius representation, in figure 5.29 they will display a straight line with slope 1 in the
double-logarithmic plot. Additionally, vertical and horizontal variations between the different DESs in
figure 5.29 account for different vertical shifting factors used in figures 5.26 to 5.28.
Figure 5.29 (a) is a modified version of the original Walden plot, here, σdc vs η−10 . The original
Walden plot utilizes the limiting molar conductivity Λ0m = σdc/n, where n is the ion concentration in
units mol per volume. Since no temperature dependent density data are available for the investigated
DESs, here, a simpler molar conductivity Λm shall be defined as Λm = σdc/c, where c is the ion
concentration in units mol%, i.e., the ratio of mole of ion pairs to mole of all constituents. For all three
investigated DESs c is equal to 33 mol% and, thus, Λm are σdc equivalent representations of the Walden
rule.
The modified Walden plot [figure 5.29 (a)] nicely demonstrates the Walden rule, i.e., the linear
dependence of the conductivity with the inverse steady-state flow viscosity. All three DESs display
roughly the same dc-conductivity vales for the same value of viscosity. Thus, the charge transport
in these DESs is controlled by the overall viscous flow of the liquids. Interestingly, no significant
indications of a decoupling of ionic translational motion and viscsoity in reline can be found here, as
otherwise indicated by figure 5.28. However, the estimated viscosity data for figure 5.29 rely on the
VFT fits in figure 5.25 and, thus, introduce the possibility of a significant error margin.
In figure 5.29 (b) the dependence of τε on η0 is investigated. Both glyceline and ethaline display a
linear dependence with slope 1 and roughly the same τε values for a given viscosity. Only reline clearly
reveals an increased τε for the same viscosity over the whole temperature range and a possible deviation
from the slope 1 at lower temperatures. This trend, however, is even more clearly pronounced in the
ρdc vs τε dependence [figure 5.29 (c)]. Reline shows the highest conductivity for a given τε throughout
the whole temperature range and, additionally, a dependence with slope 0.93.
To summarize, glyceline and ethaline reveal a behavior altogether as expected. All dynamics in the
liquid are coupled and for a given viscosity value, both liquids display the same τε and σdc values. Re-
line, however, displays puzzling deviations. Even though the temperature dependence in the common
Arrhenius plot indicates a decoupling of the ionic translational dynamics, figure 5.29 demonstrates
that it is rather the reorientational relaxation time, which effectively decouples from the viscosity and
the conductivity. This relaxation in the dielectric spectrum is more merged below the dc-conductivity
contribution than in the cases of glyceline and ethaline, and also this relaxation step can be well fitted
with the RBM, a model based purely on ionic translational dynamics. Thus, one might speculate, that
this relaxation step in the dielectric spectrum is indeed a superposition of both dipolar reorientational
relaxation and an ionic contribution. However, the present data set does not allow for further conclu-
sions about the physical origin of these deviations in reline and here further experimental results are
needed.
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Figure 5.29: Interdependence of the three dynamics quantities determined from the dielectric and me-
chanical spectra of all three DESs [54] in double-logarithmic representation. (a) shows
the dependence of ionic dc conductivity on the inverse viscosity (thus, a Walden plot),
(b) the dependence of the reorientational α-relaxation time on the viscosity and (c) the
dependence of the ionic dc resistivity on the reorientational α-relaxation time. For each
temperature, from dielectric spectroscopy σdc and τε are obtained in a single frequency
sweep. The corresponding viscosity η0 for each temperature was determined from the
VFT fit in figure 5.25 (c). Solid black lines indicate linear behavior (slope 1 in the double-
logarithmic plot) and green dashed line in (c) is a fit of the reline data obtaining slope 0.93
(thus, ρdc ∝ τ0.93ε ).
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The present work is the first experimental characterization of the dielectric and mechanical properties
of the commonly investigated DESs glyceline, ethaline and reline in a broad frequency and temperature
range. The intrinsic contributions in the dielectric spectrum arise from ionic translational motion and
dipolar reorientational motion, while an interpretation of the spectra, purely based on ionic translational
motion, cannot describe the data in the case of glyceline and ethaline. The steady-state flow viscosity
data as obtained from the mechanical spectra reveals the same temperature dependence as the ionic and
dipolar dynamics and, thus, demonstrates a coupling of all dynamics in glyceline and ethaline, while
some peculiar decoupling of the dipolar dynamics seems to be present in reline. Furthermore, for both
reline and glyceline it was shown that the structural relaxation times τJ estimated from the compliance
representation better matches the dielectric relaxation times τε than those obtained from the modulus
representation.
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5.2 Plastic Crystalline Electrolytes
The investigation of the DESs showed that by means of dielectric spectroscopy the ionic translational
and the dipolar reorientational motion in these liquids can be analyzed separately, however, both pro-
cesses seem to be more or less coupled via the viscosity. Meanwhile, PC electrolytes offer the inter-
esting opportunity to further study the correlation of ionic translational and the dipolar reorientational
motion in a system without viscous flow. Thus, PCs are model systems to study the direct interaction of
the two dynamics and the present work aims to answer a number of fundamental questions concerning
the ionic conductivity of molecular PC electrolytes.
Generally, for all PC electrolytes it is often assumed that the reorientational motion of the con-
stituents (both ionic or molecular), which form the PC lattice, is beneficial for the ionic conductivity
of these materials. However, so far no quantitative correlation between both dynamics has been estab-
lished. This raises the question, whether the ionic mobility directly scales with the on-site reorienta-
tional motion of the molecules (or ions in case of ionic PCs).
In the picture of the "revolving door" mechanism in PC electrolytes (see chapter 2.2.2), the reorienta-
tional motions of the dipolar molecules opens additional transient vacant volume for the translationally
moving ions and, thus, enhances the dc conductivity of the material. To profoundly test this hypothesis,
three different PC materials were selected for the present work, each consisting of a differently shaped
molecule:
• The dinitrile-based mixtures use succinonitrile as starting materials, which resembles a rather
one dimensionally stretched bar.
• The cyclic-alcohol-based mixtures consist of cyclohexanol and cyclooctanol. Both are essen-
tially two dimensional, disc-shaped molecules.
• All compounds in the adamantane-based mixtures possess the adamantane molecule as basic
element, which is a three dimensional, globular cage.
Theoretically, the "revolving door" mechanism should be more pronounced in systems with the one
and two dimensionally stretched molecules, because here reorientational motion opens effective paths
for the ions. In systems with globular, three dimensionally shaped molecules, reorientational motion
does not significantly alter the experienced energy barrier for ions to pass through and, thus, such
systems should display no pronounced indications of a "revolving door" mechanism.
Also ionic translational motion is believed to exhibit distinct dispersion phenomena in the dielectric
spectrum, e.g., an intrinsic increase of the conductivity in σ ′ (see chapters 3.2.4). While it is difficult
to distinguish such contributions from relaxation contributions in the dielectric spectrum of liquids, PC
electrolytes offer an alternative material class to study this phenomenon.
5.2.1 Dinitrile Based Mixtures
As already mentioned in the introduction of ionic conductivity of PCs (chapter 2.2.2), succinonitrile
[SN; C2H4(CN)2] (see figure 5.30) is presumably the molecular PC which has been studied the most
concerning its ionic conductivity, especially after Alarco et al. [11] identified the PC phase of SN as
"universal matrix for solid-state ionic conductors". It is a rather bar shaped molecule, which is on both
ends of its short carbon chain completed with a strong N-C triple bond. Pure SN reveals a PC phase
between 233 and 322K and a reorientational relaxation time of roughly τε = 0.1ns at RT, as determined
with dielectric spectroscopy [20].
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Figure 5.30: Chemical structure of succinonitrile.
Interestingly, the PC phase of SN can be significantly expanded to lower temperatures by admixing
the related compound glutaronitrile [GN; C3H6(CN)2] [233, 234], where mixtures of 15 mol% or
more GN display an orientational glass transition at around T og ≈ 150K. Consequently, the question
arose whether such admixture and the resulting modification of the PC lattice also has an influence
on the ionic conductivity of these materials. Thus, Geirhos et al. [20] and Zachariah et al. [21, 22]
simultaneously studied various concentrations of SN-GN mixtures and the addition of a number of
different salts.
For a SN0.85GN0.15 mixture without added ions, Zachariah et al. [22] found a perfect coupling of
dc conductivity and molecular reorientational dynamics in its PC phase. While findings like that are to
be expected in a liquid, for a PC and, therefore, a solid material without viscous flow, this is an excep-
tion. It shows that in this peculiar compound the long-ranged ion drift and the collective reorientational
dynamics of the molecules located in fixed positions in the PC lattice are perfectly correlated, which
might indicate an effective "revolving door" mechanism. However, it remained unclear whether the
measured dc conductivity of the mixture stems from a small proportion of ionized dinitrile molecules
[22] or simply a very low concentration of impurities, because theoretically a purely molecular com-
pound should display a dc conductivity of zero.
In partly unpublished dielectric measurements on pure SN without added ions, a similar correlation
of ionic and molecular dynamics can be seen (see figure 5.31). Due to the limited temperature range
of the PC phase of pure SN, the data set for SN is rather limited, still the temperature dependence of
the molecular reorientational relaxation time and the dc resistivity are more or less the same. However,
like in ref. [22] the ionic conductivity of pure SN is probably caused by small amounts of impurities
in the material. Thus, it is clear that for very small amounts of ionic species in pure SN and the
SN0.85GN0.15 mixture an effective "revolving door" mechanism seems to be present, which means the
ionic translational drift is to a significant degree controlled and/or promoted by the rotational motion
of the molecules on the lattice sites.
Interestingly, this correlation breaks down when enough ions are added to the system. Zachariah et
al. [22] reported non-perfect scaling after the addition of 1 mol% of LiBF4 to the SN0.85GN0.15 mixture
and Geirhos et al. [20] showed the same deviations for the SN and a SN0.85GN0.15 mixture each mixed
with 1 mol% LiPF6. Thus, for a certain surplus or saturation with ions in the system, the presumably
weak "revolving door" effect in SN or mixtures with small amount of GN is not able to provide enough
path ways for all ions and in the temperature dependence the dc resistivity rises faster than the reorien-
tational relaxation time upon cooling. However, in SN-GN mixtures with higher amounts of GN, the
coupling of ionic and molecular dynamics becomes progressively better until it reaches nearly perfect
correlation for the SN0.20GN0.80 mixture with 1 mol% LiPF6 [20]. This indicates that replacing SN
with the larger, more stretched GN molecules promotes a "revolving door" mechanism, because they
can provide more transient vacant volume for the ions.
To further test this phenomenon, in the present work, not only GN but three closely related molecular
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynamics
in SN. Plot constructed in straight analogy to figure 5.26 without a third frame for the
viscosity. Data were measured by Thomas Bauer at Experimental Physics V, University
of Augsburg and relaxation time data were used in ref. [20].
compounds with varying carbon-chain lengths are admixed to SN:
• Malononitrile [MN; CH2(CN)2], which is one CH2-group shorter than SN.
• Adiponitrile [AN; C4H8(CN)2], which is one CH2-group longer than GN and, thus, two CH2-
group longer than SN.
• Pimelonitrile [PN; C5H10(CN)2], which is even one CH2-group longer than AN.
To enable a comparison with results from ref. [20], the mixtures SN0.85X0.15 (with X = MN, AN or
PN) were admixed with 1 mol% LiPF6 and the final nomenclature is (SN0.85X0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01. The
results of these measurements were published in ref. [76].
DSC Results The addition of GN to SN has significant influence on the transition temperatures [233,
234], hence DSC measurement were performed on all three mixtures of the present work to identify
PC phases and transition temperatures (see figure 5.32).
The DSC results of the X = MN mixture [figure 5.32 (a)] strongly resemble the DSC curve of the
SN0.85GN0.15 mixture shown in the introduction of the DSC measurement technique (chapter 4.3). It
is a clear example of a PC, formed at around T = 305K during cooling, which exhibits an orientational
glass transition at T og ≈ 150K. Thus, for X = MN the system reveals a stable PC phase over a broad
temperature range, much like the SN0.85GN0.15 mixture and with very similar transition temperatures.
Therefore, at least concerning the thermodynamic phase behavior, the addition of 15 mol% MN has
very similar effects on the SN PC as the addition of 15 mol% GN.
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Figure 5.32: DSC measurements under cooling (lower blue line) and heating (upper red line) with
10Kmin−1 for the three mixtures with X = MN (a), AN (b) and PN (c) [76]. Endothermic
processes are pointing in positive y-direction. The insets in (a) and (c) are zoomed in on
the orientational glass transition as revealed by the MN and PN mixture during heating.
In contrast to X = MN, the X = AN mixture [figure 5.32 (b)] exhibits a phase behavior more like
pure SN, where a PC at around T = 280K and a fully ordered crystal at around T = 210K are formed
during cooling. The corresponding melting of these phases occurs at T om ≈ 236K and T tm ≈ 290K.
The low-temperature crystallization process can most likely be identified as the transition into the fully
ordered crystal and not a PC phase with restricted reorientational degrees of freedom, as there are no
indications of a glass transition at lower temperatures.
Interestingly, the X = PN [figure 5.32 (c)] mixture displays the aforementioned case of restricted
reorientational degrees of freedom below a second first-order phase transition. Generally, the curve for
X = PN resembles the one for X = AN with crystallization processes occurring at around T = 280
and 220K during cooling and corresponding melting at T om ≈ 236K and T tm ≈ 290K. However, this
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sample reveals the signature of a glass transition at temperatures far below the second first-order phase
transition [see inset figure 5.32 (c)]. Thus, this second first-order phase transition does not mark a
crystallization into a fully ordered crystal, but the formation of a PC phase with restricted orientational
degrees of freedom, which eventually undergo glassy freezing at T og ≈ 156K.
SN-MN As seen above, all three mixtures reveal PC phases in more or less extended temperature
ranges and, thus, with dielectric spectroscopy the influence of the molecular size of the added molecule
X on the ionic conductivity can be studied. Starting with X = MN, figure 5.33 shows the results
from dielectric spectroscopy on the mixture (SN0.85MN0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01. In contrast to the above
discussed dielectric spectra of DESs, the present example of the SN-MN mixture presents the case of
a clear separation of dc-conductivity contribution and α-relaxation peak in ε ′′.
In ε ′ the SN-MN mixture [figure 5.33 (a)] reveals a large step-like decrease with increasing fre-
quency, e.g., for T = 218K from 2× 104 to 30 between 0.1 and 103 Hz. This marks the known EP
effects, here occurring due to the high ionic conductivity in the solid SN-MN PC. Well separated from
the EP effects, at higher frequencies for the same temperature follows a second step-like decrease
from around 30 to 2 between 107 and 109 Hz. This step progressively shifts to lower frequencies
with decreasing temperature, mirroring the continuous slowing down of the molecular dynamics under
cooling, typical for glassy freezing. Thus, this step marks the α relaxation of the material arising from
reorientational motions of the dipolar molecules sitting on the PC lattice sites.
The relaxation steps in ε ′ are accompanied by clearly visible, well-pronounced relaxation peaks in
ε ′′. Left of the peaks, the dc-conductivity contribution arises as contribution with steepness -1 in the
double-logarithmic representation, e.g., for T = 218K from 104 to 106 Hz. In the present case this con-
tribution does not strongly superimpose the relaxation peaks, which means, for a giving reorientational
relaxation time, the dc conductivity is much lower than in the case of the DESs. This seems plausible
since the PC mixture only has 1 mol% of ions and the conditions for ionic translational motion are
inherently different than in the viscous DESs.
Notably, for T = 157K and lower temperatures, the amplitude of the steps in ε ′ and the peak height
in ε ′′ are significantly reduced. Additionally, the α-relaxation peak changes its shape from a one
sided broadening for T ≥ 163K to a symmetric broadening for T ≤ 157K. This presumably reflects
the transition into a partially ordered PC state with restricted reorientational degrees of freedom, as
not detected by the DSC measurement, because it was performed with a much faster cooling rate of
10Kmin−1 compared to the 0.4Kmin−1 used for the dielectric spectroscopy measurements. Unfortu-
nately, at these low temperatures no dc-conductivity plateau arises within the frequency window, so no
statement on the influence of this transition on the ionic mobility can be made here.
The four lowest temperatures T ≤ 157K also reveal indications of a β -relaxation process at the
right flank of the α-relaxation peak, especially pronounced for T = 140K between 104 and 106 Hz,
where the broadened peak-like shape of the β -relaxation becomes partly visible. As for the DESs a
detailed treatment of β relaxations is out of the scope of the present work. Also the σ ′ representation
[figure 5.33 (c)], once again, shows the same data as ε ′′ but with more emphasis on the dc-conductivity
plateau and the reduction of the conductivity due to EP effects at low frequencies for the three highest
temperatures, which is not shown in figure 5.33 (b) in favor for a zoomed in view on the relaxation
process.
For the fitting routine, two DRC circuits were used for T = 236 and 215K and one for T = 190K,
where most of the EP effects have shifted out of the frequency window. The α relaxation was described
by a CD function for T ≥ 163K and a CC function for T ≤ 157K, while for the β -relaxation a CC
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Figure 5.33: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of (SN0.85MN0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 for var-
ious temperatures [76]. The solid lines in (a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent
circuit approach utilizing two distributed RC circuits, two relaxation functions and a
dc-conductivity contribution (see text for details). The lines in (c) are calculated via
σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω .
function was used. Altogether the fits obtained this way describe the data in reasonable agreement and
deliver accurate values for the dc conductivity and the α-relaxation time.
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SN-AN As demonstrated by the DSC measurement [figure 5.32 (b)], the temperature range of the PC
phase of the SN-AN is very limited and below the second first-order transition no indication of a glass
transition can be found, hence no significant relaxation contribution is expected to arise in the dielectric
spectrum below this transition. Additionally, the very narrow temperature range does not allow for a
meaningful investigation of the α relaxation in the PC phase, because at this high temperature the α
relaxation is mostly shifted out of the frequency window, towards higher frequencies. In ref. [76]
the dielectric spectrum of the SN-AN mixture is given and reveals the aforementioned problems for a
meaningful evaluation of the relaxation processes in this mixture. Thus, from this spectrum only the
temperature dependence of the dc conductivity in the PC phase can be extracted and is shown in figure
5.35 in Arrhenius representation.
SN-PN The dielectric spectra of the SN-PN mixture (figure 5.34) reveals qualitatively the same con-
tributions as the SN-MN mixture. Here, the ε ′ [figure 5.34 (a)] and the ε ′′ [figure 5.34 (b)] spectra are
zoomed in on the relaxations steps and peaks, respectively, so most of the EP effects are cut off in these
representations, however, in σ ′ [figure 5.34(c)] the reduction of the conductivity due to EP effects left
of the dc-conductivity plateaus is clearly visible.
In contrast to the SN-MN mixture, here the second first-order transition, identified in the DSC mea-
surement as a transition into a partially ordered state, occurs in the expected temperature range at
around T = 225K and results in a significant decrease of the relaxation strength but no clearly visible
change in the peak shape. Thus, above and below the α relaxation was fitted with a CD function and
for the β -process at the lowest temperatures a CC function was used. Notably, at the transition from
the presumably isotropic reorientation to the somewhat restricted reorientational motion no clear dis-
continuity in the temperature dependence of the relaxation time or the dc conductivity is detected as
well.
Small deviations between the fits and the data occur at the transition from the relaxation steps to the
EP region in ε ′ and at the transition from the relaxation peaks to the dc-conductivity contribution in
ε ′′. Such contributions were also found in the SN-GN mixtures and discussed in refs. [233] and [21]
as another extrinsic or intrinsic relaxation process or an ac conductivity contribution. In the current
example, however, firstly those deviations are small and any additional element in the equivalent circuit
could effectively improve the fits to better describe the data, and secondly this unknown contribution
most likely does not have significant influence on the dc conductivity or the α-relaxation time, which
are the two important parameters the following discussion of the results will rely on.
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Figure 5.34: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of (SN0.85PN0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 for var-
ious temperatures [76]. The solid lines in (a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent
circuit approach utilizing one distributed RC circuits, two relaxation functions and a
dc-conductivity contribution (see text for details). The lines in (c) are calculated via
σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω .
Ionic and Dipolar Dynamics To now estimate the influence of the geometrical shape of the added
molecules X on the ionic conductivity, figure 5.35 present the temperature dependence of the dc con-
ductivity of all three mixtures plus data for the corresponding SN-GN mixture and pure SN with each
1 mol% LiPF6. It shows that all mixtures reveal a significantly higher conductivity than pure SN with
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Figure 5.35: Temperature dependence of the dc conductivity of the investigated
(SN0.85X0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 mixtures in Arrhenius representation [76]. Addition-
ally, results from the corresponding SN-GN mixture [20] and pure SN (remeasured for
the present work) with each 1 mol% LiPF6 are added. The molecules are schematically
indicated. The solid lines are fits according to the VFT law adapted for the conductivity
(equation 3.30). The vertical dashed and dotted lines are transition temperatures
estimated from the DSC measurements during cooling for the transition into the PC or
the more ordered phase, respectively.
1 mol% LiPF6. Especially, at higher temperatures when approaching the individual melting temper-
atures of the systems, the dc conductivity considerably increases with increasing molecular size of
added molecule X . In particular, at T = 250K, from pure SN with 1 mol% LiPF6 to the SN-MN mix-
ture σdc gets enhanced by roughly one order of magnitude and form there to the SN-GN mixture by
another order of magnitude. The further rise to the SN-AN mixture is slightly less than half an order
of magnitude and, finally, the addition of PN does not significantly increase the dc conductivity any
further.
Thus, the initial idea that the integration of bulkier, more stretched molecules into the SN PC lattice
enhances the effectiveness of the "revolving door" mechanism and with this increases the conductivity,
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seems to be validated by the found schematic, at least for X = GN, AN and PN. Here, X = MN presents
a peculiar case of rather unexpected conductivity enhancement when a smaller, more globular molecule
is added. Still, this finding can be rationalized by not focusing on the absolute molecule size but rather
the ratio of the two molecules in the mixture. The integrated small MN molecules might take lattice
sites, which were originally populated by SN molecules, and, due to their significant smaller size, now
offer more vacant volume for the ions in their immediate surrounding.
Another interesting aspect here is the difference between dc conductivity in the liquid and PC phases
of each mixture. For pure SN with 1 mol% LiPF6 this difference is roughly three orders of magnitude,
but the difference becomes progressively smaller with increasing molecule size of added molecules X ,
until the transition from liquid to PC phase cannot be identified from the dc conductivity data alone for
X = AN and PN. Here, the supporting information from the DSC measurements are necessary. This
demonstrates that for reaching the highest conductivity values in such PC electrolytes the conservation
of a liquid-like conductivity is important.
Also in figure 5.35 the different impact of the second first-order transition on the conductivity in the
mixtures SN-AN and SN-PN can be seen. SN-AN, which undergoes a crystallization to a fully ordered
crystal at around T = 210K, as concluded from the DSC and dielectric measurement, exhibits a drastic
conductivity drop at the orientational-ordering transition. Hence, from the dielectric spectrum only one
dc conductivity value with 3×10−12 Ω−1 cm−1 below the transition can be estimated (see figure 5.35).
SN-PN, which reveals a transition in a partially ordered PC phase, where the molecules still reorientate
even though somewhat restricted, does not display any distinct reduction of σdc at this transition. This
highlights the importance of molecular reorientational motions for the ionic mobility in these systems
and further supports the idea of the "revolving door" mechanism.
Besides pure SN with 1 mol% LiPF6, all mixtures in figure 5.35 exhibit clear deviations from Ar-
rhenius behavior and can be fitted with equation 3.30. Similar deviations were found for the dc con-
ductivity and the reorientational relaxation time for various SN-GN mixtures [20–22, 233, 234]. Such
deviation from Arrhenius behavior are well known from glass forming liquids, but also similar behavior
was found for the reorientational α-relaxation times of some PCs [10], which highlights the collective,
liquid-like character of the reorientational dynamics of the molecules in PCs. Interestingly, if the dc
conductivity of PCs, like in the present example, reveals similar deviations from Arrhenius behavior, a
connection to the reorientational dynamics seems probable.
To further examine this phenomenon, figure 5.36 compares the dc resistivity as representative for the
ionic translational motion with the reorientational α-relaxation time as representative for the molecular
dynamics. The same procedure was already applied for the DESs in chapter 5.1.4 and in ref. [20] for the
whole SN-GN mixture series. In ref. [20] the scaling of the two quantities becomes progressively better
with increasing GN amount and, as can be seen in figure 5.36 (c), is not perfect for 15 mol% GN. For
the present mixtures, however, near perfect scaling was found for the SN-MN mixture over the whole
temperature range and for the SN-PN mixture in the partially ordered low temperature phase. It should
be once again noted here, that a good scaling of ionic translational and dipolar reorientational dynamics
is a rather expected outcome in liquids, where everything is controlled by the liquid’s viscous flow, but
for a solid materials, like the PC electrolytes, this is a rather surprising finding and strongly indicates
an inherent connection of the two dynamics like suggested by the "revolving door" mechanism.
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Figure 5.36: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynamics
for X = MN, PN and GN [20] in the mixtures (SN0.85X0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 [76]. Plots
constructed in straight analogy to figure 5.26 without the third frame for the viscosity. For
X = GN no good match of the data could be achieved and both quantities were shifted
to match at the highest temperatures (here the extrapolation of the VFT of 〈τ〉). Vertical
dashed lines indicate liquid-PC transitions and for X = PN additionally the second first-
ordered transition into the partially ordered PC phase. Solid red lines are VFT curves
calculated from the fits in figure 5.35 and solid blue line in (c) is a separate VFT fit of the
relaxation times 〈τ〉.
In particular, the SN-MN and the SN-PN mixtures reveal close coupling of ionic and dipolar dy-
namics and, thus, resemble the behavior of the (SN0.20GN0.80)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 investigated in ref. [20].
This indicates that the integration of a rather small amount of smaller molecules in the PC lattice, like
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in the cases of 15 mol% MN in the SN0.85MN0.15 mixture or 20 mol% SN in the SN0.20GN0.80 mixture
[20], effectively promotes ionic translational motion and generates a good coupling of ionic and dipo-
lar dynamics. On the other hand, the addition of small amounts of very large molecules, like the 15
mol% of PN molecules in the SN0.85PN0.15, is able to produce the same effect and, here, even in case



















Figure 5.37: Comparison of the absolute values of the average α-relaxation times of the three mixtures
shown in figure 5.36 and of pure SN (taken from figure 5.31) [76]. The solid lines are fits
with the VFT law.
Thus, so far the conductivity enhancement in the (SN0.85X0.15)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 mixtures was solely
explained by the geometrical shape of the added molecules X , but theoretically vastly different α-
relaxation times could also account for the observed conductivity enhancement. To disprove this idea
figure 5.37 shows the temperature dependence of the average α-relaxation times of the different mix-
tures. Especially in the temperature range of T ≈ 220 to 280K (x = 4.5 to 3.5 in the Arrhenius plot),
where the greatest difference in conductivity between the different systems occurs (see figure 5.35),
the average α-relaxation time are the same for all mixtures and for pure SN (see figure 5.37).
To summarize the findings of this mixing series, the presented results of the SN-MN and SN-PN
mixtures nicely complement and further consolidate the findings of Geirhos et al. [20]. The ionic con-
ductivity of SN-based PC electrolytes can be significantly enhanced by integrating chemically related
(larger or smaller) molecules into the PC lattice. The enhancement cannot be explained by a simple
variation of the reorientational relaxation time of the dipolar molecules, but rather a complex inter-
play of rotation-translation coupling, ion concentration and size of integrated molecules determines the
conductivity enhancement.
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5.2.2 Cyclic Alcohol Based Mixtures
As mentioned above, the second group of PCs, that will be investigated in the present work, are cyclic-
alcohol-based mixtures, in particular a mixing series of cyclohexanol (HEX) and cyclooctanol (OCT).
They represent the case of rather two-dimensional, disc-shaped molecules, where at least some cou-
pling of rotation-translation coupling should emerge due to the "revolving door" mechanism, as known
from the one-dimensionally stretched dinitrile-based PCs. Additionally, at the same temperature HEX
displays a significantly faster dipolar reorientation in the PC phase as compared to OCT, which might
allow to investigate the influence of the reorientational relaxation on the ionic conductivity. Further-
more, OCT is by two CH2-groups larger than HEX, which might also influence the ionic conductivity,
as known from the dinitrile-based mixtures (see previous chapter).
For this measurement series, six different concentrations (x = 0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1) were prepared
and to every mixture 1 mol% LiPF6 was added. The used nomenclature is: (HEX1−xOCTx)0.99(LiPF6)0.01.
The findings of these measurements were published in ref. [75].
Cyclohexanol (HEX) The alcohol HEX [C6H11OH] consists of one hydroxyl (OH-) group bound to
a hydrocarbon ring with six carbon atoms. While HEX itself is a rather simple molecule, its solid state
displays a surprisingly rich polymorphism, which is said to be due to its "conformational flexibility
and ability to form hydrogen bonds" [235]. So already Timmermans [63] identified HEX as a PC and,
later, Adachi et al. [236] in 1968 firstly applied the term glassy crystal to the glassy state of the HEX








Figure 5.38: Molecular structure of cyclohexanol (left) and depiction of the axial and the equatorial
chair conformation (right) [237].
The complex phase diagram of HEX was studied thoroughly over the past century [236, 238–244].
Below its melting point Tm ≈ 298K, HEX forms a PC phase. This phase is named PC I and displays
isotropic orientational disorder of the cyclohexyl ring and, additionally, configurational disorder of the
OH-group (axial and equatorial conformation) in equal distribution [235]. The PC I phase is only
stable between T = 298 and 265K, however, when cooled sufficiently fast (e.g., 10 Kmin−1) the PC I
undergoes glassy freezing and forms a glassy crystal at around T og ≈ 147K [236, 238, 245].
The crystal structure of PC I of HEX is face-centred cubic (fcc) with space group Fm3m (Z = 4,
atoms per unit cell) and a lattice parameter of 8.809Å at 275K [235, 243, 246–248]. Alternatively a
simple cubic (sc) structure was proposed [249]. Several further solid phases at lower temperatures with
higher degree of orientational order are well documented in literature [235, 239, 240, 244, 250]. They
are consequently numbered PC II, etc., however, in the context of this work only the PC I phase of
HEX is of interest.
Due to the OH−group, the molecule obtains a dipolar moment of 1.7D [248] and many dielectric
studies have been performed [239–241, 251–255]. Broadband dielectric measurements [10] revealed:
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In the PC I phase, HEX exhibits a broadened, main loss peak, identified as α-relaxation, which can be
best described by a CD function in the high temperature (T ≥ 200K) and a HN function in the low tem-
perature region (T ≤ 160K). In between those two regions lies a hardly accessible temperature range,
due to rapid formation of orientational order. At low temperatures, approaching T og , two additional,
faster relaxation processes (β and γ-relaxation) are necessary to fit the whole frequency range. The
temperature dependence of the α-relaxation times shows an Arrhenius behavior at high temperatures
and a divergence approaching T og , best described by a VFT-law. The results from dielectric measure-
ments, which strongly resemble the schematic known from canonical glass forming liquids, and results
from NMR [256, 257] support the idea of isotropic reorientational motions of the molecules in the PC
I.
Cyclooctanol (OCT) By enlarging the hydrocarbon ring of HEX with two additional CH2-groups,
one obtains OCT [C8H15OH]. Similar to HEX, OCT crystallizes in a PC I phase at Tm ≈ 298K and
the PC I can easily be supercooled into a glassy crystal with T og ≈ 155K [240, 258, 259]. When cooled
sufficiently slow or when heated from the quenched glassy crystal, OCT forms its PC II phase in the
temperature range of T = 190 to 165K, [240, 260–263], which also reveals some disorder and a glass
transition at T og,II ≈ 140K [259, 264]. Just like for HEX, the focus of this work lies on the PC I phase.
OH
Figure 5.39: Molecular structure of cyclooctanol
The PC I of OCT was found to have sc structure (Z = 8, atoms per unit cell) with a lattice parameter
of 11.96Å at 273K [259, 263]. The compound is well investigated dielectrically [240, 253, 254, 259,
262, 265–269] and, in its PC I, OCT exhibits a similar dielectric loss as HEX [267]. The α-relaxation
peak is best described by a CD function and at low temperatures two additional relaxations occur. The
temperature dependence of the α-relaxation processes reveals VFT-behavior [267] and τ = 100s is
reached at T og ≈ 168K. The close similarity to HEX and results from NMR [257] suggest that in the
PC I of OCT also isotropic molecular reorientational motion is present.
HEX-OCT mixture Both, HEX [270–272] and OCT [263, 273, 274] were studied in mixtures with
other compounds. Especially, the mixture cyclopentanol with OCT was found to form a stable PC I
phase down to T og [263], which suggests that a similar behavior can be expected for the HEX-OCT
mixture and, thus, inaccessible temperature ranges, like previous studies [10, 267] have struggled with,
can be avoided.
In contrast to the dinitrile compounds, where only SN displays a PC phase, pure HEX and pure OCT
both possess PC phases. Even though the compounds are chemically very similar, HEX and OCT reveal
significantly different reorientational relaxation times in their PC phases, as estimated by dielectric
spectroscopy (see figure 5.40). For example, this difference reaches nearly one order of magnitude at
T = 250K, where the relaxation times are τHEX(250K) = 1.4×10−7 s and τOCT(250K) = 8.3×10−7 s.
Thus, by mixing OCT with HEX, the reorientational relaxation might be expected to gradually evolve
from that of pure HEX to that of pure OCT with increasing OCT amount, which would offer the
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Figure 5.40: Relaxation times measured with dielectric spectroscopy for pure OCT [267] (blue circles)
and HEX [10] (red triangles). Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
interesting opportunity to study the influence of the varying timescale of local molecular motion on the
ionic conductivity.
To check for the formation of PC phases in the mixture of HEX and OCT, DSC measurements on
all (HEX1−xOCTx)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 samples were conducted (see figure 5.41). All mixtures but x = 0
reveal the desired case of a stable PC phase that exhibits glassy freezing at low temperatures via an
orientational glass transition, as demonstrated for the SN0.85GN0.15 system in chapter 4.3. Exactly
like the other samples, pure HEX with 1 mol% LiPF6 (x = 0) forms a PC and, subsequently, a glassy
crystal upon cooling without indications of further transitions (not shown in figure 5.41). On heating,
however, after the transition into the liquid at T og ≈ 152K, this sample exhibits a cold crystallization
with subsequent melting, as can be seen by the large swing in first exothermic and then endothermic
direction between T = 180 and 250K in figure 5.41 for x= 0. This marks the formation and subsequent
melting of a phase of increased orientational order.
Usually, eutectic behavior is expected for the melting temperatures in a binary mixture. In the
(HEX1−xOCTx)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 series, at first, going from x = 0 to 0.2, a 20K drop of Tm is found
(see noted melting temperatures in figure 5.41). The melting temperature then increases and peaks for
x = 0.8. Such unusual evolution of the melting temperature might be explained by looking into the
crystal structures. As introduced in the upper paragraphs, in their PC I, HEX is present in a fcc and
OCT in a sc crystal structure. In a continuous mixing series, a transition from fcc to sc has to emerge
in the T-x-diagram. Thus, such transition occurs in the range between x = 0.8 and 1 and explains the
slightly lower Tm of pure OCT with LiPF6.
In summary, all mixtures display a PC phase with presumably isotropic reorientation of the molecules
and this reorientational motion exhibits glassy freezing, as known from the dinitrile compounds. Ad-
ditionally, the HEX-OCT mixing series reveals an eutectic point around x = 0.2 and a transition from
dominantly fcc to sc lattice symmetry between x = 0.8 and 1, which causes the x = 1 sample to deviate
from the typical evolution of the melting temperature in a binary phase diagram.
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Figure 5.41: DSC measurements under heating with 10Kmin−1 for all (HEX1−xOCTx)0.99(LiPF6)0.01
mixtures [75]. Data are freely shifted above one another in y-direction, starting with x= 0
at the top and going in 0.2 steps to x = 1 at the bottom. The scans were taken after cooling
the samples from T = 320K to T = 110K with 10Kmin−1. Endothermic processes are
pointing in positive y-direction. The inset is a zoomed in view of the glass-tranistion step
of the x = 0.2 sample. Orientational glass temperatures T og and melting temperatures Tm
of the PC phases are noted.
Dielectric spectrum of HEX-OCT To gain insights into the ionic and dipolar dynamics in the
HEX-OCT system, dielectric spectroscopy was performed on all samples. As the dielectric spectra
of all mixtures reveal qualitatively the same results, figure 5.42 presents the dielectric spectrum of the
(HEX0.4OCT0.6)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 mixture as representative for all other mixtures.
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Figure 5.42: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of the PC phase of
(HEX0.4OCT0.6)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 for various temperatures [75]. The solid lines in
(a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent circuit approach utilizing one distributed RC
circuits, three relaxation functions and a dc-conductivity contribution (see text for
details). The lines in (c) are calculated via σ ′ = ε ′′ε0ω .
Unsurprisingly, the dielectric spectrum of the HEX-OCT mixture qualitatively resembles the results
of the dinitrile compounds. For the three highest temperatures, ε ′ [figure 5.42 (a)] is dominated by EP
effects, which again are cut off in favor of a zoomed in view on the relaxation steps. The relaxation steps
in ε ′ exhibit a decrease from roughly 30 to 3, are shifting continuously from higher to lower frequencies
with decreasing temperatures and are accompanied by distinct peaks in ε ′′. Thus, this feature can
undoubtedly be identified as the α-relaxation of the PC arising from collective reorientational motions
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of the dipolar molecules sitting on the lattice sites.
As pointed out in the SN-PN spectrum (see figure 5.34), in the HEX-OCT mixture for temperatures
T ≥ 209K a small second step seems to be superimposed on top of the main relaxation step in ε ′. This
steps reveals a relaxation strength of ∆≈ 6 and is clearly visible, e.g., for T = 269K at around 105 Hz.
Once again this contribution could arise from ac conductivity or an extrinsic or instrinic relaxation,
as discussed for the SN-PN sample. Either way, this contribution seemingly does not significantly
influence the main α-relaxation or the dc conductivity and, thus, a detailed analysis is out of the scope
of the present work.
In ε ′′ [figure 5.42 (b)], on the left side of the α-relaxation peaks the dc conductivity arises, e.g.,
for T = 239K between 102 and 104 Hz. Additionally, for the lower temperatures on the right flank of
the α-relaxation peaks a β -relaxation emerges, best seen for T = 164K between 102 and 106 Hz. The
dc conductivity is again better emphasized in the σ ′ representation [figure 5.42 (c)] and, here, also a
comparatively small reduction in conductivity due to EP becomes visible (T = 269K between 0.1 and
1Hz).
For the fitting routine one DRC circuit for the EP effects, a CD for the α-relaxation, a CC for the β -
relaxation and a dc-conductivity contribution were used. Additionally in this case a second CC function
was utilized to account for the small relaxation step on top of the α-relaxation. Overall the fits provide
a good estimate of the experimental data. The values for τ and σdc deduced from the fits perfectly
agree with values directly read off from the spectrum and, therefore, for the following discussion of all
samples the values were directly determined from the spectra.
Ionic and Dipolar Dynamics Figure 5.43 compares the temperature-dependent dc conductivity and
reorientational α-relaxation time of all mixtures in Arrhenius representation. The lowest conductivity
in figure 5.43 (a) displays the HEX0.2OCT0.8 mixing ratio, which represents the peculiar case of a small
amount of smaller molecules added to the a larger molecules. Interestingly, exactly this configuration
produced in the dinitrile based mixtures the best rotation-translation coupling and in the SN-GN series
the best overall conductivity. Starting from this mixture, the conductivity gets enhanced with increasing
amount of smaller HEX molecules and pure HEX with LiPF6 reveals the highest dc conductivity of
all samples. Again the x = 1 mixture disobeys the trend and exhibits a slightly higher conductivity
than the HEX0.2OCT0.8 sample, presumably again due to the transition of dominantly fcc to sc lattice
symmetry.
The reorientational α-relaxation time in the PC phase of all mixtures [figure 5.43 (b)] somewhat
mirrors the behavior of the dc conductivity. Pure HEX with LiPF6 has the fastest relaxation time
over the whole temperature range. The relaxation times of the other mixtures nearly match at high
temperatures, but systematically separate going to lower temperatures. Here, the relaxation times get
progressively slower with increasing amount of OCT and pure OCT with 1 mol% LiPF6 notably does
not reveal an anomaly here, but has the slowest relaxation time of all samples.
When explaining the conductivity enhancement in the dinitirle PC electrolytes, the coupling of ionic
translational and dipolar reorientational motion played an important role. Thus, using the known pro-
cedure, figure 5.44 compares the temperature dependence of ρdc and of the α-relaxation time in a
common Arrhenius plot for all samples.
The α-relaxation times of pure HEX with 1 mol% LiPF6 in the fully orientationally disordered PC
I phase can be described by a simple Arrhenius law (equation 3.1), in agreement with ref. [10]. Upon
cooling, in the dielectric measurement the formation of a second PC phase (PC II) with increased
orientational ordered, however, could not be avoided, in contrast to the fast DSC cooling measurement.
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Figure 5.43: Temperature dependence of the dc conductivity (a) and the reorientational α-relaxation
time (b) of all (HEX1−xOCTx)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 mixtures in Arrhenius representation [75].
Vertical lines in (a) indicate the melting temperatures as determined from the dielectric
spectra, slight deviations from those determined by DSC occur due to supercooling ef-
fects.
At this transition the relaxation time displays a discontinuity and changes its temperatures dependence.
For all other mixtures the simple Arrhenius law was not sufficient to describe the temperature de-
pendence of the relaxation times and, thus, the VFT equation was used to describe them. Still, the de-
viations from Arrhenius behavior are only weakly pronounced in the HEX-OCT mixtures and strength
parameter D values between 32 and 79 were obtained from the fits. This finding agrees with the gen-
eral tendency of PCs to rather fall on the strong side of the fragile-strong classification of glass-forming
systems [10].
Much like the relaxation times, the dc resistivity of pure HEX with 1 mol% LiPF6 can also be
described by a simple Arrhenius law, while for all other mixtures a VFT fit was used. Again, non-
Arrhenius behavior of the ionic resistivity in a solid material is rather unexpected and indicates glassy
freezing as known from the dipolar reorientational dynamics in PCs. And indeed, for all samples a
good but not perfect scaling of ρdc and τ could be achieved. Thus, as expected for the two dimen-
sionally stretched molecules, there is some indication of a "revolving door" mechanism, however, the
pronounced changes between the different mixtures and perfect coupling for some systems, as known
from the dinitrile compounds, is not present for the HEX-OCT series. Therefore, changes in the effec-
tiveness of the rotation-translation coupling cannot explain the observed significant variation of the dc
conductivity throughout the mixing series.
Also the influence of the geometrical shape can hardly explain the observed variation of ionic con-
ductivity, because the trend rather points in the opposite direction, where the addition of the smaller
molecules enhances the conductivity. Eventually, the effect of the timescale of local reorientation of
the dipolar molecules is the only candidate left to explain the conductivity variation throughout the
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Figure 5.44: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynamics
for all (HEX1−xOCTx)0.99(LiPF6)0.01 mixtures [75]. The plots are constructed in straight
analogy to figure 5.26 without the third frame for the viscosity. The vertical dashed lines
indicate liquid-PC transitions and for x = 0 an additionally first-order transition into a
partially ordered PC phase, here named PC II. The solid red lines and black lines are
VFT fits of the ρdc and relaxation time τ data for x = 0.2 to 1 and Arrhenius fits for x = 0.
mixing series.
Therefore, figure 5.45 (a) and (b) show the dependence of the dc conductivity and the relaxation time
on the mixing ratio at a representative temperature T = 220K. This plot visualizes the trends already
identified in the discussion of figure 5.43. Further, figure 5.45 (c) highlights the direct interdependence
of the two quantities and reveals a roughly linear dependence of the ionic conductivity on the dipolar
reorientational motion. Obviously, the data do not follow the linear trend very well and the interdepen-
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dence might be disturbed by factors like variations in the rotation-translation coupling and the fcc to
sc transition between x = 0.8 and 1. Nevertheless, this finding shows that, as long as there is to some
extend a "revolving door" mechanism present in the PC electrolyte (as shown in figure 5.44), the ionic
mobility scales with the on-site reorientational motion of the lattice molecules. And furthermore that
the geometrical shape of added molecules and its influence on the ionic conductivity might only be




















































Figure 5.45: Dependence of the dc conductivity (a) and the relaxation time (b) on the mixing ration
and direct interdependence of the two quantities (c), all for T = 220K. The dashed line in
(c) is a linear fit with fixed slope of -1 in the double logarithmic plot, thus, corresponding
to σdc ∝ 1/τ .
In summary, while in the dinitrile-based mixtures the addition of larger molecules causes an up to
three-decade enhancement of the conductivity, in the cyclic-alcohol-based mixtures the conductivity
increases with the addition of the smaller HEX molecules. This difference can be explained assuming
that in the HEX-OCT mixtures the translation-rotation coupling via the "revolving door" mechanism is
given for all mixtures and the conductivity only scales with the timescale of the on-site reorientational
motions of the molecules. In contrast, in the dinitrile-based mixtures the coupling of ionic and dipolar
dynamics strongly varies with the mixing ration and the size of the admixed molecule, which effectively
dominates the conductivity enhancement in these mixtures. The reason for this qualitatively different
behavior is presumably the different geometrical shape of the molecules [75].
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5.2.3 Adamantane Based Mixtures
Lastly, to complete the measurement series on PC electrolytes, a PC build from three dimensional,
globular molecules was needed. After some testing in the laboratory, the material of choice was cyano-
adamantane (CNA) (see figure 5.46). CNA belongs to the group of adamantane-based compounds, a
highly symmetrical non-dipolar carbon cage. Compared to the many other adamantane-based com-
pounds, CNA has a rather low melting temperature, displays a stable liquid phase, which not immedi-
ately starts to evaporate, and possesses a dipolar moment.
Thus, with CNA as a starting material, pure CNA as well as mixtures with each 20 mol% adamantane
(ADA) and 2-adamantanon (AON) were prepared with each 1 mol% lithium bis(trifluoromethane)-
sulfonimide (LiTFSI) to study the influence of integrating other molecules into the PC lattice and
to introduced mobile ions into the system. This yields the following mixtures: CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01,
(CNA0.8ADA0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01 and (CNA0.8AON0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01. Results on these adamantane-
based mixtures were prepared for publication during the making of this thesis [275].
Because of the adamantane cage, all three molecules used here display a rather globular shape, where
only the side groups in case of CNA and AON distort the molecule and give it a dipolar moment. Hence,
the effectiveness of the "revolving door" mechanism should theoretically be significantly reduced com-
pared to the previously presented dinitrile and cyclic alcohol based PC electrolytes. This fact should
emerge in the dielectric characterization of the samples as strongly reduced ionic conductivity and/or
decoupling of ionic diffusion from the rotational motions of the molecules.
CN
Figure 5.46: Chemical structure of cyano-adamantane.
The materials are best introduced starting with ADA (C10H16) (compare figure 5.46 without the CN
side group). As mentioned, ADA is a highly symmetrical non-dipolar carbon cage built up from ten
carbon atoms and, due to its nearly perfect globular shape, it is a prototypical molecular PC. ADA
forms a PC below its melting temperature of Tm ≈ 543K with fcc symmetry and undergoes a order-
disorder transition at around 208K [276, 277]. Since it has no dipolar moment, its PC molecular
dynamics cannot be studied by dielectric spectroscopy. Additionally, ADA starts to rapidly evaporate
when heated above its melting temperature. Thus, it is not suitable as basic material for the mixing
series.
CNA (C10H15CN) is the same molecule as ADA with the addition of a CN side group (figure 5.46).
Interestingly, due to this side group, CNA displays a drastically reduced melting temperature of Tm ≈
460K, below which it forms a PC phase with fcc symmetry [278]. There are reports of at least two
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further low temperature PC phases with higher degrees of orientational order [262, 279], still the high
temperature PC phase can easily be supercooled, however, various values between 163 and 178K
for the orientational glass transition T og of this phase are reported in literature [10, 262, 279–281].
Importantly, in the high temperature PC phase of CNA, in contrast to the previously studied PCs,
the molecules do not exhibit isotropic dynamic reorientation, but somewhat restricted motion [262,
281]. As shown for the SN-PN mixture in chapter 5.2.1, in some cases such restricted reorientational
motions may not significantly reduced the ionic mobility compared to full isotropic reorientations of
the molecules, however, this may vary from material to material.
In AON, as compared to CNA, the CN group is replaced by an oxygen atom connected with a double
bond to the carbon cage. Like the other two compounds, AON forms a PC phase with fcc symmetry
below its melting temperature of Tm ≈ 529K [282, 283] and at least one low temperature PC phase
below 180K with restricted orientational degrees of freedome [10, 283] is known. Similar to ADA, in
laboratory tests the liquid phase rapidly evaporates after heating above Tm.
Since both AON and ADA did not display a stable liquid phase above their melting temperatures, no
simple liquid-liquid mixtures of the materials could be produced. Thus utilizing that CNA possesses
a significantly lower Tm than the other two compounds, larger amounts of CNA were melted and held
closely above Tm. Then weighted amounts (estimated for the desired concentration) of AON, ADA and
LiTFSI were added in powder form to the melt. The mixture was held at high temperatures until CNA
had dissolved the added powders and a homogeneous liquids was obtained.
DSC Results As for the HEX-OCT mixing series, DSC measurement were conducted on the adamantane-
based mixtures to obtain information on the phase- and glass-transition temperatures (see figure 5.47).
Prior to the heating scans shown in figure 5.47 the samples were cooled from T = 490K to 110K, from
the liquid state deep into the glassy crystal state. During those runs all mixtures revealed an exothermic
first-order transition into the PC and a glass transition into the glassy crystal. Hence, for pure CNA the
applied cooling rate and the addition of 1 mol% LiFSI was sufficient to suppress the formation of any
low temperature PC or fully ordered phases. Also for the two mixed systems no such transitions were
recorded, which like for the SN-GN mixture demonstrates, that in a binary mixture PCs are less likely
to form additional low temperature phases with higher degree of orientational order.
During reheating, the melting of the glassy crystal via the orientational glass transition occurs for
CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 in the temperature range from T = 165 to 190K. An onset evaluation of the step-
like anomaly corresponding to this orientational glass transition gives T og ≈ 167K, which falls into the
broad range of different values reported in literature (see above). This orientational glass transition
is followed by a cold-crystallization, marked by a slight swing in exothermic direction at around T ≈
220K, and a subsequent melting, marked by a peak in endothermic direction at around T ≈ 270K.
This shows the formation and subsequent melting of a partially ordered phase and before and after this
sequence the mixture is in its PC phase, which finally melts into the liquid at around T ≈ 460K.
The mixtures with 20 mol% ADA and AON, as to be expected, display a very similar behavior. They
reveal orientational glass transitions with T og ≈ 157K and 156K, respectively. Further, no indication for
a cold-crystallization into partially or fully orientationally ordered phases can be found in the heating
scans and both mixtures melt into the liquid at around the same temperature as CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01.
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Figure 5.47: DSC measurements under heating with 10Kmin−1 for CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 (a),
(CNA0.8ADA0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01 (b) and (CNA0.8AON0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01 (c) [275]. The
scans were taken after cooling the samples from T = 490K to 110K with 10Kmin−1.
Endothermic processes are pointing in positive y-direction. Insets in each frame magnify
the temperature range of the orientational glass transitions.
Dielectric Spectroscopy Consequently, dielectric spectroscopy was employed to characterize the
ionic and dipolar dynamics of the adamantane-based PC electrolytes. The obtained spectra are qualita-
tively very similar to the previously discussed ones of the dinitrile and cyclic alcohol based PCs. Figure
5.48 shows the dielectric spectra of CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 as representative for all three mixtures. What
immediately stands out about this spectrum is the well pronounced double-step like decrease in ε ′ from
around 10 to 2. These steps do not stem from the typical EPs, observed in the other PC electrolytes,
but the EP sets in at lower frequencies than the double-step, e.g., for T = 334K below 102 Hz. Both in
ε ′ and ε ′′, the contribution of the EP was cut off from the spectra in favor of a zoomed in view on the
intrinsic relaxation steps.
Corresponding to the double-step in ε ′ a distinct relaxation peak in ε ′′ emerges with, e.g., peak
frequency at around 103 Hz for T = 229K. By comparing the two features, the relaxation peak can
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undoubtedly be assigned to the lower and faster relaxation step in ε ′ and, further, when comparing
with literature data [10, 262, 284, 285], this relaxation can be identified with the α relaxation of CNA











































Figure 5.48: Dielectric spectra of ε ′ (a), ε ′′ (b) and σ ′ (c) of CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 for various temper-
atures [275]. The solid lines in (a) and (b) are fits with the equivalent circuit approach
utilizing one distributed RC circuits, two relaxation functions and a dc-conductivity con-
tribution (see text for details).
This raises the question about the physical origin of the second step in ε ′. In ε ′′ no second relaxation
peak is visible and left to the α-relaxation peaks the seemingly typical dc-conductivity contribution
shows up. When inspected closely, however, the slope of the decreasing contribution left of the α-
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relaxation peaks is not -1 but rather changes. For example, for T = 304K between 10 and 104 Hz the
curve is notably flatter than below 10Hz. Here, the relaxation peak corresponding to the upper, slower
step in ε ′ is somewhat hidden below the dc conductivity, as already known from the α relaxation of
the DESs. Correspondingly, in the σ ′ spectrum, following the σdc plateau the data first reveal a slight
increase before the onset of the α-relaxation contribution. Further evidence about the origin of this
second relaxation feature will be given in the discussion of figure 5.49.
Once again the data were fitted with the equivalent-circuit approach. To describe the EP effects, here,
one DRC was sufficient. In accordance with ref. [10] the α-relaxation was fitted with a CD function
and the second slower relaxation process with a CC function. Altogether a good agreement of the fits
with the experimental data was achieved and accurate values for the two relaxation times and σdc were
obtained. The two other mixtures (CNA0.8ADA0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01 and (CNA0.8AON0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01
reveal very similar dielectric spectra as presented in figure 5.48, with the same double-step like decrease
in ε ′ and similar conductivity values. From the fitting routine also two relaxation times and σdc were
obtained for each mixture. The spectra and fits can be found in ref. [275].
To clarify the physical origin of the slower relaxation-like contribution, a dielectric measurement of
pure CNA without LiTFSI was conducted under the very same conditions as for CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01.
In figure 5.49 the results from this measurement are compared with the data of CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 for
T = 319K. Interestingly, in ε ′, pure CNA without ions does not reveal a second, slower relaxation
step, but the static permittivity plateau expands down to the lowest measured frequencies. At higher
frequencies, i.e., in the region of the α-relaxation, however, both measurements show good agreement.
Similar deviation occur in in ε ′′. Here, the data match in the region of the α-relaxation peak, however,
the pure CNA sample reveals a largely unobstructed left flank of the α-relaxation peak stretching from
around 103 to 106 Hz, because of the drastically reduced dc-conductivity. Additionally, no contribution
arises between the dc-conductivity contribution with slope -1 (0.1 to 103 Hz) and the left flank of the
α-relaxation peak. The reduced dc conductivity is even better visible in the σ ′ representation, where
the pure CNA sample without ions shows an around 4 orders of magnitude drop in σdc.
This finding allows for two conclusions. Firstly, the dc conductivity of CNA can be enhanced by
around four orders of magnitude with the addition of 1 mol% of LiTFSI, while it should be noted
that pure CNA should theoretically posses zero dc conductivity but in real measurements always small
concentrations of ionic impurities lead to a non-zero dc conductivity of purely molecular samples.
Secondly, the emergence of the slower relaxation-like process is undoubtedly connected to the addition
of the ions in the system.
Several scenarios might explain this ion-related relaxation-like contribution. Obviously by introduc-
ing 1 mol% LiTFSI, also 1 mol% of dipolar TFSI anions are brought into the system, which might
exhibit a rather independent reorientational relaxation accounting for the slow relaxation. However,
as only every one hundredth dipole in this system is a TFSI anion and the slow relaxation is of simi-
lar relaxation strength as the α relaxation, this explanation seems unlikely. Alternatively, ions could
attach to the CNA molecules. Such formations would display an enhanced dipolar moment and expe-
rience increased steric hindrance for reorientational motion, thus explaining the observed properties of
the slow relaxation. Also non-intrinsic Maxwell-Wagner type relaxation (see chapter 3.2.2) could be
imagined arising from the different ionic mobility along the grain boundaries and in the bulk of the
polycrystalline sample.
However, most likely seems a relaxation-like contribution due the ionic diffusion inside the sample,
as discussed in chapters 3.2.4 and 3.2.5. To test this hypothesis, in figure 5.49 the slow relaxation was
fitted with the RBM (blue dashed line). For this purpose, both the CC function and the independent dc-
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Figure 5.49: Comparison of two different fit functions to describe the slower relaxation in
CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 for selected temperatures [275]. The solid red lines are the same
fits as presented in figure 5.48, which use a CC function for this relaxation-like contri-
bution. The blue dashed lines are fits using the RBM (equation 3.35) integrated into the
equivalent circuit approach (see text for details). The green cross are data of pure CNA
without LiTFSI at T = 319K, revealing the absence of the slower relaxation process. The
data of pure CNA were vertically shifted to match the CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 data.
conductivity contribution of the above described equivalent circuit used for CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 were
replaced by the RBM, which only contains two parameters, the ion relaxation time τRBM and dc con-
ductivity σdc. So in the case of the slow relaxation in CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01, the RBM can qualitatively
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describe the step-wise decrease in ε ′ and the dc-conductivity plateau, which is connected to the step
height in ε ′ within the model. At the lowest presented temperature, however, deviations between the
fits and the experimental data occur, especially visible in ε ′′ at the transition from the slow relaxation
process to the α-relaxation peak. Keeping in mind that the CC plus dc conductivity approach utilizes
two parameters more than the RBM, such deviation could be expected. Hence, the ability of the RBM
to describe the observed slow relaxation-like contribution in reasonable agreement supports the notion
that this process arises due to ionic translational motion.
With this, CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 is an interesting system to study the simultaneous emergence of a
dipolar and a presumably ionic relaxation process in a solid material, where both processes reveal
classical relaxation features (step in ε ′) and both are distinctly separated in the dielectric spectrum. A
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Figure 5.50: Temperature dependence of the dc conductivity (a) and the α-relaxation time (b) of all
three adamantane based mixtures in Arrhenius representation [275]. (a) The solid lines
are fits with the VFT equation adapted for the conductivity (equation 3.30). (b) The solid
black line through the black squares is a fit with the Arrhenius law (equation 3.1) and
the solid red line through the red triangles is a fit with the VFT law (equation 3.2). The
horizontal dashed line highlights τ = 100s and the stars are relaxation times estimated
from the DSC measurements via τ(Tg) = 100s.
Ionic and Dipolar Dynamics Figure 5.49 nicely demonstrated the massive conductivity enhance-
ment in CNA with the addition of only 1 mol% ions. With the results from the dinitrile and cyclic
alcohol based mixtures a further increase of the dc conductivity can be expected with the addition of
20 mol% ADA and AON. Thus, figure 5.50 presents the temperature dependence of the dc conductiv-
ity and the α-relaxation times of all three mixtures as obtained from the fitting routine [275]. Indeed,
in the adamantane-based mixtures CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 possesses the smallest dc conductivity over the
whole temperatures range [see 5.50 (a)], while at around RT the addition of ADA enhances the ionic
conductivity by roughly one order of magnitude and the addition of AON by another half an order of
magnitude. The difference in dc conductivity between the systems increases with decreasing tempera-
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ture, which is the opposite behavior as found for the dinitrile mixtures (see figure 5.35), thus, indicating
a different enhancement mechanism compared to those samples.
With the results of the cyclic alcohol PCs in mind, the dc-conductivity enhancement in the adamantane-
based mixtures might arise from increasingly faster reorientational motions of the molecules. Surpris-
ingly, however, the α-relaxation times of the adamantane based mixtures reveal a significantly differ-
ent temperature dependence than the dc conductivity for all mixtures [see 5.50 (b)]. The α-relaxation
times of CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 can even sufficiently be described by an Arrhenius fit and the other two
mixtures only exhibit slight deviations from linear behavior in the τ vs. 1000/T plot, demonstrated
by a VFT fit of the (CNA0.8AON0.2)0.99LiTFSI0.01 mixture. Furthermore, the α-relaxation times of all
there mixtures are almost equal and only reach about an order of magnitude difference at the lowest
temperature, far below temperatures at which the dc-conductivity could effectively be measured. Thus,
faster reorientational dynamics cannot explain the conductivity enhancement in the adamantane-based
mixtures.
An alternative explanation of the conductivity enhancement might be an improved coupling of ro-
tational and translational dynamics in the PC, as present for the dinitrile mixtures. Already the funda-
mentally different temperature dependencies in figure 5.50 indicate no such coupling, still figure 5.51
provides the established comparison of the temperature dependence of the α-relaxation times and the
dc resistivity in a common Arrhenius plot for all mixtures, however, with the interesting addition of the
relaxations times of the slower relaxation found in the dielectric spectrum.
As expected, figure 5.51 demonstrates a complete decoupling of the translational ionic motion, rep-
resented by the dc resistivity, from the on-site reorientational dynamics of the dipolar molecules, repre-
sented by the α-relaxation time, here denoted as τdipolar, for all three mixtures. However, interestingly
the relaxation times determined from the slower relaxation process with the CC function, here denoted
τion, perfectly couple to the dc resistivity. Additionally, for CNA0.99LiTFSI0.01 the relaxation times
obtained from the alternative RBM fits of the slower relaxation closely coincide with the relaxation
times estimated by the CC function. This finding clearly demonstrates the inherent connection of the
slower relaxation process to the ionic translational motion.
Altogether, there is no rotation-translation coupling and there is no conductivity enhancement effect
from faster reorientational dynamics in the adamantane based mixtures. Hence, no indications of an
effective "revolving door" mechanism are present here. This supports the notion that for an effective
"revolving door" mechanism the reorientation of the molecules must provide some transient vacant
volume, which is not the case for three dimensional, globular molecules like the adamantane based
compounds.
As introduced in chapter 2.2.2, a large amount of literature on ionic PC electrolytes discusses the
peculiar properties of the PC lattice and its influence on the ionic conductivity (e.g., [18, 19, 71, 79,
80]). Thus, in the adamantane-based mixtures also rather vacancies and grain boundaries within the
PC lattice might promote the ionic migration than the on-site reorientational motions of the molecules.
Further, the introduction of 20 mol% ADA or AON might increase the density of vacancies and grain
boundaries and, thus, lead to an enhancement of the dc-conductivity.
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Figure 5.51: Comparison of the temperature dependence of translational and reorientational dynamics
for all three adamantane based mixtures [275]. The plots were constructed in straight
analogy to figure 5.26 without the third frame for the viscosity. Here, black squares (left
scale) present α-relaxation times corresponding to the faster, dipolar relaxation process
(τdipolar) in the dielectric spectrum. Blue circles and green crosses (left scale) are relax-
ation times corresponding to the slower relaxation process determined by either the CC
(τion) or the RBM (τRBM) function, respectively. The red triangles (right scale) are the
dc resistivity (ρdc). The red solid lines are the VFT fits from 5.50 (a) calculated for the
resistivity and the black solid line is the Arrhenius fit from 5.50 (b).
5.2.4 Conclusion
Altogether, the presented measurement series is a systematic investigation of molecular PC electrolytes
with special focus on the influence of reorientational motion and geometrical shape of the molecules on
the ionic conductivity. With the findings from the three different PC systems, the proposed questions
in the introduction of this chapter 5.2 can be answered.
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The established notion that the reorientational motions in the molecular PC electrolytes is benefi-
cial to the ionic mobility could be validated for systems with good rotation-translation coupling. In
particular with the HEX-OCT mixture, an example where the rotation-translation coupling does not
significantly change throughout the mixing series, the direct proportionality of the reorientational mo-
tions and the ionic mobility could be demonstrated: the faster the reorientational motion the higher the
ionic conductivity. This findings hints to the relevance of a "revolving door" mechanism in molecular
PC electrolytes.
For the rotation-translation coupling in PC electrolytes the geometrical shape of the molecules is es-
pecially relevant. One or two dimensional molecules like the dinitrile and the cyclic alcohol based PCs
revealed the best examples of this coupling and a complete decoupling was found for the adamanatane
based mixtures. Additionally, the integration of rather large and asymmetrical molecules into the SN
PC lattice shown extraordinary enhancement effects for the ionic conductivity. This finding clearly
indicates the presence of a "revolving door" mechanism in molecular PC electrolytes, at least in the
roughly one-dimensional dinitrile compounds.
Finally, the adamantane-base mixtures served rather as a prove of concept by demonstrating a
rotation-translation decoupling for three dimensional globular compounds. Interestingly, however, this
complete decoupling allowed for the dipolar and ionic relaxation in the dielectric spectrum to clearly
separate and enables an unobstructed investigation of ionic conductivity relaxation processes in molec-
ular PCs.
With these findings, the present work paves the way for the further enhancement of the ionic con-
ductivity of molecular PC electrolytes. The clear objective for such efforts should be to improve the
rotation-translation coupling by introducing large, asymmetric molecules in PC systems with already
very fast reorientational dynamics at around RT and to simultaneously achieve melting-points of these
systems well above T = 350K.
Theoretically, in any binary mixture, e.g., SN-GN or even SN with 1 mol% LiPF6, according to the
binary phase diagram introduced in chapter 2.1.1, for every mixing ratio besides the eutectic, below
its initial melting a suspension is formed. The composition of this suspension is then a liquid in
eutectic composition and a solid material of one component. All here presented PC electrolytes could,
therefore, be reinterpreted as suspensions, where the main conductive path for the ions goes along the
liquid proportions. Since, no discontinuities in the conductivity or the α-relaxations can be found at
the temperature of eventual crystallization of the liquid proportions, which occurs at Tm of the eutectic
mixture, one could assume that this transition is supercooled and the liquid proportions undergo normal
glassy freezing. To clarify this criticism, further experimental work is necessary.
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This work presents a comprehensive dielectric characterization of two classes of ionic conductors with
potential for wide-spread technical application in the future. Furthermore, the two material classes
enabled a thorough investigation of the interdependence and interaction of dipolar reorientational and
ionic translational dynamics in highly ionically conducting amorphous systems.
The present work is the first investigation of DESs combining dielectric and mechanical spectroscopy
in a broad temperature and frequency range. In particular for the DESs, the findings can be summed
up by the following points:
• The here investigated DESs possess large amounts of dipolar molecules, the so-called HBDs,
and, consequently, in their dielectric spectra a reorientational relaxation arises. This relaxation
may be strongly superimposed by the dc-conductivity contribution in ε ′′ but is clearly visible
and analyzable in ε ′.
• The comparison with dielectric data of the pure HBDs supports this notion and gives further
insights into the influence of the salt on the dynamics of the HBDs. Interestingly, even in the
chemically very similar compounds glycerol and ethylene glycol, the addition of ChCl has op-
posing effects on the reorientational relaxation times, due to the spatially different formation of
the H-bond network in these two systems.
• It could be shown that the dielectric spectra of DESs are best analyzed in the permittivity rep-
resentation and then compared with the compliance representation of the mechanical data. Re-
laxation times τε and τJ obtained in this way complement each other. The dielectric modulus
representation is rather unsuited, because the contributions from the dipolar relaxation and the
ionic conductivity are partly merged and hardly distinguishable. Still, when comparing with the
mechanical modulus, the main peak in the dielectric modulus fits best.
• For glyceline and ethaline, the comparison of dielectric and mechanical data clearly demonstrates
that both, dipolar reorientational and ionic translational dynamics, are coupled to the viscosity.
The peculiar case of reline, however, which displays a partial decoupling of the two processes
and a distinctly increased ionic conductivity for a given τε compared to the other two DESs,
needs further experimental data for a conclusive explanation. Still such decoupling could point
towards possible optimization strategies for DESs.
For the molecular PC electrolytes, the present work provides a systematic investigation of the ef-
fect of the molecular reorientational motions and the shape and size of the molecules on the ionic
conductivity. The findings can be summed up by the following points:
• The rotation-translation coupling in molecular PC electrolytes strongly depends on the geo-
metrical shape and size of the molecules forming the PC lattice. The small and only little
one-dimensionally stretched succinonitrile reveals only a weak "revolving door" mechanism,
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but the integration of larger or smaller molecules into the PC lattice increases the rotation-
translation coupling. The larger two-dimenisonal, disc-shaped cyclic-alcohol molecules HEX
and OCT display good coupling throughout the mixing series and the three-dimensional, globu-
lar adamantane-based systems demonstrate a complete decoupling.
• An increasing rotation-translation coupling seems beneficial for the ionic mobility, which is espe-
cially evident in the SN-GN series and by the low conductivity values found for the adamantane-
based mixtures with decoupled ionic dynamics.
• If there is rotation-translation coupling, as present in the HEX-OCT mixing series, the ion mo-
bility scales proportionally to the timescale of on-site molecular reorientational motions.
• Systems like the adamantane-based mixtures exhibit complete rotation-translation decoupling
and, thus, offer the opportunity to study a presumably ionic relaxation separately.
The fact, that both material classes possess reorienting dipolar molecules and translational moving
ions and are now thoroughly characterized by dielectric spectroscopy, offers the unique opportunity
to compare all investigated systems in an adapted Walden plot (see figure 6.1). This plot uses the
molar conductivity Λm = σdc/c for the y-axis, where c is the ion concentration in units mol%. Λm is
effectively the conductivity contribution per ion pair in the sample and is, thus, proportional to the ion
mobility, which makes it possible to directly compare the DESs with the PC electrolytes. Comparing
absolute dc-conductivity values would distort the data towards the DESs, which have vastly higher ion
concentrations. For the x-axis, figure 6.1 uses the inverse of the reorientational relaxation time τε , since
especially the PCs do not display a liquid-like viscosity.
So figure 6.1 presents the dependence of the effective ion mobility on the reorientational dynamics
of the dipolar molecules in both DESs and PC electrolytes. It enables basically a similar classification
of ionic conductors as after Angell and coworkers [152, 159, 162] (chapter 3.2.4), where systems with
high ion mobility for a given τε lie towards the upper left corner in figure 6.1 and systems with low ion
mobility in the lower right corner.
Starting with the DESs, figure 6.1 is a mirrored representation of figure 5.29 (c). Glyceline and
ethaline fall on a line with slope 1 in the double logarithmic plot, meaning both systems display the
same ion mobility for a given τε and the two processes are coupled. Reline is the exception. It displays a
higher ion mobility for a given τε than the other two DESs and a non-linear trend indicating decoupling
of the two dynamics. Reline is the system most shifted towards to the upper left corner in this plot and
is, thus, in this specific criterion the best of all investigated systems, because it shows the highest ion
mobility for a given τε of all systems. Still looking at absolute values, reline of all investigated DESs
has the lowest ionic conductivity for a given temperature.
Surprisingly, the HEX-OCT mixtures fall in line with glyceline and ethaline. Even though these
mixtures are no candidates for application, because their melting temperatures lie well below RT and
even there the mixtures are poorly conducting, when solely focusing on conductivity contribution per
ion pair for a given τε , the HEX-OCT mixtures reveal a liquid-like conductivity. That means, in the
HEX-OCT mixtures, for a certain reorientation velocity of the surrounding molecules the ion mobility
is enormously high and comparable to the DESs, where the surrounding molecules not only reorient
with the same velocity but additionally move translationally.
Close but distinctly shifted towards the bottom right corner are the dinitrile mixtures. Especially the
SNPN mixture, which from all PCs revealed the best dc conductivity when approaching RT, displays
only an by an order of magnitude reduced Λm compared to glyceline, ethaline and the HEX-OCT
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Figure 6.1: Molar conductivity Λm vs inverse reorientational relaxation time τε plot for selected mix-
tures including all different systems investigated in the present work. The full symbols are
the DESs, horizontally half-filled symbols are selected dinitrile based mixtures, vertically
half-filled symbols are selected adamantane based mixtures and crosses as well as pluses
are selected cyclic alcohol based mixtures. The dashed black line visualizes a slope of 1 in
the double logarithmic plot.
mixtures. The SNMN mixture is further shifted to the bottom right corner and Λm is reduced by
roughly two orders of magnitude for a given τε compared to SNPN. Both mixtures still follow a linear
trend with slope 1, as expected since both dynamic processes were already identified as being coupled.
Finally, for the adamantane-based mixtures the meaningfulness of this plot is questionable, since the
complete decoupling of dc conductivity and reorientational dynamics was unequivocally demonstrated
in figure 5.51. Due to this decoupling, these systems reveal a much steeper slope than 1. They start
at low temperatures (i.e. low Λm) shifted far to the right compared to the other systems and rapidly
approach good ion mobility comparable to the DESs with increasing temperature.
Figure 6.1 demonstrates the relevance of reorientational dynamics for the ionic conductivity in most
systems, where both dynamics are present. On the basis of these data possible routes for the optimiza-
tion of DESs and the PC electrolytes can be concluded. DESs, due to being liquids, naturally display
a coupling of the ionic and dipolar dynamics to the overall viscosity. Only for cases like reline some
sort of decoupling can be found and here for a given τε higher ion mobility can be obtained. Still,
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in terms of absolute conductivity values those are minor effects compared to the overall conductivity
enhancement with decreasing Tg, as seen when comparing reline with ethaline (see RT conductivitiy
in figure 5.25). For the PCs, however, the dinitrile and cyclic-alcohol-based PC electrolytes reveal an
astonishing high ion mobility for solid materials. Ironically, the HEX-OCT mixtures show the best ion
mobility but are the least suitable system for technical application. Thus, the future goal to optimize
PC electrolytes may be to generate an ionic conductivity mechanism as present in the HEX-OCT or
SNPN mixtures in PCs with high melting points like CNA.
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